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Abstract
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been successfully applied to many problems and
applications. Their success comes from being general purpose, which means that the
same EA can be used to solve different problems. Despite that, many factors can affect
the behaviour and the performance of an EA and it has been proven that there isn’t
a particular EA which can solve efficiently any problem. This opens to the issue of
understanding how different design choices can affect the performance of an EA and how
to efficiently design and tune one. This thesis has two main objectives. On the one hand
we will advance the theoretical understanding of evolutionary algorithms, particularly
focusing on Genetic Programming and Parallel Evolutionary algorithms. We will do that
trying to understand how different design choices affect the performance of the algorithms
and providing rigorously proven bounds of the running time for different designs. This
novel knowledge, built upon previous work on the theoretical foundation of EAs, will then
help for the second objective of the thesis, which is to provide theory grounded design for
Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms and Genetic Programming. This will consist in being
inspired by the analysis of the algorithms to produce provably good algorithm designs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
Evolutionary computation is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence which tries to solve com-
putational problems mimicking Darwin’s principle of survival of the fittest. Given a
computational problem, an evolutionary algorithm (EA) samples an initial population as
a set of points from the solution space. Each element of the population is referred to
as an individual. It then applies variation operators to the initial population to produce
new individuals and uses a selection strategy to select which individuals to include in
the offspring population. It then applies again variation and selection using the offspring
population as a base. The process of variation and selection, which produces an offspring
population is called a generation. An evolutionary algorithm runs for many generations
until a stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping criteria can depend on the number of
generations already computed or on some property of the population that is eventually
achieved. Algorithm 1 provides a schematic of a general Evolutionary Algorithm.
Algorithm 1 An Evolutionary Algorithm
initialise the population P
g = 0
while (stopping criteria(P,g) == false) do
N = variation(P) (generate new individuals trough variation)
O = selection(P, N) (select the offspring population)
P = O (set the current population as the offspring)
g = g + 1 (increase the generations count)
end while
One of the most appealing characteristic of Evolutionary Algorithms is that they
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usually are general purpose, which means they are not tailored on a specific problem.
It is thus possible to solve many different problems using the same algorithm. Despite
this generality, many factors like the population size, the variation and selection method
and the representation of individuals, can affect the behaviour and the performance of
an evolutionary algorithm, leading to different types of evolutionary algorithms. So a
natural question would be: what is the best evolutionary algorithm? In 1996 Yao wrote
the following:
The answer to the question which EA is the best, is problem dependent.
There is no universally best algorithm which can achieve the best result for all
problems. One of the challenges to researchers is to identify and characterise
which EA is best suited for which problem [96].
That happens because of the No Free Lunch Theorem (NFL), which states that all
the search heuristics are equivalent when averaging on all the problems their expected
time to solve a problem [94].
Thus, despite EAs being general purpose algorithms they still need proper design and
tuning to perform well on specific problems. Good design requires a way to be evaluated,
so it is crucial to have a methodology to assert the performance of an algorithm. This
has been done using different approaches.
The most common one consists in testing an EA against some benchmark problems.
The idea behind this approach is that the NFL theorem applies when averaging the
performances on all possible problems, but just a subset of them are of practical interest.
So, benchmark problems should be representative enough of the subset of “problems of
practical interest” and, assuming the performance of an EA being similar when tested on
similar problems, it would be possible to generalise that an EA performing well on a set
of well designed benchmarks would also perform well on real applications. Unfortunately
this locality of performance assumption cannot be taken as a general true statement.
Moreover, since this approach doesn’t give any insight on why a particular approach has
good or poor performances, the search for a performing design is usually based on trial
and error, and consisting in trying to blindly modify different parts of the algorithm until
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good performances on desired benchmarks are achieved. Automatic tuning [24, 46] can
automatise this process and it is a very useful method to tune parameters of existing
algorithms on a specific instance of a problem. Despite that, it still consists in trying
different variants of an algorithm on benchmark problems and it is thus still open to the
issue of non-locality of performances discussed above when used as a general design tool.
Another approach is to provide claims on performances that are mathematically
proven, which usually consists in providing upper and lower bounds of the expected time
an EA takes to solve a specific problem together with a mathematical proof for that.
That is usually hard to do and requires to model the behaviour of an EA and to develop
techniques to prove runtime results. Despite that the idea developed a lot in the last
20 years [69, 4, 27, 68]. Together with being rigorous this approach also allows to get
insights on how evolutionary algorithms work and how different aspects of them affect
their performances on specific problems. This opens the possibility to do design guided
by theory, that is to make design choices inspired by the analysis of the algorithm, that
provably lead to good performance.
The theoretical foundation of evolutionary algorithms is a relatively young field and
much work has still to be done. Particularly there are many open questions regarding
Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms and Genetic Programming. This thesis will have the
double aim of advancing the theoretical knowledge about these two topics, filling the
existing gaps in the theory, and to use this novel knowledge to guide the design of new
efficient algorithms and operators.
Chapter 2 provides a literature review on the theoretical foundation of Genetic Pro-
gramming and Parallel Evolutionary Algorihtms and highlights the existing gaps.
On Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we will advance the theoretical knowledge about genetic
programming providing design and analysis of operators for a novel theory-friendly kind
of genetic programming called Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming. The analysis
and the design provided will range between different class of problems: boolean functions
learning (Chapter 3), classification trees learning (Chapter 4) and basis function regression
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(Chapter 5).
In Chapters 6 and 7 we will deal with Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms. We will
introduce the island model, a common way of parallelising an evolutionary algorithm
and in Chapter 6 we will design and analyse a heterogeneous island model finding good
approximations for the NP-Hard problem SetCover. Chapter 7 will deal with an open
problem in the design of island models, which is how to set the migration interval. We
will design two methods to efficiently adapt the migration interval throughout the run,
and we will propose an analysis of them on different common test functions.
In Chapter 8 we will finally summarize the contributions of the thesis and provide
directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Theoretical foundation of Evolutionary Algorithms
In the previous chapter we explained how, in order to provide provable claims on the
performances of evolutionary algorithms, it is necessary to build a mathematical model of
the behaviour of an EA and to develop techniques to measure the number of generations
that an EA requires to solve a problem (runtime). In this chapter we will give an overview
of the history of the theoretical foundation of evolutionary algorithms. Starting from the
early attempts with Schema Theory and moving to the recent developments of Runtime
Analysis.
2.1.1 Early work
The first attempts to build a theoretical foundation of evolutionary algorithms were con-
cerned with analysing their behaviour rather than their performance. The schema theory
was one of the first attempt to analyse evolutionary algorithms [21]. It consists in dividing
the search space into subsets (schemata) sharing some syntactic features. Schema theo-
rems describe how the number of individuals belonging to each schemata vary from one
generation to the another. Even if it is considered an important framework to understand
the behaviour of evolutionary algorithms, it failed to produce quantitative convergence
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and runtime results.
The main problems of Schema theorems is that they divide individuals into subsets
according to their genotype and not taking into consideration their fitness. In this way
it is not possible to describe how the fitness of a population (or of the best individual of
the population) evolves during time, and thus it is not possible to derive runtime results.
In the nineties Markov Chain theory gave the first convergence results. Rudolph [80]
stated that an algorithm which always keeps the best found solution in its population
(elitism) and which uses variation operators such that there is a non-zero probability to
reach any point in the search space from any other point, will always converge to the
optimum. Unfortunately this result does not give any information on the time required
to reach it (runtime).
2.1.2 Runtime analysis
After establishing that an EA will converge to the optimum for a specific problem it is
interesting to know how long it will take to do so. That will help in the process of choosing
the right EA for a particular problem and in understanding how different design choices
affect the performance of an EA.
The runtime of an algorithm is traditionally defined as the number of primitive steps
to solve a problem. For evolutionary algorithms a good definition of a “primitive step” is a
call to the fitness function. The runtime is expressed in asymptotic notation, and since at
each generation the number of fitness function calls is usually constant, another common
definition of the runtime is the number of generations to reach the optimum. Moreover
since EAs are randomized algorithms, they will thus perform differently in different runs
on the same instance of the problem, we are interested in expected runtime.
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OneMax, (1+1)-EA and RLS
The first runtime results started to appear in the nineties [64, 79]. OneMax is a simple
binary problem in which solutions are bitstring of length n and the fitness of a solution
(to maximise) is the total number of 1s in the bitstring. Formally the fitness function for
OneMax is:
OneMax(x) =
n∑
i=1
xi
(1+1)-EA is a simple evolutionary algorithm keeping a population of size 1 (see Algo-
rithm 2). At each generation a new individual is generated flipping each bit of the current
individual independently with probability p. Then the fittest between the parent and the
offspring is kept for the next generation. In 1998 by Droste, Jansen and Wegener, analysed
the runtime of (1+1)-EA (with flipping probability p = 1/n) on separable Boolean func-
tions such as OneMax, proving a lower-bound for the runtime of n log n − O(n log log n)
and an upper bound of O(n log n) [17].
Algorithm 2 (1+1)-EA
Initialise x with a n-bitstring x ∈ {0, 1}n
g = 0
while x is not optimum do
Create the offspring x′ by flipping each bit of x independently with probability p
if x′ has better fitness than x then
x = x′
end if
g = g + 1 (increase the generations count)
end while
Despite this analysis being on a simplified EA and on an easy problem, it inspired a
general technique that was used to analyse more complicated EAs on more interesting
problems. Artificial Fitness Levels consist of partitioning the search space based on
the fitness function. Given a fitness function taking m different values, m partitions
A1, . . . , Am are created such that each partition contains all the search points with the
same fitness and for all the points a ∈ Ai and b ∈ Aj it happens that f(a) < f(b)⇔ i < j.
We can then denote as pi a lower bound for the probability that from a point xi ∈ Ai
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an offspring x′ ∈ Ai+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Am is produced. Then the expected running time of a
stochastic search algorithm that works at each time step with a population of size 1 and
produces at each time step a new solution from the current solution is upper bounded by∑m−1
i=1 (1/pi) [68].
It is then very easy to calculate an upper bound for the expected runtime of (1+1)-EA
on OneMax in the following way. We partition the search space in m = n + 1 partitions
such that x ∈ Ai if OneMax(x) = i. Then, assuming the current best solution being in
Ai, the probability pi of increasing its fitness is at least the probability of flipping at least
a 0-bit without flipping any 1-bit. This probability is then pi ≥ n−in (1 − 1n)n−1 > n−ien ,
where we used the fact that (1 − 1/n)n−1 > 1/e for n > 1, being e the Euler’s number.
The expected runtime is thus T =
∑m−1
i=0 1/pi ≤
∑m−1
i=0
en
n−i =
∑n−1
i=0
en
n−i = en
∑n−1
i=0
1
n−i =
en
∑n
i=1
1
i
= O(n log n), given that
∑n
i=1
1
i
= O(log n).
The same analysis can be done for Random Local Search (RLS) a variation of (1+1)-
EA in which the global mutation operator is replaced by a local one (thus the offspring
is always an hamming neighbour of the parent). Random Local Search is described in
Algorithm 3. In RLS on OneMax the probability of increasing the fitness at level i is
pi =
n−i
n
, which is the probability of flipping a 0-bit (since there is just one flip we
don’t need to assure that no 1-bits are flipped). Thus the runtime is T =
∑m−1
i=0 1/pi =∑m−1
i=0
n
n−i = O(n log n).
It has been proved that these bounds are also tight [17] so the expected runtime of
(1+1)-EA and RLS on OneMax is actually Θ(n log n).
Algorithm 3 Random Local Search (RLS)
Inizialise x with a n-bitstring x ∈ {0, 1}n
g = 0
while x is not optimum do
Create the offspring x′ by selecting a random bit of x and flipping it
if x′ has better fitness than x then
x = x′
end if
g = g + 1 (increase the generations count)
end while
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We also introduce a lazy version of RLS that we will need in the rest of the thesis.
It differs from RLS just for the mutation operator. In lazy-RLS (see Algorithm 4) the
offspring is generated by selecting a random bit of the parent and forcing it to 0 with
probability 0.5 or to 1 with the same probability.
Algorithm 4 Lazy Random Local Search (lazy-RLS)
Inizialise x with a n-bitstring x ∈ {0, 1}n
g = 0
while x is not optimum do
Create the offspring x′ by selecting a random bit of x and forcing it 0 or 1 with equal
probability
if x′ has better fitness than x then
x = x′
end if
g = g + 1 (increase the generations count)
end while
The effect of this operator is that, with probability 0.5 the mutation is not changing
the parent, while with the same probability the operator of the non-lazy RLS is applied.
It is easy to show that, in expectation, the runtime of lazy-RLS is by a factor of 2 slower
than the runtime of RLS.
Further Developments
In the following years further techniques have been developed to analyse the complexity
of evolutionary algorithms [4]. We have here presented previous work on the runtime
analysis of simple EAs using just mutation and having population size equal to one. Af-
terwards results on more complex EAs performing crossover operations have appeared
[85, 29] and the effect of the interaction of different components of the algorithms has
been studied [45]. Moreover techniques to analyse population-based EAs have been de-
veloped [23] and applied to derive considerations on the effect of the population size on
the runtime [13, 14].
Problems more complex than OneMax have also been analysed. More results have been
obtained for various classes of problems [92, 63], popular combinatorial problems [68] and
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some effort has gone into explaining where the hard instances of problems are [22, 12].
2.2 Genetic programming
Genetic programming is a subclass of genetic algorithms in which the individuals are
programs or functions (instead of vectors of numbers). It is widely used in practice with
applications ranging from symbolic regression to financial trading and arts [74]. Tradition-
ally programs are represented as syntax trees [31], even though other representations have
been proposed: for example Linear GP represents programs as sequence of commands in
an imperative language[10], while Cartesian GP represents them as circuits [55].
Variations operators act on the representation of the individuals, i.e. their syntax. For
example subtree-swap crossover, a common crossover operator, gets two parents from a
population of programs represented as trees, then it selects a crossover point (a node) in
each tree and creates the offspring as a tree obtained copying the first parent and replacing
the subtree rooted in the crossover point of the first parent with the subtree rooted in the
crossover point of the second parent. A common mutation operator is subtree mutation,
which select a random node from the parent and replaces the subtree rooted in that node
with a randomly generated subtree.
Selection is done using a fitness functions evaluating the input-output behaviour of
the program, i.e. its semantics, which usually means that the program is evaluated
from the way it responds to a set of possible inputs sampled from the universe of all its
possible inputs. This is one of the main differences between evolutionary algorithms and
genetic programming. In fact, while individuals in evolutionary algorithms are usually
evaluated according to some feature of the structure of the genotype (i.e. their syntax)
in genetic programming individuals are evaluated according to their semantics, i.e. by
their behaviour when executed on a particular input. Despite that, variation operators in
traditional genetic programming still act on the syntax of individuals. This discrepancy
is one of the reason why it is harder (compared to evolutionary algorithms) to develop a
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theoretical framework for GP leading to runtime results, as we will explain in the rest of
this chapter.
2.2.1 Theoretical foundation of Genetic Programming
In Section 2.1.2 we explained how knowing how a variation operator affects the fitness of
an individual helps in analysing the expected runtime to reach the optimum. Particularly
we showed that having a lower bound pi for the probability that an individual at a fitness
level i will produce an offspring with better fitness, it is possible, using the artificial fitness
levels method, to calculate an upper bound of the expected runtime to reach the optimum.
Compared to evolutionary algorithms evolving bitstrings, in Genetic Programming it
is more difficult to predict how a variation operator affects the fitness of an individual (i.e.
the genotype-phenotype mapping is hard). In fact variation operators in GP operate on
the syntax of the individuals while the fitness is calculated according to their semantics
(this is similar to what happens in Evolutionary Artificial Neural Networks [95] where
it is not easy to predict how a variation operator applied to neural network affects its
behaviour).
Because of this the work available on theoretical foundations of Genetic Programming
is much less advanced than the one for evolutionary algorithms. Moreover the runtime
is not the only important factor to measure in GP. Since the individuals in GP can have
variable length, analysing how their size grow throughout the run is also important.
In the rest of the section we will first go through the different approaches that have
been proposed to explain and analyse the growth in the size of individuals and the runtime
to find a good or optimal solution.
Size of individuals
A common phenomenon in GP is that the average size of a program remains almost static
for several generations, and then starts to grow rapidly. This phenomenon is called bloat.
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There is a lack in quantitative theory about why bloat occurs. However some qualitative
theories have been produced. The oldest theory is the protection against crossover theory
[86]. It divides the code of a program into inactive code, that is code that is not executed
and thus does not affect the output of the program, and active code, which is actually
executed. The theory states that GP produces some inactive code that protects the useful
code from being modified by crossover operations and doing so the size of the program
grows. This theory is far from being rigorous and doesn’t really explain bloat. In fact it
is not clear why GP should produce inactive code to “protect” the active one.
Another theory is the removal bias theory [84]. It states that inactive code resides
in small subtrees and that those subtrees are replaced, by crossover, with bigger inactive
subtrees making the program to grow. Still the reason why this happens is not clear.
Finally the nature of program search spaces theory [36] states that the distribution of
fitness does not vary with size (above a certain size). Since there are more long programs
than short ones, the number of long programs of a given fitness is higher than the number
of short programs with the same fitness. So GP selects long programs just because there
are more of them.
All those theories lack in rigour and in quantitative results. It is not clear after which
size the size of the program will start to grow faster, and how to prevent it (some methods
try to stop it but can’t prevent it from happening [77]). The root problem is that we don’t
understand enough how GP works. Particularly we don’t know how a particular operator
affects the size and the fitness of the offspring.
Runtime
As for simpler evolutionary algorithms the first contribution to the theory of GP were
based on schema theory. Poli et al. firstly provided an analysis considering GP with just
one-point crossover [73] and they then extended it to the class of homologous crossover
[78] and then to any type of crossover which swaps subtrees [75, 76]. Recently, following
what has already been done for genetic algorithms, some work has started on the runtime
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analysis of GP. Neumann et al. [67] and Durret et al. [19] present the runtime analysis of
mutation-based GP with a tree representation in which trees do not represent functions
(i.e., objects that return different output values for different input values) but, rather,
structures (i.e., objects whose fitness depends on some structural properties of the tree
representation). This deviates quite significantly from the very essence of GP, which is
about evolving functions. The Max Problem considered by Ko¨tzing et al. [30] is more
similar to a real GP since the fitness depends on the computed function. However this
dependence is very weak, such that the space of possible inputs can be partitioned into
just two subsets such that for every input in a subset, the optimal solution to the problem
is the same. In [28] Ko¨tzing et al. analyse the learning of a linear function under the PAC-
learning framework. However the algorithm analysed is far from a classical GP algorithm
since it evolves the coefficients of a fixed size linear function, rather than evolving a
function.
Concerning the theoretical foundation of Genetic Programming we have thus two
leading theories. The first, based on schema theory and Markov chains try to explain
how proper genetic programming (tree based, swap tree crossover) works in general but
fails to provide quantitative results on the runtime. The second, inspired by the runtime
analysis of evolutionary algorithms, provides runtime results but it is not general enough
since it refers to very simplified versions of GP.
2.3 Semantic Genetic Programming
In the previous section we have seen that it is hard to obtain runtime results for genetic
programming because it is difficult to predict how a variation operator would affect the
fitness of an individual. This happens because the traditional GP operators act on the
syntax of the individuals, while the fitness is calculated on the semantics.
In this section we introduce Semantic Genetic Programming, a new kind of GP that
will try to tackle this problem, proposing operators that have a predictable behaviour on
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the semantics of the offspring generated.
We will first go through the early works on semantic Genetic Programming and then
we will introduce Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming.
In Chapters 3, 4, 5 we will show successful examples of runtime results obtained for ge-
ometric semantic genetic programming, and how these analyses have produced theoretical-
driven guidelines to improve the initial algorithms.
2.3.1 Previous attempts of semantic GP
Traditional Genetic Programming searches the space of functions/programs by using
search operators that manipulate their syntactic representation, regardless of their actual
semantics/behaviour. For instance, subtree swap crossover is used to recombine functions
represented as parse trees, regardless of trees representing boolean expressions, mathe-
matical functions, or computer programs. Although this guarantees that offspring are
always syntactically well-formed, there is no reason to believe that such a blind syntactic
search can work well for different problems and across domains.
In recent literature, there are a number of approaches that use semantics to guide the
search in the attempt to improve on GP with purely syntactic operators, as follows. Many
individuals may encode the same function (i.e., they may have the same semantics). It
is possible to enforce semantic diversity throughout evolution, by creating semantically
unique individuals in the initial population [8, 25], and by discarding offspring of crossover
and mutation when semantically coinciding with their parents [9, 7].
The semantics of a program can be directly and uniquely represented by enumerating
the input-output pairs making up the computed function, or equivalently, by the vector
of all output values of the program for a certain fixed order of all possible input values.
Quang Uy et al. [88] have proposed a probabilistic measure of semantic distance between
individuals based on how their outputs differ for the same set of inputs sampled at random.
This distance is then used to bias semantically the search operators: mutation rejects
offspring that are not sufficiently semantically similar to the parent; crossover chooses
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only semantically similar subtrees to swap between parents.
Geometric crossover and geometric mutation [62, 57] are formal and representation-
independent search operators that can be, in principle, specified to any search space
and representation, once a notion of distance between individuals is provided. Simply
stated, the offspring of geometric crossover are in the segment between parents, and the
offspring of geometric mutation are in a ball around the parent, w.r.t. the considered
distance. Many crossover and mutation operators across representations are geometric
operators (w.r.t. some distance). Krawiec et al. [32, 35] have used a notion of semantic
distance to propose a crossover operator for GP trees that is approximately a geometric
crossover in the semantic space (i.e., a geometric semantic crossover). The operator was
implemented approximately by using the traditional sub-tree swap crossover, generating
a large number of offspring, and accepting only those offspring that were sufficiently
“semantically intermediate” with respect to the parents. An analogous approach can
be used to implement a geometric semantic mutation, with offspring lying in a small ball
around the parent in the semantic space. Krawiec et al. [33] propose a semantic crossover-
like operator that, given a pair of parents, finds a semantically intermediate procedure
from a previously prepared library and in [34] they show how this operator leads to
significant increase in search performance when compared to standard subtree-swapping
crossover.
Whereas the semantically aware methods above are promising, as they have been
shown to be better than traditional GP on a number of benchmark problems, their im-
plementations are very wasteful as heavily based on trial-and-error: search operators are
implemented via acting on the syntax of the parents to produce offspring, which are ac-
cepted only if some semantic criterion is satisfied. More importantly from a theoretical
perspective, these implementations do not provide insights on how syntactic and semantic
searches relate to each other.
Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming (GSGP) introduced by Moraglio et al. [59,
58] is a form of genetic programming that uses geometric semantic crossover and geomet-
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ric semantic mutation to search directly the semantic space of functions/programs. This
is possible because, seen from a geometric viewpoint, the genotype-phenotype mapping
of GP becomes surprisingly easy, and allows us to derive explicit algorithmic character-
izations of geometric semantic operators for different domains following a simple formal
recipe, which was used to derive specific forms of GSGP for a number of classic GP
domains (i.e, Boolean functions, arithmetic functions and classifiers).
The fitness landscape seen by the geometric semantic operators is always a cone by
construction, as the fitness of an individual is its semantic distance to the optimum (i.e.,
its fitness is the distance between its output vector and the output vector of the target
function). This has the consequence that GP search on functions with geometric semantic
operators is formally equivalent to a GA search on the corresponding output vectors
with standard crossover and mutation operators. For example, for Boolean functions,
geometric semantic GP search is equivalent to GA search on binary strings on the OneMax
landscape, for any Boolean problem.
The equivalence between GSGP and GA is very attractive from a theoretical point
of view as it opens the way to a rigorous theoretical analysis of the optimisation time of
GSGP by simply reusing known runtime results for GAs on OneMax-like problems. This
analysis obtained is general, as it applies to all problems of a certain domain (e.g., all
Boolean functions are seen as OneMax by GSGP).
In the rest of the chapter we will formally define geometric semantic genetic pro-
gramming and we will propose a formal recipe to design GSGP operators for different
domains.
2.3.2 Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming
In the following we describe the GSGP framework formally reporting and expanding on
the relevant results from [59].
A search operator CX : S × S → S is a geometric crossover w. r. t. the metric d on
S if for any choice of parents p1 and p2, any offspring o = CX(p1, p2) is in the segment
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P1
P2
Offspring of the
crossover is in the
segment [P1, P2]. P
ε Offspring of the
ε-mutation is in the ball
of radius ε centered in P .
Figure 2.1: A visualization of the geometric crossover (left) and of the geometric mutation
(right).
[p1, p2] between parents, i.e., it holds that d(p1, o)+d(o, p2) = d(p1, p2). A search operator
M : S → S is a geometric ε-mutation w. r. t. the metric d if for any parent p, any of its
offspring o = M(p) is in the ball of radius ε centered in the parent, i.e., d(o, p) ≤ ε (See
Fig. 2.1).
Given a fitness function f : S → R, the geometric search operators induce or see
the fitness landscape identified by the triple (f, S, d). Many well-known recombination
operators across representations are geometric crossovers [57]. For example, for binary
strings, one-point crossover is a geometric crossover w. r. t. Hamming distance (HD), and
point mutation is geometric 1-mutation w. r. t. Hamming distance [57].
For many applications, genetic programming can be seen as a supervised learning
method. Given a training set made of fixed input-output pairs T = {(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN)}
(i.e., fitness cases), a function h : X → Y within a certain fixed class H of functions
(i.e., the search space specified by the chosen terminal and function sets) is sought that
interpolates the known input-output pairs. I.e., for an optimal solution h it holds that
∀(xi, yi) ∈ T : h(xi) = yi. The fitness function FT : H → R measures the error of a
candidate solution h on the training set T . Compared to other learning methods, two
distinctive features of GP are (i) it can be applied to learn a wider set of functions, and
(ii) it is a black-box method, as it does not need explicit knowledge of the training set,
but only of the errors on the training set.
We define the genotype-phenotype mapping as the function P : H → Y |X| that maps
a representation of a function h (i.e., its genotype) to the vector of the outcomes of the
application of the function h to all possible input values in X (i.e., its phenotype), i.e.,
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P (h) = (h(x1), ..., h(x|X|)). We can define a partial genotype-phenotype mapping by
restricting the set of input values X to a given subset X ′ as follows: PX′ : H → Y |X′|
with PX′(h) = (h(x1), ..., h(x|X′|)) with xi ∈ X ′. Let I = (x1, ..., xN) and O = (y1, ..., yN)
be the vectors obtained by splitting inputs and outputs of the pairs in the training set T .
The output vector of a function h on the training inputs I is therefore given by its partial
genotype-phenotype mapping PI(h) with input domain restricted to the training inputs
I, i.e., PI(h) = (h(x1), ..., h(xN)). The training set T identifies the partial genotype-
phenotype mapping of the optimal solution h restricted to the training inputs I, i.e.,
PI(h) = O.
Traditional measures of error of a function h on the training set T can be interpreted
as distance between the target output vector O and the output vector PI(h) measured
using some suitable metric D, i.e., FT (h) = D(O,PI(h)) (to minimise). For example,
when the space H of functions considered is the class of Boolean functions, the input and
output spaces are X = {0, 1}n and Y = {0, 1}, and the output vector is a binary vector
of size N = 2n (i.e., Y N). A suitable metric D to measure the error as a distance between
binary vectors is the Hamming distance.
We define the semantic distance SD between two functions h1, h2 ∈ H as the distance
between their corresponding output vectors measured with the metric D used in the
definition of the fitness function FT , i.e., SD(h1, h2) = D(P (h1), P (h2)). The semantic
distance SD is a genotypic distance induced from a phenotypic metricD, via the genotype-
phenotype mapping P . As P is generally non-injective (i.e., different genotypes may have
the same phenotype), SD is only a pseudometric (i.e., distinct functions can have distance
zero). This naturally induces an equivalence relation on genotypes. Genotypes h1 and h2
belong to the same semantic class h iff their semantic distance is zero, i.e., h1, h2 ∈ h iff
SD(h1, h2) = 0. Therefore the set of all genotypes H can be partitioned in equivalence
classes, each one containing all genotypes in H with the same semantics. Let H be the set
of all semantic classes of genotypes of H. The set of semantic classes H is by construction
in one-to-one correspondence with the set of phenotypes (i.e., output vectors). Then, as
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D is a metric on the set of phenotypes, it is naturally inherited as a metric on the set H
of semantic classes.
We define geometric semantic crossover and mutation as the instantiations of ge-
ometric crossover and geometric mutation to the space of functions H endowed with
the distance SD. E.g., geometric semantic crossover SGX on Boolean functions re-
turns offspring Boolean functions such that the output vectors of the offspring are in
the Hamming segment between the output vectors of the parents (w. r .t. all xi ∈ X).
I.e., any offspring function h3 = SGX(h1, h2) of parent functions h1 and h2 meets the
condition SD(h1, h3) + SD(h2, h3) = SD(h1, h2) which for the specific case of Boolean
functions becomes HD(P (h1), P (h3)) + HD(P (h2), P (h3)) = HD(P (h1), P (h2)). The
geometric crossover SGX can be also seen as a geometric crossover on the space of se-
mantic classes of functions H endowed with the metric D. From the definition of SGX
above, it is evident that if h3 = SGX(h1, h2) then it holds that h
′
3 = SGX(h
′
1, h
′
2) for
any h′1 ∈ h1, h′2 ∈ h2, h′3 ∈ h3 because P (h1) = P (h′1), P (h2) = P (h′2) and P (h3) = P (h′3).
In words, the result of the application of SGX depends only on the semantic classes of
the parents h1, h2 and not directly on the parents’ genotypes h1, h2, and the returned
offspring can be any genotype h3 belonging to the offspring semantic class h3. Therefore,
SGX can be thought as searching directly the semantic space of functions.
2.3.3 Search equivalence: GSGP ≈ GA
When the training set covers all possible inputs, the semantic fitness landscape seen by
an evolutionary algorithm with geometric semantic operators is, from the definition of
semantic distance, a particularly nice type of unimodal landscape in which the fitness of
a solution is its distance in the search space to the optimum 1 (i.e., a cone landscape).
This observation is general, as it holds for any domain of application of GP (e.g., Boolean,
Arithmetic, Program), any specific problem within a domain (e.g., Parity and Multiplexer
1Notice that the optimum in the space of function classes is unique, as the output target vector is
unique (since the training set is fixed prior to evolution), and it identifies uniquely the target function
class.
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problems in the Boolean domain) and for any choice of metric for the error function.
GP search with geometric operators w. r .t. the semantic distance SD on the space
of functions H is thus formally equivalent to EA search with geometric operators w. r .t.
the distance D on the space of output vectors. This is because: (i) semantic classes
of functions are in bijective correspondence with output vectors, as “functions with the
same output vector” is the defining property of a semantic class of function; (ii) geometric
semantic operators on functions are isomorphic to geometric operators on output vectors,
as SD is induced from D via the genotype-phenotype mapping P (see also diagram (2.1)
and explanation in Section 2.3.4).
Equivalence example: Boolean Functions
For the specific case of Boolean functions with n input variables and a single output
variable, GSGP search with a training set of size N = 2n encompassing all the possible
inputs, is equivalent to GA search with standard mutation and crossover on binary strings
of length N . When the training set covers all possible inputs, the fitness landscape seen by
the GA is OneMax because minimising the error means minimising the Hamming distance
between the output vector of a candidate solutions and the target output vector. That
is equivalent to maximising the number of the right outputs, which on binary strings is
equivalent to maximising the number of ones. When the training set covers only a subset
of all possible inputs, the fitness landscape seen by the GA is OneMax on τ “active” bits
that contribute to the fitness, and it is neutral on the remaining bits that do not affect
the fitness.
All Boolean functions are seen as equivalent from GSGP search. This is because,
whereas any distinct target training set gives rise to a different fitness landscape whose
optimum is a different target string, any unbiased black-box search algorithm [44] does
not assume a priori the knowledge of the location of the optimum and sees all these
landscapes as equivalent.
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2.3.4 Construction of GSGP operators: a formal recipe
The commutative diagram below illustrates the relationship between the geometric se-
mantic crossover GXSD on genotypes (e.g., trees) on the top, and the geometric crossover
(GXD) operating on the phenotypes (i.e., output vectors) induced by the genotype-
phenotype mapping P , at the bottom. It holds that for any T1, T2 and T3 = GXSD(T1, T2)
then P (T3) = GXD(P (T1), P (T2)).
T1 × T2
GXSD−−−−−−−−→ T3yP yP yP
O1 × O2
GXD−−−−−−−−→ O3
(2.1)
The problem of finding an algorithmic characterization of geometric semantic crossover
can be stated as follows: given a family of functions H, find a recombination operator
GXSD (unknown) acting on elements of H that induces via the genotype phenotype
mapping P a geometric crossover GXD (known) on output vectors.
E.g., for the case of Boolean functions (individuals are h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}) with
fitness measure based on Hamming distance, output vectors are binary strings corre-
sponding to the output column of their truth table (i.e. P (h) ∈ {0, 1}n and P (h) =
(h(x1), . . . , h(x2n))). If we want to design a geometric semantic operator GXSD inducing
on the output vector a GXD equivalent to the mask based crossover, we need to design an
operator GXSD(h1, h2) which combines syntactically the two parent boolean expressions
h1 and h2 in such a way that the offspring boolean expression h3 = GXSD(h1, h2) has,
as output vector, the result of a mask-based crossover of the output vectors of the two
parents. More formally that means that GXSD is in such a way that
h3 = GXSD(h1, h2)⇒ P (h3) = GXD(P (h1), P (h2))
with GXD being a mask-based crossover for binary strings.
Note that there is a different type of geometric semantic crossover for each choice
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of space H and distance D. Consequently, there are different semantic crossovers for
different GP domains. In the following chapters (Chapter 3, 4, 5) we will use the formal
recipe presented above to design GSGP operators for the domain of boolean functions,
classification trees, and real functions, respectively.
2.4 Parallel Evolutionary algorithms
Due to the current development in computer architecture and the steeply rising number
of processors in modern devices, parallelisation is becoming a more and more important
topic, being a cost-effective approach to solve problems in real time and for tackling
large-scale problems.
There are many variants of parallel evolutionary algorithms, from parallelising function
evaluations on multiple processors to fine-grained models such as cellular EAs and coarse-
grained EAs such as island models [47]. In the latter approach, multiple populations
evolve independently for a certain period of time. Every τ generations, for a parameter
τ called the migration interval, individuals migrate between islands to coordinate their
searches. Communication takes place according to a spatial structure, a topology con-
necting populations. Common topologies include rings, two-dimensional grids/toroids,
hypercubes, or complete graphs [87]. Compared to panmictic populations, this decreases
the spread of information. A slower spread of information can increase the diversity in
the whole system, and by choosing the right topology and the frequency or probability of
migration, the communication effort can be tuned. Moreover Island models are popular
optimisers for several reasons:
• Multiple communicating populations can make the same progress as a single popu-
lation in a fraction of the time, speeding up computation.
• Small populations can be simulated faster than large populations, reducing execu-
tion times [1].
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• Periodic communication only requires small bandwidth, leading to low communica-
tion costs.
• Solution quality is improved as different populations can explore different regions of
the search space.
The usefulness of parallel populations has been demonstrated in many successful applica-
tions ranging from language tagging, circuit design, scheduling and planning to bioinfor-
matics [47, 2].
2.4.1 Theoretical foundation of Parallel EAs
Despite being applied and researched intensively, the theoretical foundation of parallel
EAs is still in its infancy. Present theoretical studies include takeover times and growth
curves (see, e. g., [81] or [47, Chapter 4]). Recently the expected running time of parallel
EAs has been studied, leading to a constructed example where island models excel over
panmictic populations [37, 38] and examples where the diversity in island models makes
crossover a powerful operator [66]. Also the speedup in island models has been studied
rigorously: how the number of generations can be decreased by running multiple islands
instead of one. Studies include pseudo-Boolean optimisation [39, 40] and polynomial-time
solvable problems from combinatorial optimisation [41].
Design and Adaptive Schemes
Designing an effective parallel evolutionary algorithm can be challenging as the method
and amount of communication needs to be tuned carefully. Too frequent communication
leads to high communication costs, and it can compromise exploration. Too little com-
munication means that the populations become too isolated and unable to coordinate
their searches effectively. There is agreement that even the effect of the most fundamen-
tal parameters on performance is not well understood [47, 2]. Skolicki and De Jong [83]
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investigated the impact of the migration interval and the number of migrants on perfor-
mance, while different migration policies were compared by Araujo and Merelo [3]. Bravo,
Luque and Alba [11] studied the effect of the migration interval when tackling dynamic
optimization problems. They found that the dynamic behaviour is not just the result
of the number of exchanged individuals, but it results from several phenomena. For fre-
quent migrations the effect of varying the migration interval is much stronger than that
of varying the number of migrants. Performance degrades when the number of migrants
approaches the population size of islands. And performance may degrade in the presence
of large migration intervals if the algorithm stops prematurely.
Osorio, Luque, and Alba [71, 70] presented adaptive schemes for the migration interval,
which aim for convergence at the end of the run (for runs of fixed length). The migration
interval is set according to growth curves of good individuals and the remaining number
of generations; migration intensifies towards the end of a run. They obtained competitive
performance results, compared to optimal fixed parameters, for MAX-SAT instances [70].
Finally, La¨ssig and Sudholt [40] presented schemes for adapting the number of islands
during a run of an island model (and offspring populations in a (1+λ) EA). Scheme A
doubles the number of islands if no improvement was found in a generation. Otherwise,
the number of islands drops to one island. Scheme B also doubles the number of islands
when no improvement is found, and halves it otherwise. Both schemes achieve optimal
or near-optimal parallel running times, while not increasing the total number of function
evaluations by more than a constant factor.
2.5 Inadequacies of the state of the art
As stated in the introduction the double aim of the thesis is to advance the theoretical
knowledge of Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms and Genetic Programming and to use this
novel knowledge to produce new theory grounded efficient designs. In this chapter we
have presented a review on the state of the art of the theoretical foundation of Genetic
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Programming and Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms. There are many gaps to fill.
Concerning the theoretical foundation of Genetic Programming, we have stated that
there are two leading theories. The first, based on schema theory and Markov chains
analyses proper Genetic Programming evolving functions (i.e. tree based GP using swap
tree crossover) but fails in providing quantitative results on the runtime. The second,
inspired to the runtime analysis of evolutionary algorithms, can provide runtime results
but it fails in doing that for proper GP, since it takes into consideration problems in
which the fitness of an individual does not depend on its computed function (i.e. its
semantics) but rather on its structure (i.e. its syntax). Geometric Semantic Genetic
Programming (GSGP) gives the opportunity to fix the inadequacies of both the leading
theories, thus allowing us to produce analysis leading to runtime results for problems in
which individuals are treated as functions rather than as structures. Still GSGP has not
been analysed rigorously yet and it also leaves open the problem of designing efficient
operators for different domains that are provably good. Our contribution in Chapters 3, 4
and 5 will provide rigorous analysis of GSGP and design of provably efficient operators for
the domains of boolean functions learning, classification trees learning and basis function
regression.
Concerning Parallel Evolutionary algorithms there is no rigorous analysis on how is-
land models perform on NP-hard problems, or how they deal with multi-objective fitness
functions. Moreover previous studies took into consideration just homogeneous island in
which all islands run the same algorithm and they did not consider heterogeneous models
where each island can run different algorithms with different parameters, different op-
erators, and even different fitness functions. This gap will be filled in Chapter 6 where
an homogeneous island model in which each island solve a multi-objective formulation
of the NP-hard problem SetCover is analysed. The analysis will inspire the design
of a more efficient heterogeneous island model which assigns to each island a different
single-objective problem representing a subset of the whole search space.
For Parallel Evolutionary algorithms another open problem is how to set parameters.
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Particularly the works available on the migration interval are mainly experimental and a
rigorous approach analysing schemes to adapt it throughout the run is missing. This gap
will be filled in Chapter 7, where two new adaptive schemes for the migration interval are
proposed. We will show, through rigorous analysis, that these new schemes can perform
as well as a scheme fixing the migration interval to its best value in terms of upper bounds
for the parallel runtime, while sometime guaranteeing even better upper bounds for the
communication effort.
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CHAPTER 3
GEOMETRIC SEMANTIC GENETIC
PROGRAMMING FOR BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
In the previous chapter we introduced geometric semantic genetic programming in a
general way. In this chapter we will design geometric semantic operators for the domain
of Boolean functions and we will analyse the runtime of GSGP using these operators
solving the problem of black box Boolean functions learning.
This chapter will provide the first example in this thesis of theory-driven design. We
will first introduce and analyse a point mutation operator (see Definition ??), which was
firstly introduced in [59]. The analysis will show the inadequacies of this operator and will
guide towards the design of new block operators, which we will prove to be more efficient.
This chapter is based on [61, 49]. My contribution consisted in the design of all the
novel mutation operators, in the statements and proofs of Theorems 2, 3, 4, 5 and in the
design and implementation of the experiments in Section 3.5 concerning Cartesian GP.
3.1 Black box Boolean learning problem
Given a complete truth table C = {(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN)} consisting in the complete de-
scription of the input-output behaviour of a fixed Boolean function h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
in n variables (N = 2n). A training set T consisting in τ ≤ N test cases T ⊂ C =
{(x1, y1), ..., (xτ , yτ )} is sampled from the truth table uniformly at random without re-
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placement.
The aim is to use just the training set T to learn a Boolean function h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
matching as well as possible the input-output behaviour described by C.
In this and in the following Chapter our algorithms will try to do that finding an ex-
pression matching the input-output behaviour described by training set, thus minimising
the training error
εt(h) =
1
τ
∑
(xi,yi)∈T
I[h(xi) 6= yi]
where I[·] is the indicator function that is 1 if its inner expression is true and 0 otherwise.
The problem has the additional constraint of being black-box. Which means that the
learning algorithm has no direct access to T . It has instead access to an oracle that,
given a candidate Boolean expression X will return how well it matches the input-output
behaviour described by T .
When τ = N , the training set encompasses all the possible input-output cases. In this
situation finding an expression fitting the training set T will also lead to an expression
fitting the complete set, and thus the original Boolean function. When, on the other
hand, the training set is smaller than the complete set, fitting the training set would lead
to a generalization error which can be defined as
εg(h) =
1
N
∑
(xi,yi)∈C
I[h(xi) 6= yi]
In the following sections we will consider just the problem of minimizing the training
error εt(h), thus we will considered the black box Boolean learning problem “solved” when
an expression matching completely the training set is found. We will give considerations
on the generalization error in Section 4.5.
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3.2 Geometric Semantic Operators for the Boolean
domain
As explained in Section 3.2, in order to design geometric semantic operators we need to
derive recombination and mutation operators acting on Boolean expressions corresponding
to geometric recombination and mutation operator in the output vector. Particularly we
will we first present a crossover operator (SGXB) corresponding to a mask-based crossover
on the output vectors and a mutation operator (SGMB) corresponding to a forcing point
mutation on the output vector. These two operators have been firstly introduced in [59].
Definition 1. Boolean semantic crossover: Given two parent functions T1, T2 :
{0, 1}n → {0, 1}, the recombination SGXB returns the offspring Boolean function T3 =
(T1∧TR)∨(TR∧T2) where TR is a randomly generated Boolean function (see Fig. 3.1).
The random function TR can be generated in many different ways. This gives rise to
different implementations of the semantic operator.
Definition 2. Forcing Point Mutation: Given a parent function T : {0, 1}n → {0, 1},
the mutation SGMB returns the offspring Boolean function TM = T ∨M with probability
0.5 and TM = T ∧M with probability 0.5 where M is a random minterm of all input
variables.
A minterm is a conjunction of all the input variables that can be negated or not (i.e.
given n = 3 and an input set {X1, X2, X3}, a possible minterm is M = X1 ∧X2 ∧X3)
Theorem 1. SGXB is a geometric semantic crossover for the space of Boolean functions
with fitness function based on Hamming distance, for any training set and any Boolean
problem. SGMB is semantic 1-geometric mutation for Boolean functions with fitness
function based on Hamming distance.
The proof of the previous theorem can be found in [59]. In the following, we give an
example to illustrate the theorem for the crossover. Let us consider the 3-parity problem,
in which we want to find a Boolean function F (X1, X2, X3) that returns 1 when an odd
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Figure 3.1: T1 and T2 are parent functions and TR is a random function. The offspring
T3 is obtained by substituting T1, T2 and TR in the crossover scheme and simplifying
algebraically.
number of input variables is 1 and 0 otherwise. Its truth table is in Table 3.1 (first 4
columns). As we have 3 input variables, there are 23 possible input combinations (first
3 columns of Table 3.1). In this example, we consider the training set to be made of all
8 entries of the truth table. However, normally the training set comprises only a small
subset of all input-output pairs. The target output vector Y is the binary string 01101001
(column 4 of Table 3.1). For each tree representing a Boolean function, one can obtain
its output vector by querying the tree with all possible input combinations. The output
vectors of the trees in Figure 3.1 are in the last 4 columns of Table 3.1. The fitness
f(T ) of a tree T (to minimise) is the Hamming distance between its output vector P (T )
and the target output vector Y (restricted to the outputs of the training set), e.g., the
fitness of parent T1 is f(T1) = HD(P (T1), Y ) = HD(00000011, 01101001) = 4. The
semantic distance between two trees T1 and T2 is the Hamming distance between their
output vectors P (T1) and P (T2), e.g., the semantic distance between parent trees T1
and T2 is SD(T1, T2) = HD(P (T1), P (T2)) = HD(00000011, 01110111) = 4. Let
us now consider the relations between the output vectors of the trees in Table 3.1.
The output vector of TR acts as a crossover mask to recombine the output vectors of
T1 and T2 to produce the output vector of T3 (in P (TR), a 1 indicates that P (T3)
gets a bit from P (T1) for that position, and 0 that the bit to P (T3) is from P (T1)).
This crossover on output vectors is a geometric crossover w.r.t. Hamming distance,
as P (T3) is in the Hamming segment between P (T1) and P (T2) (i.e., it holds that
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Table 3.1: Truth table of 3-parity problem (first 4 columns). Output vectors of trees in
Figure 3.1 (last 4 columns): of parents T1 and T2, of random mask TR, and of offspring
T3.
X1 X2 X3 Y P (T1) P (T2) P (TR) P (T3)
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
HD(P (T1), P (T3)) + HD(P (T3), P (T2)) = HD(P (T1), P (T2))), as we can verify on
the example:
HD(00000011, 01010111)+HD(01010111, 01110111) = 3+1 = 4 = HD(00000011, 01110111).
This shows that, in this example, the crossover on trees in Figure 3.1 is a geometric se-
mantic crossover w.r.t. Hamming distance.
Intuitively, the reason the theorem holds in general is that the crossover scheme in
Figure 3.1 describes, using the language of Boolean functions, the selecting action of the
recombination mask bit on the corresponding bits in the parents to determine the bit to
assign to the offspring (i.e., it is a 1-bit multiplexer function piloted by the mask bit).
As the syntax of the offspring of SGMB (mutation) contain one parent plus an addi-
tional term, the size of individuals grows linearly in the number of generations. On the
other hand, for SGXB (crossover), since the syntax of the offspring contains the syntax
of both parents, the size of it grows exponentially in the number of generations.
3.3 Runtime analysis
In this section we formally analyse the runtime of a mutation only GSGP using the
previously introduced Forcing Point Mutation, solving the black box Boolean learning
problem. To do that we will rely on the search equivalence described in Section 2.3.3. We
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will find out the runtime is exponential even when the size of the training set is small.
We will then introduce new operators. The operators are presented divided into two
categories: pointwise mutations operators can change single entries independently, while
blockwise mutation operators make the same change to entire blocks of entries. We will
show that blockwise mutation operators can be efficient in solving the black box Boolean
learning problem when the size of the training set is small enough.
3.3.1 Pointwise Mutation Operators
Let us first consider the case in which the training set encompasses all possible input-
output pairs of a Boolean function with n input variables. The size of the output vectors
is N = 2n, which is also the number of examples in the training set. A natural definition
of problem size is the number of input variables n of the functions in the search space. Let
us also assume that we have a GSGP (e.g., searching the space of functions represented as
trees) that is exactly equivalent to a (1+1) EA (with mutation probability 1/N) or to a
RLS on the space of output vectors. The runtime of GSGP would be the same as of (1+1)
EA or RLS on OneMax on the space of output vectors, which is Θ(N logN) = Θ(n2n)
(see Section 2.1.2). This highlights a first issue: although the fitness landscape seen by
GSGP is OneMax, since the size of the output vectors N is exponentially long in the
problem size n (the truth table of a n-variables Boolean expression has length N = 2n),
the runtime of GSGP is exponential in the problem size n.
A second issue is that with an exponential size of the training set in n, each single
fitness evaluation takes exponential time as it requires to evaluate all the outputs of a
function against the target vector on exponentially many fitness cases. Naturally, in
practice, the training set encompasses only a small fraction of all the input-output pairs
of a function. To be able to evaluate the fitness of a function in polynomial time the size
of the training set needs to be polynomial in n. In the following, we will consider the size
of the training set (τ) to be polynomial in n and less than N , thus τ = poly(n) < N .
This transforms the problem seen by the EA on output vectors into a “sparse” version
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of OneMax in which most of vector entries are neutral (i.e. they don’t affect the fitness),
and the remaining entries, whose locations in the output vector are unknown, give each a
unitary contribution to the fitness. Even with a training set of polynomial size, it is easy
to see that both RLS and (1+1) EA (with mutation probability 1/N) take exponential
time to find the optimum. This is because at each generation the probability of mutating
a non-neutral position of the output vector is exponentially small (since it is equal to the
ratio τ
N
= poly(n)
2n
), hence it takes exponential expected time to get an improvement. What
would then be a mutation operator that gives rise to a polynomial runtime on the sparse
OneMax problem?
Initialisation operator
Before attempting answering this question, let us consider another issue with semantic
mutation. Can we actually implement semantic mutation operators corresponding to
(1+1) EA and RLS efficiently? Even implementing the initialisation operator that gen-
erates a function uniformly at random in the sematic space takes exponential space and
time. That happens due to the fact that doing that is equivalent to sampling a random
binary string exponentially long in n. Fortunately, the problem is easily solved by start-
ing from an arbitrary initial solution which admits a short representation (e.g., the True
function) rather than from a random one. This does not affect the runtime analysis since
the O(n log n) bound for OneMax holds for any choice of starting point.
3.3.2 Point mutations
The forcing point mutation presented in Section 3.2 is reported below.
Definition 2. Forcing Point Mutation Given a parent function X : {0, 1}n → {0, 1},
the mutation returns the offspring Boolean function X ′ = X ∨M with probability 0.5, and
X ′ = X ∧M with probability 0.5, where M is a random minterm of all input variables.
This operator forces to a random value exactly one randomly selected entry of the
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Table 3.2: First three columns on the left: truth table of 2-parity problem with inputs X1
and X2, and output Y . Three rightmost columns: output vectors of the random minterm
M , of the parent P and of the produced offspring O obtained by applying the bit-flip
point mutation.
X1 X2 Y M P O
1 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
parent output vector. This is because adding (∨) a minterm to a Boolean expression has
the effect of forcing the corresponding single entry in the truth table to 1, and multiplying
it (∧) by a negated minterm forces the corresponding entry to 0. This operator can be
also rephrased as: it flips a randomly selected entry with probability 0.5 and it does
not change anything with probability 0.5. So this operator is equivalent, on the output
vector to lazy-RLS (see Section 2.1.2). The runtime is thus Θ(N logN) = Θ(n2n) which
is exponential in the problem size n.
The semantic mutation below (bit-flip point mutation) induces exactly point mutation
on output vectors, so it induces on the output vector a search that is equivalent of that
of RLS on OneMax. It is also interesting to notice that this mutation can be seen as
crossover of the parent with the negation of itself with a crossover mask which selects all
bits but one from the parent.
Definition 3. Bit-flip point mutation: Given a parent function X : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
the mutation returns the offspring Boolean function X ′ =
(
X ∧M)∨ (M ∧X), where M
is a random minterm of all input variables.
Seen on the output vectors, this operator flips the output of the parent function
corresponding to the combination of the input variables that makes the random minterm
M true. Let us illustrate this mutation with an example. Let us consider the 2-parity
problem, so n = 2 input variables. Its truth table is in Table 3.2, in the first three
columns on the left. Let us consider the following application of the bit-flip point mutation
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operator:
Random minterm: M = X1 ∧X2
Parent: P = (X1 ∧X2) ∨ (X1 ∨X2)
Offspring: O = (P ∧M) ∨ (P ∧M)
The three rightmost columns of Table 3.2 report the corresponding output vector view
of the application of the bit-flip point mutation above. Note that the output vector of the
offspring is obtained by flipping the bit of the output vector of the parent corresponding
to the ’1’ in the output vector of the random minterm (boldface in Table 3.2).
Since this operator is equivalent on the output vector to RLS solving OneMax (see
Section 2.1.2), the runtime is Θ(N logN) = Θ(n2n), which is exponential in the problem
size n.
3.3.3 Bitwise mutation operators
Let us now consider bitwise mutation, which flips each bit independently with a certain
probability (as in (1+1)-EA). Before considering a semantic mutation that induces bitwise
mutation on the output vectors, we show that bitwise mutation with an adequate mutation
probability can lead to a polynomial runtime on the sparse OneMax with exponentially
long chromosome.
Theorem 2. On the sparse OneMax problem with an exponentially long chromosome with
N = 2n entries and with τ < N non-neutral entries, (1+1) EA with bitwise mutation with
p = 1/τ finds the optimum in time O (τ log τ). In particular, when τ is polynomial in n,
the runtime is polynomial.
Proof. We define the potential k as the number of incorrect bits. At each iteration the
potential decreases if an incorrect bit is flipped. This happens with probability
pk ≥ k 1
τ
(
1− 1
τ
)τ−1
>
k
eτ
Since the potential can decrease at most τ times and the expected time for the potential
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to decrease is 1/pk, the expected time to reach k = 0 (and finding the solution to the
problem is)
E(T ) ≤
τ∑
i=1
1/pk =
τ∑
i=1
eτ
i
= O(τ log τ)
How can we implement a semantic mutation that corresponds to bitwise mutation
with mutation probability p on the output vectors?
Definition 4. Bitwise mutation: Given a parent function X : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} the
bitwise mutation operator does the following:
• Sample an integer number x from x ∼ Bin(p,N)
• Generate x minterms uniformly at random without repetitions {M1, · · · ,Mx}
• The offspring is X ′ = (X ∧M) ∨ (M ∧X), where M = M1 ∨ · · · ∨Mx.
Unfortunately, also this operator has a problem. Using a probability of mutation
p = 1
τ
, which by theorem 2 makes the runtime of GSGP efficient for a training set size
τ polynomial, this implementation becomes exponential in space because the expected
number of minterms making up M is pN , which is exponential in n. So, by changing the
probability p, what it is gained in terms of runtime of GSGP, it is then lost in terms of
efficiency of the implementation of a single application of the mutation operator, and vice
versa. The challenge is therefore finding a semantic mutation operator that, at the same
time, (i) can be implemented efficiently and (ii) makes the runtime of GSGP polynomial
in n for any Boolean problem.
3.3.4 Blockwise Mutations
The challenge is to find an operator flipping more than one bit in the output vector
(ideally flipping in expectation N/τ bits as from Theorem 2), while keeping the size of
the offspring small.
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In this section, we consider four semantic mutations trying to do so, which extend the
forcing point mutation introduced in the previous section. That is obtained by replacing
the mutating random minterm M with an incomplete minterm which may include only
a subset of all the input variables. The four mutations differ on the family of incomplete
minterms considered and their probability distributions. Using an incomplete, rather
than a full, minterm in the forcing mutation has the effect to force more than an entry
of the output vector to the same value, i.e., it forces a block of entries to the same
value, hence the name block mutations. These operators could work well on the sparse
OneMax problem on exponentially long strings. As a first approximation, the idea behind
these operators is that, by using sufficiently few variables in the incomplete minterm, the
mutation would affect sufficiently many entries of the output vector, so that typically
a non-neutral bit will be affected after a single application of the mutation operator.
This, in effect, would be equivalent to searching the OneMax problem on the non-neutral
entries, which are polynomially many, hence leading to a polynomial optimisation time.
However, the analysis of block mutations is complicated by the fact that, unlike traditional
mutations, they force dependencies between values at different entries of the string, as
they cannot act separately on a single entry.
Fixed Block Mutation
Definition 5. Fixed Block Mutation (FBM): Let us consider a fixed set of v < n
variables (fixed in some arbitrary way at the initialisation of the algorithm). FBM draws
uniformly at random an incomplete minterm M comprising all fixed variables as a base
for the forcing mutation.
Fixing v of the n input variables induces a partition of the output vector into b = 2v
blocks each covering 2n−v entries of the output vector (which has a total of 2n entries).
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all incomplete minterms M made
up of the fixed v variables and the set of all the blocks partitioning the output vector.
The effect of mutation FBM on the output vector is that of selecting one block uniformly
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Table 3.3: Example of FBM. First four columns: truth table of 3-parity problem. Re-
maining columns: output vectors of the drawn random incomplete minterm M = X1∧X2,
of the parent P = X2 ∨ (X1 ∧ X2 ∧ X3), and of the offspring O = P ∨M = X1 ∧ X2.
Horizontal lines separate blocks of the partition of the output vectors obtained by fixing
variables X1 and X2.
X1 X2 X3 Y M P O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 1 1
at random and forcing all the entries belonging to the block to the same value, 0 or 1,
selected at random with equal probability. Table 3.3 shows an example of application of
FBM.
GSGP with FBM can only find functions whose output vectors have the same output
values for all entries of each block. We call the search space seen by an operator (or more
simply the search space of an operator) the subset of the search space of the problem that
can actually be explored by the operator.
Since the search space seen by FBM is smaller than the search space of the problem
it happens that for some training sets of some Boolean problems, the optimal function
satisfying the training set is not reachable for some choice of the fixed variables.
This happens when at least two training examples with different outputs belong to the
same block (e.g., in Table 3.3 the values of the entries in the first block of the optimum
output vector Y are 0 and 1. This solution is therefore not reachable as reachable output
vectors have both these entries set at zero or at one).
The particular settings of the analysis are as follows. As explained in Section 3.1,
we make the standard Machine Learning assumption that the training set T is sampled
uniformly at random from the set of all input-output pairs of the Boolean function P at
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hand (defined by the hidden Boolean function h). The training set is sampled only once,
before the search for a function satisfying it has started, and, in particular, it remains
unchanged during evolution. Therefore, from an optimisation viewpoint, the training set
T defines the specific instance of the Boolean problem P being tackled by the search. The
reachability of the optimum is uniquely determined when the training set T of a problem
P is fixed, and when also the set V of variables inducing the partition of the output
vector is fixed. We are interested in the probability p that GSGP with FBM initialised
with an arbitrary fixed set of variables V can reach the optimum on a training set sampled
uniformly at random from the problem at hand 1. Furthermore, when GSGP with FBM
can reach the optimum, we are interested in the expected runtime to reach the optimum.
Theorem 3. For any Boolean problem P , given a training set T of size τ sampled uni-
formly at random on the set of all input-output pairs of P , GSGP with FBM with an
arbitrarily fixed set of v variables finds the optimal Boolean function satisfying the train-
ing set T in time O(b log b), with probability p ≈ e− τ22b for b  τ , where b = 2v is the
number of blocks partitioning the output vector.
Proof. GSGP with FBM can reach the optimum provided that each distinct training
example of the sampled training set T belongs to a distinct block. This holds irrespective
of the prescribed output of the training examples, hence on any problem P . The optimum
can be reached because with each training example in a different block, one application
of FBM can flip independently the output value of each training example in the current
solution. So, a function with any configuration of the outputs on the training set can be
reached by the search.
The τ training examples are sampled uniformly at random on the set of all input-
output pairs, i.e., uniformly on the output vector. The output vector is partitioned in b
blocks of equal size. The probability of having each training example in a distinct block
can be calculated by looking at it as a balls and bins process: blocks are bins of equal
1This is different from the traditional notion of probability of success of a search algorithm, as the
source of the probabilistic outcome is the randomisation on the sampled problem instance (i.e., sampled
training set T from P ), and not the randomisation of the search algorithm.
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size, training examples are balls thrown uniformly at random on the bins. The probability
of having at most one ball in each bin is the probability of throwing the first ball in an
empty bin (1) times the probability of throwing the second ball in a bin left empty after
the first throw ((b− 1)/b), and so on, until all balls have been thrown. So we have:
P (b, τ) =
τ∏
i=1
b− (i− 1)
b
When the number of bins is much larger than the number of balls, i.e., b τ , i−1
b
is very
small, as ex ≈ 1 + x for x close to 0, then P (b, τ) ≈∏τi=1 e− i−1b = e− τ(τ−1)2b ≈ e− τ22b .
When each example of the training set belongs to a distinct block, GSGP with FBM,
which at each generation creates an offspring by forcing all the entries of an entire block to
the same value, can modify independently each single output value of the current solution
corresponding to an entry in the training set. This search is therefore equivalent to that
of lazy-RLS on binary strings of length b on a sparse OneMax problem with τ non-neutral
entries the runtime is thus O(b log b). In fact at each generation, given i mismatched
outputs, the fitness is improved with probability pi =
τ
b
i
τ
1
2
which is the probability of
selecting a block containing a training point times the probability that training point has
a mismatched output, times the probability of forcing that output to the correct value.
The runtime then can be easily calculated as
∑τ
i=1 1/pi = O(b log τ) = O(b log b), since
b ≥ τ .
The number of blocks b partitioning the output vector is critical for the performance
of the search. On the one hand, from the theorem above, the runtime of GSGP with
FBM becomes larger for a larger number of blocks. Therefore, we would like to have as
few blocks as possible. On the other hand, the probability of success becomes higher as
b gets larger 1. So, in this respect, the more blocks the better. The number of blocks b is
an indirect parameter of the algorithm that can be chosen by choosing the number v of
1This can be intuitively understood, as increasing the number of bins (i.e., blocks) while keeping the
number of balls unchanged (i.e., training examples) increases the chance of getting each ball in a separate
bin.
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variables in the initial fixed set, as b = 2v. Furthermore, the number of blocks b should be
chosen relative to the size of the training set τ (e.g., we must have b ≥ τ to have enough
bins to host all balls individually). The question is therefore if we can always choose the
number of blocks relative to the number of training examples such that we have both
a polynomial runtime and high probability of success. It turns out that this is always
possible, as stated in the theorem below.
Theorem 4. Let us assume that the size of the training set τ is a polynomial nc in the
number of input variables n, with c a positive constant. Let us choose the number of fixed
variables v logarithmic in n such that v > (2c + ε) log2(n) (for some ε > 0 constant in
n). Then, GSGP with FBM finds a function satisfying the training set in polynomial time
with high probability of success, on any problem P, and training set T uniformly sampled
from P.
Proof. The number of blocks b = 2v is then a polynomial in n with degree strictly larger
than 2c+ ε, i.e., b = n2c+ε. From Theorem 3, we have a success probability of p ≈ e− τ22b =
e−
n2c
2n2c+ε = e−
1
2
n−ε . As the argument of the exponent approaches 0 as n grows, we can
use the expansion ex ≈ 1 + x obtaining p ≈ 1 − 1
2
n−ε, which tells us that the runtime
holds with high probability for any ε > 0. Again for Theorem 3 the running time is
O (n2c+ε log n), which is polynomial in the size of the problem, assuming ε being constant
in n.
Varying Block Mutation
The Fixed Block Mutation operator is an unnaturally “rigid” operator as it requires to fix a
set of variables at the beginning of the search in some arbitrary way (e.g., selecting them at
random), which are then used throughout evolution as sole components of the incomplete
minterms used in the forcing mutation. On the one hand, this operator is appealing
because it fixes a partition structure on the output vectors that remains unchanged during
evolution, and that makes it particularly suitable for theoretical analysis. On the other
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hand, fixing the partition structure may restrict the search space too much and make the
optimum function lie outside the search space of the operator, hence unreachable. In the
following, we introduce a more “flexible” mutation operator that extends the Fixed Block
Mutation, and enlarges the search space seen by it.
Definition 6. Varying Block Mutation (VBM): Let v < n be a parameter. VBM
draws uniformly at random an incomplete minterm M made of v of the n input variables
as a base for the forcing mutation.
The VBM operator can be thought as constructing an incomplete minterm in two
stages. First, it draws uniformly at random v distinct variables from the set of n input
variables to form a set V of variables. Then, it draws uniformly at random an incomplete
minterm M comprising all variables in V as a base for the forcing mutation. The effect
on the output vector of a single application of the VBM operator is, therefore, as follows:
first, it draws uniformly at random a partitioning of the output vector with b = 2v blocks,
each covering 2n−v entries of the output vector; then, it selects one block of the current
partitioning uniformly at random and it forces all the entries belonging to the block to
the same value, 0 or 1, selected at random with equal probability.
Since when using VBM the partition structure on the output vector is not fixed, the
search space seen by GSGP with this operator is larger than that with FBM, and in
particular, the former search space covers completely the latter. The reason for that is
that GSGP with VBM has always a chance to select the fixed variable set used by FBM
to feed to VBM, and explore this part of the search space.
We say that an operator is more expressive than another when the search space seen
by the former includes the search space seen by the latter. In this case VBM is more
expressive than FBM. When the optimum of a certain Boolean problem is within the
search space of a less expressive operator is also within the search space seen by a more
expressive search operator, but the viceversa is not true in general. From its definition,
the probability of success of an operator is higher than the probability of success of all
operators less expressive than it. We say that an operator is completely expressive when
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its seen search space covers all solutions of all Boolean problems and all training sets, thus
its probability of success is 1. Since VBM is more expressive than FBM its probability
of success is higher. However, as with FBM, VBM is also not able to always reach the
optimum for any choice of Boolean problem and training set: there exists certain training
set configurations such that for all partitioning induced by any choice of v input variables,
there are always at least two training examples with different output values belonging to
the same block.
Proposition 1. Consider GSGP with VBM using v < n. Then there exists a training
set of size τ = n + 1 of the Boolean parity problem on which this algorithm cannot find
the optimum.
Proof. Consider the training set with input entries T = {x ∈ {0, 1}n | ∃!i ∈ {1, ..., v} xi =
1} ∪ {(0, . . . , 0)} and as output values those of the parity problem (i. e. (0, · · · , 0) has
output 0, while all the other vectors in T have output 1, as in Example 1).
Let M be an incomplete minterm of v < n variables. If the all-zero vector satisfies
M , then there exists another row, with output value 1 in T , that satisfy M (again see
Example 1). Since VBM forces one whole block (specified by an incomplete minterm) to
a specific values, and we have showed that any incomplete minterm selecting the first row
(having output 0) must also select another row with output 1, it is not possible to obtain
a perfect score on the training set τ .
Example 1. We will illustrate the training set of Proposition 1 for n = 3 variables. In
this case the training set is:
v1 v2 v3 f(v1, v2, v3)
x1 = 0 0 0 0
x2 = 1 0 0 1
x3 = 0 1 0 1
x4 = 0 0 1 1
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where v1, v2, v3 are variables and x1, . . . , x4 elements of the training set. Note that for any
choice of two variables we cannot separate x1 from another element of the training set:
with v1 and v2 we cannot separate x1 and x4, with v1 and v3 we cannot separate x1 and
x3, and with v2 and v3 we cannot separate x1 and x2.
We have previously shown that GSGP with FBM, when it can reach the optimum, it
finds it, in expected polynomial time. Unfortunately, GSGP with VBM requires super-
polynomial time to find the optimum in the worst case.
Proposition 2. Consider GSGP with VBM using v = c log n < n variables for some
constant c > 0. Then there exists a training set of size τ = nc of the Boolean parity
problem on which this algorithm needs superpolynomial time in n to find the optimum.
Proof. Consider the training set with input entries T = {x ∈ {0, 1}n | ∀i ∈ {v +
1, . . . , n} xi = 0} and as output values those of the parity problem (see Example 2).
Note that the number of entries in the training set is τ = 2v = nc.
For every selection of variables different from the first v variables, any incomplete
minterm M made with those variables will be such that the subset T ′ of T of all training
instances that satisfy M contains exactly |T ′|/2 instances with output value 1 and |T ′|/2
instances with output value 0. Since VBM is a forcing mutation, using M as the incom-
plete minterm for the mutation it is not possible to increase the fitness (i. e. if all output
are forced to 1 then we obtain the incorrect value for half of the instances in T ′, the same
if we force 0).
There is only one selection of variables that allows to increase the fitness (i. e. the
first v variables). As the selection is uniform across all the subsets of v variables, in
expectation only one step every
(
n
v
) ≥ (n
v
)v
= n
c logn
(c logn)c logn
steps can produce an individual
with a better fitness and that can be accepted by the mutation.
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Example 2. Consider the following training set in four variables:
v1 v2 v3 v4 f(v1, v2, v3, v4)
x1 = 0 0 0 0 0
x2 = 1 0 0 0 1
x3 = 0 1 0 0 1
x4 = 1 1 0 0 0
where v1, . . . , v4 are variables and x1, . . . , x4 elements of the training set. Note that the
only choice of variables that allow us to select elements of the training set with equal
output value (and thus increase the fitness) is {v1, v2} However there are
(
4
2
)
= 6 different
possible subsets of two variables. Hence the fitness increase just once every 6 generations,
in expectation.
Fixed Alternative Block Mutation
In the following we introduce a mutation operator which is half-way between FBM and
VBM, which has higher probability of success than FBM and finds the optimum in ex-
pected polynomial time in the worst case.
Definition 7. Fixed Alternative Block Mutation
(FABM): Let v < n be a parameter. Let us consider a fixed partition of the set of the
n input variables (fixed in some arbitrary way at the initialisation of the algorithm) into
n/v groups of v variables each. These groups of variables are the set of fixed alternatives
of the mutation operator. FABM selects uniformly at random a group of variables among
the fixed alternatives, and then draws uniformly at random an incomplete minterm M
comprising all the variables in that group as a base for the forcing mutation.
The FABM operator is half-way between FBM and VBM: as FBM, it fixes the choice
of (groups of) variables at the initialisation, however, as VBM, it can use each time
different (groups of) variables to construct the incomplete minterm to feed to the forcing
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mutation. From their definitions we have that FABM is more expressive than FBM, but
less expressive than VBM. So, the probability of success of FABM is bounded below by
the probability of success of FBM, and bounded above by the probability of success of
VBM. We saw in the previous section that VBM is not completely expressive as there
are some problems it cannot solve. Therefore, FABM is also not completely expressive as
it is less expressive than VBM. The following theorem relates the performance of GSGP
with FABM to those with FBM.
Theorem 5. For any Boolean problem of size n on which GSGP with FBM with v fixed
variables finds an optimal solution with probability p in time T , GSGP with FABM with
groups of v variables finds an optimal solution in time T ′ = O
(
n
v
T
)
with success probability
p′ ≥ 1− (1− p)n/v.
Proof. For GSGP with FABM with groups of v fixed variables, it holds that:
• if FBM finds the optimum for a given problem and training set then there exist
a group of variables among the alternatives for which we can always improve any
current non-optimal solution;
• the worst case happens when there is only one group of variables that can be used
to improve on the current solution. In this case the runtime is n/v times slower
than the runtime of GSGP with FBM as, in expectation, the algorithm can draw a
group of variables that allows for an improvement only once every n/v trials. Thus
the running time of GSGP with FABM is at most T ′ = n
v
T .
GSGP with FABM tries to find the optimum using n/v disjoint groups of the input
variables. The probability that the optimum cannot be found using any of those sub-
sets is bounded from above by (1 − p)n/v, thus the probability of success of FABM is
p′ ≥ 1− (1− p)n/v.
As a corollary, as GSGP with FBM finds an optimal solution in polynomial time with
high probability, GSGP with FABM finds it with higher probability and higher, but still
polynomial, expected time.
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Multiple Size Block Mutation
The block mutation operators considered so far cannot guarantee to find the optimum
in all cases, but when they do they may find it in polynomial time. Instead, pointwise
mutation operators can always find the optimum as they can act on the value of any entry
of the output vector independently from any other entry. However, they need exponential
time to find the optimum on any problem and any choice of training set. In the following,
we introduce a mutation operator that combines both blockwise and pointwise mutations,
which attempts to preserve the benefits of both.
Definition 8. Multiple Size Block Mutation (MSBM): The operator MSBM sam-
ples the number of variables v to consider uniformly at random between 0 and n. Then, it
selects v variables at random from the set of n input variables, and it generates uniformly
at random an incomplete minterm M using those variables, which is then used as a base
for the forcing mutation.
The effect on the output vectors of the feature of MSBM that the number of variable
v is not fixed but it can be any number between 0 to n at each application is that the
number of blocks partitioning the output vectors can vary from 1 block with 2n entries
to 2n blocks with a single entry each. On the one hand, as for pointwise mutation, this
allows GSGP with MSBM to always reach the optimum as each single entry of the output
vector can be acted upon independently by the mutation. On the other hand, GSGP with
MSBM can solve efficiently any problem that can be solved efficiently by GSGP with the
block mutation VBM. This is because MSBM can simulate VBM on v variables in time
which is in the worst case n times larger (as the probability of selecting exactly v variables
by MSBM is 1/n). However, the time needed by GSGP with MSBM to reach an optimal
solution can be exponential on some training set, as shown below.
Proposition 3. There exists a training set for which GSGP with MSBM takes expected
exponential time to find the optimum.
Proof. Consider the training set with input entries T = {x ∈ {0, 1}n | ∃!i ∈ {1, ..., v} xi =
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1}∪{(0, . . . , 0)} and as output values those of the parity problem. Except for the all-zero
vector, that has output value 0, all the others output values are 1 (See Example 1).
By the same reasoning as the proof of Proposition 1, the only way to reach the optimum
is to obtain a minterm M that is satisfied by the all-zero vector and no other vector. Note
that there exists only one minterm of n variables with this property.
Since there are 2n complete minterm and we select each of them with equal probability,
selecting the correct one requires an exponential number of trials in expectation.
Note that for all the block mutation considered, the length of the Boolean function
found as optimum is bounded above by the time complexity. In fact, as all the block
mutations considered add a single (incomplete) minterm at each generation of GSGP, the
number of minterms forming the optimum is bounded from above by the runtime, so it
is polynomial. Thus, when the time complexity is polynomial, the length of the Boolean
function found is also polynomial.
3.4 Experimental comparison of the four block oper-
ators
In this section, we present an experimental investigation of the time to reach the optimum
and the success rate for GSGP with the four block mutations introduced before. The
theoretical analysis has focused on worst case analysis and asymptotic behaviour. The
empirical investigation complements the theoretical one focusing instead on the average
case for growing finite problem size.
A problem instance is a pair of a Boolean function h and a training set T . We set the
size of the training set τ equal to the number on input variables n of the Boolean function,
i.e., the problem size. At each run, a randomly selected training set of a randomly selected
function is generated and tested on GSGP with the four mutations. For each problem size
from 8 to 48 with step 8, 100 runs were performed. For all mutations except MSBM, the
number of variables selected was v = 2dlog2 ne. We used a GP with population of one,
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initialised with a random minterm, mutation applied with probability 1, and the offspring
replaced the parent only if it had better fitness (i.e., a higher number of correct outputs
on the training set). A run was stopped when either the optimal solution was found or
105 generations had passed
The results on the success rates for the different mutations is presented in Table 3.4. As
for FBM, with the chosen v, the theoretical analysis predicts that asymptotically GSGP
has a constant probability of success different from 1. The fluctuations and deviations from
constancy for growing problem size seen experimentally are due to the rounding in the
used expression for v and to the fact that the the theoretical result holds asymptotically
in the problem size. As for both VBM and FABM, from theory we expect an asymptotical
rate of convergence higher than for FBM. This is confirmed experimentally. It is also not
surprising that the rate of convergence approaches 1 for increasing problem size for these
two mutations, as the chosen v is a threshold point for the asymptotic behaviour of FBM
between constant probability of success different from one, and probability of success one.
As expected from the theory, MSBM converged to the optimum at all times given enough
time.
The results on the number of generations to reach an optimal solution are presented
in Table 3.5. A plot of the optimisation time for increasing problem size is presented in
Fig. 3.2. Experimentally FBM, VBM and FABM have very similar performance. The
experiments estimate the average-case performance which draw quite a different picture
from the worst-case performance determined theoretically in which FBM and FABM have
a polynomial worst case, and VBM an exponential worst case. The rather non-smooth
shape of the performance curves for these three mutations is caused by the rounding effect
in the used expression for v. Furthermore, it is striking that MSBM performs significantly
better than the other mutations, and, unlike those, MSBM seems to present a linear trend
between optimisation time and problem size. Again, the experimental average-case picture
is different from the theoretical one, which prescribes an exponential worst case for this
mutation.
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Table 3.4: Success rate of GSGP on random Boolean problems for different problem sizes
and mutations.
Problem Size
8 16 24 32 40 48
FBM 0.95 0.76 0.93 0.74 0.87 0.88
VBM 0.95 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FABM 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
MSBM 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Table 3.5: Minimum (min), median (med) and maximum (max) number of generations
for GSGP to reach the optimum on random Boolean problems.
Problem Size
8 16 24 32 40 48
FBM
Min 34 294 1659 2353 14445 10434
Med 207 1330 5862 6544 28456 27916
Max 649 4959 14229 17068 69617 61842
VBM
Min 44 471 1815 1736 11970 11225
Med 235 1531 5406 6432 29358 28437
Max 759 3841 17355 22863 60965 56365
FABM
Min 18 438 2316 2289 9900 11901
Med 254 1244 5756 6719 25827 28499
Max 863 3925 13675 16792 81845 66043
MSBM
Min 5 117 182 477 1072 2291
Med 115 547 1053 2222 3333 4928
Max 450 2174 2677 8229 11907 14044
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Figure 3.2: Average number of generations GSGP took to attain an optimal solution on
random Boolean problems. The error bars represents one standard deviation above and
below the average.
3.5 Comparison of GSGP with Cartesian GP
The experimental work presented in the previous section compares the 4 blocks mutation
on random Boolean problems. Previous work [59] has also compared Forcing Point Muta-
tion with traditional tree-based GP on common single-output Boolean problems (Parity,
Multiplexer, Comparator).
In this section we will further expand the experimental investigation comparing GSGP
using Forcing Point Mutation (GSGP-SGMB, from now on refereed as just ”GSGP”) and
Multiple Size Block Mutation (GSGP-MSBM, from now on refereed as ”GSGP with block
mutation”) against a well-known kind of GP not based on trees: Cartesian GP (CGP)[55].
The comparison will be performed using a comprehensive set of Boolean benchmarks that
includes both traditional ones (e. g. k-even parity and k-multiplexer) and new ones (e. g.
digital adder and multiplier), thus further expanding the experiments provided for Forcing
Point Mutation in [59], which includes just single-output problems, and the experiments
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for the block mutations provided before, which are done just on random Boolean functions.
The inclusion of multiple outputs problems follows [53] and [91], which suggests to start
using benchmark problems that are more difficult than the traditional ones. The results
will show that for both kinds of benchmarks, GSGP and GSGP with block mutation
outperform CGP, confirming the efficacy of GSGP in solving Boolean problems even
when compared with non-tree-based GP and on multiple-output benchmarks.
We will first introduce Cartesian GP and then we will proceed in presenting the ex-
periment settings and results.
3.5.1 Cartesian GP
The idea of CGP appeared at first in works about the synthesis of digital circuits (see [54]
for an example), and was then developed to a general technique and applied to many
other domains. Here we will briefly detail CGP; for a comprehensive overview we refer
the reader to [55].
Differently from tree-based GP, each CGP individual is represented as a grid of r rows
and c columns (where both r and c are parameters of the algorithm). Each position (i, j)
on this grid contains a functional unit (or node) that gets its inputs from some of the
columns having index below j or from the input nodes.
The representation used by CGP is usually in the form of a list of integers representing
both the different actions that the functional units can perform and the connections
between them. Hence, there are two kind of genes: function genes, that encodes the
actions that are performed by the different functional units using a gene mapping table,
and connection genes, that encodes, for each functional unit, the list of other functional
units or input nodes that are used as inputs. An example of the grid and the gene mapping
table used by CGP are given in Fig. 3.3.
An individual of CGP can be seen as a list:
(
n1, c1,1, . . . , c1,k ; n2, c2,1, . . . , c2,k ; . . . ; o1, . . . , o`
)
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Figure 3.3: The grid in which the functional units are placed with the position numbered
(on the left) and the gene mapping table (on the right).
(001 ; 011 ; 123 ; 222 ; 54)
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Figure 3.4: An example of a chromosome of CGP and, below it, the individual it encodes
(assuming the grid and gene mapping table are the ones of Fig. 3.3).
where ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ r · c are function genes and, for each i, ci,1, . . . , ci,k represents the
inputs of the i-th functional unit. Furthermore, o1, . . . , o` denotes the nodes from which
the outputs are obtained. Fig. 3.4 shows the relation between a CGP’s chromosome and
the acyclic graph it encodes.
The presence of multiple output nodes makes CGP particularly suitable in solving
multiple outputs problems, since no modification is required in the definition of the indi-
viduals.
3.5.2 Experimental Settings
In this section we describe in detail the benchmark problems and the settings for both
CGP and GSGP.
Benchmark Problems
The benchmark problems can be divided into two classes. The former comprises Boolean
problems traditionally used as benchmarks. The latter focus on problems with multiple
outputs, which have been recently proposed as new, more meaningful, benchmarks [91].
Single-output problems are widely used as benchmarks [53] despite having some draw-
backs that prevent them from being considered modern and effective benchmarks [91].
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Being single-output problems they can be easily solved with non-GP methods, moreover
they usually happen to be too easy for GP when the problem size is small. Nonetheless,
we will still use them in order to make our results comparable to those from older works:
• k-even parity. This problem has k bits as input. The output is 1 if and only if the
k-bits input has an even number of bits set to 1. We have performed experiments
for k = 4, k = 5, and k = 6.
• k-multiplexer. For this problem the input consists in k bits, and k must be in the
form h+log2 h. The first log2 h bits represent an address on the remaining bitstring.
The output is the value of the bit addressed by the first log2 h bits. We tested this
problem for k = 3 and k = 4.
To overcome the limitations of single-output problems, a new set of benchmarks has
been proposed. In particular the digital multiplier is considered a modern and meaningful
benchmark extremely difficult to be solved by GP [89]:
• Digital Adder. The inputs are two n-bitstrings representing two n-bits integers
plus one carry bit. The output is a carry bit and a n-bitstring representing the
sum of the two inputs integers. We used digital adders with 2 and 3 bits in the
experiments.
• Digital Multiplier. The inputs are two n-bitstrings representing two n-bits inte-
gers. The output is a 2n-bitstring integer representing the product of the two inputs
integers. We used 2 and 3 bits digital multipliers as benchmarks.
Settings the algorithms
For CGP we have used as a base the implementation by Julian Miller1. The parameter
settings were derived from [56], in which an high number of nodes and a low mutation
probability were found to be effective. Hence, we used 4000 nodes with a mutation rate
1http://www.cartesiangp.co.uk/resources/CGP-version1_1.7z
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Table 3.6: Parameters used for Cartesian GP
Population size 5
Mutation rate 1%
Number of nodes 4000
Functions set AND, OR, NOR, NAND
of 1%. The population size was 5 and each individual could use AND, OR, NOR, and
NAND as actions for the functional units (see Table 3.6).
For GSGP we have used a (1 + 1)EA setting [68]: the population is composed of one
individual, at every generation the unique individual in the population is mutated and, if
the resulting tree has a better fitness than its parent, it replaces the current individual.
Since the population has size 1, we don’t perform crossover. The starting individual is
an empty tree, returning “false” on all inputs. For all the tests we have used our lisp
implementation of GSGP. To produce multiple outputs with GSGP we have represented
every individuals as an array of standard (i. e. single-output) GSGP trees, each one
providing one output. The mutation is performed by randomly selecting a position of the
array and then mutating the tree in that position. In this way at most one output bit is
mutated.
We have performed 100 independent runs for every benchmark problem using a train-
ing set comprising all possible inputs (i. e. a complete training set). We have used as a
fitness the fraction of correct output bits. Notice that, for multiple-outputs problems, this
fitness does not always correspond to the fraction of correct outputs (since one output
consist in more than a bit). The evolution was stopped after reaching a perfect score, i. e.
all correct outputs, on the training set.
3.5.3 Experimental Results
In this section we present and discuss the results of the experiments that we performed.
The results are grouped by benchmark problem and a general discussion of the results is
presented at the end of the section.
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Figure 3.5: The box plot of the results obtained on the 4,5,6-even parity problem.
We report the average, the standard deviation, the median, and the 90th percentile of
the number of generations needed to reach the optimum (see Table 3.7). We also report
the results in the form of box plots, where the top and bottom bars indicate the 75th and
0.25th percentile, respectively. The central bar represents the median and the cross the
average. The two whiskers indicates the maximum and the minimum of the number of
generations needed to reach the optimum. Notice that the box plots are in logarithmic
scale.
To test the existence of a statistically significant difference between the different meth-
ods, we have performed a Mann-Whitney U-test (see [93] for a description) with a signif-
icance level of 0.01 under the alternative hypothesis that the GSGP (resp., GSGP with
block mutation) finds the optimum before CGP with probability greater than one half.
k-even Parity
The results for the k-even parity problem are reported in Fig 3.5 for k = 4, k = 5 and
k = 6. For the smallest value of k, it is possible to observe a large difference between the
three methods. On average, GSGP needs less than 100 generations to reach the optimum.
This value grows to a little less than 400 for GSGP with block mutation and it is more
than 2400 generations for CGP. Even when considering medians, the gap between the
three methods remains wide. It is interesting to observe that the median for CGP is more
than 700 generations lower than the average. The raw data in fact shows that CGP is
penalized by the presence of a small number of long runs that increase the average.
For k = 5 GSGP remains the best performer and CGP the worst. In fact, GSGP with
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block mutation requires on average about 5 times more generations than GSGP to reach
the optimum, while CGP requires a little less than 8 times more generations than GSGP
with block mutation. As in the previous case, the gap between the three methods persists
also when comparing medians. It is interesting to note that, for CGP, the median is more
than one thousand of generations lower than the average.
Finally, for the k = 6 case, the situation remains similar to the previous two cases,
with GSGP requiring less than 500 generations to find the optimum (on average). GSGP
with block mutations requires about 6 times that value. CGP remains the worst performer
with more than 2 · 104 generations to reach the optimum. As in the previous cases, the
median number of generations is lower than the average for all methods, in particular for
CGP (about three thousands generations lower).
For all values of k tested, the statistical tests have confirmed that both GSGP and
GSGP with block mutation find the optimum earlier than CGP.
k-multiplexer
The results for the 3-multiplexer and 6-multiplexer problems are presented in Fig. 3.6.
The results for the 3-multiplexer problem show that GSGP with both kinds of mutation
needs, on average, less than 50 generations in order to reach the optimum. On the other
hand, CGP requires more than 160 generations on average. If we consider the medians,
the gap between the two variants of GSGP and CGP shrinks, however, the difference in
performances remains statistically significant.
The results for the 6-multiplexer are similar to the ones for k = 3. On average the
two variants of GSGP requires less than half the number of generations that CGP needs
in order to reach the optimum. As before, when considering the median the gap between
CGP and the other two methods shrinks, but even for the 6-multiplexer problem the
statistical tests have confirmed that GSGP and GSGP with block mutation finds the
optimum earlier than CGP.
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Figure 3.6: The box plot of the results obtained on the 3 (left) and 6 (right) multiplexer
problem.
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Figure 3.7: The box plot of the results obtained on 2,3 bits digital adder problem.
Digital Adder
The results for the 2-bits and 3-bits digital adder are presented in Fig. 3.7. For the 2-
bits case, both GSGP and GSGP with block mutation requires, on average a number of
generations to find the optimum that is from about 6 to 15 times smaller than CGP. Since
this is the first multiple-outputs problem among the ones considered, it is a important to
notice that the gap between the two variants of GSGP and CGP is still present. As in
the previous benchmark problems, GSGP with block mutation needs more generations to
find the optimum than GSGP with the original mutation.
The situation remains similar in the 3-bits case, in which GSGP requires, on average,
a little more than 6000 generations to reach the optimum, GSGP with block mutation
requires about three times more generations, while CGP remains the worst performer
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Figure 3.8: The box plot of the results obtained on 2,3 bits digital multiplier problem.
requiring, on average, more than 105 generations. As in the previous cases, the gap
between the median and the average is higher for CGP.
For all tested values of k, the difference between CGP and the other two methods is
confirmed by the statistical tests.
Digital Multiplier
Fig. 3.8 show the results for the 2-bits and 3-bits digital multiplier. For k = 2 the gap
of performance between CGP and GSGP is lower than for the previous problems. In
fact, CGP requires, on average, just twice the generations of GSGP with block mutation
to reach the optimum. When considering the median the difference between the three
methods is even smaller. However, the superiority of GSGP over CGP is still statistically
significant.
For the 3-bits multiplier problem the difference between GSGP (resp., GSGP with
block mutation) is of more than 105 generations (resp., 9 · 104). It is interesting to notice
that for both semantic methods the worst run (the one requiring the higher number of
generations) is better than the best run attained by CGP. The difference between the two
semantic methods and CGP is then clearly statistically significant.
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3.5.4 Results Discussion
In all problems tested we have observed the same pattern of behavior from the three tested
methods. GSGP was the best performer in all problems, GSGP with block mutation the
second best, and CGP was in all cases the worst performer. From the high standard
deviation and the gap between median and average we can observe the strong presence of
outliers in CGP. Such problem is absent in both GSGP and GSGP with block mutation,
for which the number of generations is closer to the average. It is interesting to note
that, in all benchmarks, as the problem difficulty increases the gap between GSGP (resp.,
GSGP with block mutation) gets wider, i. e. the two semantic methods seems to scale
better.
Predictable runtime
Since GSGP is easy to study from a theoretical point of view, we can have an estimation
of its expected performance. In Section 3.3.2 we have shown that Forcing Point Mutation
(SGMB) is equivalent to a one-bit forcing mutation operator on the output vector, and
the search for a Boolean function fitting the truth table is equivalent to that of an EA
over a binary string of length equal to the number of the rows of the truth table. For
example learning a 4 variables Boolean function using GSGP with the setting used for
the experiments, has the same expected running time of a lazy-RLS solving the OneMax
problem for a binary string of length 24. The expected runtime in that case is bounded
above by 2n log(n), where the 2 factor comes from the fact that half of the time in
expectation the forcing point mutation is not producing any change in the output vector.
We have compared the worst-case expected runtime given by the theoretical study to
the experimental results that we obtained (see Table 3.8). For the single-output problems
the expected runtime is 2·2n log(2n), where n is the number of input bits (thus for example
2 · 26 · log(26) = 532.33 for the 6-parity problem). For the multiple-outputs problems is
2 · o · 2n log(2n · o), where o is the number of output bits (so for example for 3-adder is
2 ·(3+1) ·22·3+1 · log((3+1) ·22·3+1) = 6388.0. We can observe that the runtime is different
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Theoretical Experimental Factor
Bound measure
4-even parity 88.72 85.8 1.03
5-even parity 221.80 217.9 1.02
6-even parity 532.33 484.4 1.10
3-multiplexer 33.27 33.5 0.99
6-multiplexer 532.33 502.2 1.06
2-bits adder 876.35 849.3 1.03
3-bits adder 6388.0 6200.5 1.03
2-bits multiplier 532.33 387.7 1.37
3-bits multiplier 4570.1 4099.2 1.11
Table 3.8: A comparison between the theoretical upper bounds on the number of gener-
ations for GSGP and the experimental measures.
from the theoretical upper bounds, on average, just by of factor between 0.99 and 1.37.
This results highlights another advantage of GSGP with respect to CGP: given a Boolean
problem, it is possible to estimate the runtime of GSGP by means of GA theory. The
same cannot be done for CGP since no theoretical bound on the runtime is known.
3.6 Summary of the results and contributions
The novel contribution of this chapter is to provide a rigorous analysis of the geometric
semantic mutation operator for boolean domain introduced in [59] and in being inspired
by the issues highlighted by this analysis to propose (and analyse) new bitwise and block-
wise mutation operators. Moreover this chapter proposes an experimental comparison on
random boolean problem between the 4 novel block mutation operators, and an experi-
mental comparison between GSGP-FBM, GSGP-MSBM and Cartesian GP on single and
multiple output boolean benchmarks.
There are a number of peculiar issues arising with GSGP, which required a careful de-
sign of mutation operators to obtain an efficient algorithm. The fitness landscape seen by
GSGP is a heavily neutral extension of OneMax on exponentially long bit strings, in which
only a polynomial number of entries contribute to the fitness. Standard GA mutation op-
erators, i.e., Forcing Point Mutation and Bitwise Mutation, give rise to an exponential
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runtime. Furthermore, Bitwise Mutation does not admit an efficient implementation on
Boolean functions (i.e., may require exponential time for generating a single offspring).
Blockwise mutations are mutation operators that can be implemented efficiently and that
at each application force a whole block of bits to a random value. We proposed four
block mutations, two of which (i.e. FBM and FABM) reach the optimum in polynomial
time with high probability on any Boolean problem, when the size of the training set
is polynomial. Experiments testing the average-case complexity of the block mutations
when the size of the training set is equal to the number of input variables, have shown
that one of the mutations (i.e. MSBM) seems, on the average case, much superior to the
others in this setting, as it finds the optimum all the times and its runtime grows only
linearly in the problem size.
We have then compared GSGP with Cartesian GP for the case in which the training
set encompasses all the possible input-output pairs of the boolean function to learn.
The experiments give indications of the superiority of GSGP to CGP on this setting.
Particularly:
• In all the considered problems GSGP is able to find the optimum using less gener-
ations than the other methods.
• GSGP with block mutation needs more generations than GSGP with the original
mutation operator. However, it still provides better performances than CGP. The
worst method in all the tests is CGP. The performance gap between the three
methods is statistically significant for all the considered benchmark problems.
• The existing theoretical studies allow to estimate the convergence time of GSGP,
that cannot be done yet for CGP. In our experiments the convergence for GSGP is
lower than the theoretical upper bounds by a factor of at least 3.
Being Cartesian GP an established method for solving Boolean problem, this result gives
indication of the goodness on those problems. Moreover, differently from CGP, the run-
time of GSGP is predictable, as shown in Section 3.5.4.
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CHAPTER 4
GEOMETRIC SEMANTIC GP FOR LEARNING
CLASSIFICATION TREES
In the previous chapter we gave a first example of theory-driven design providing de-
sign and analysis of geometric semantic mutation operators for the domain of Boolean
functions. In this chapter we will do the same for the domain of Classification Trees.
We design new mutation operators and present a runtime analysis of GSGP on the
class of all classification tree learning problems. This is a large class of problems whose
functions to learn have categorical input variables, i.e., they take values from a limited
fixed set of discrete or symbolic values, and categorical outputs. Boolean learning prob-
lems can be seen as a specific subclass of classification problems with two categorical
values. However, classification problems and Boolean problems differ in the way solutions
are normally represented in GP, which are classification trees for the former, and parse
trees of Boolean expressions using AND, OR, and NOT operators for the latter. The
different representations give rise to different issues in the design of efficient semantic
operators.
This chapter is based on [50]. My contribution consisted in the design of all the novel
operators, in the statements and proofs of Theorems 7, 8, 9, 10 and in the generalization
framework proposed in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Representations of Classification Functions
A classification function can be represented in various ways. For example it can be rep-
resented by explicit enumeration of its output values for any combination of the values
of the input variables (also known as attributes), analogously to a truth table representa-
tion for Boolean functions. Similarly, it can be represented by its output vector (i.e., the
output column of its truth table) when the input combinations are considered in some
arbitrary but fixed order.
It can also be represented as a nested structure of IF-THEN-ELSE statements, whose
conditions can be arbitrary Boolean expressions combining atomic conditions on input
variables, and whose THEN and ELSE clauses are nested IF-THEN-ELSE statements or out-
put symbols.
Perhaps, the most used and most natural representation of a classification function
is a classification tree. In this representation, non-terminal nodes correspond to input
variables and branching edges from a node represent the value that an input variable
takes. Terminal nodes correspond to output symbols. The output for a given input vari-
ables setting is determined by starting from the root node and following a path in the
tree dictated by the input combination to reach a terminal node containing the output
value. Classification trees are closely related to the IF-THEN-ELSE representation. The
nested IF-THEN-ELSE representation with atomic conditions correspond graphically to
binary classification trees (i.e., trees whose all non-terminal nodes have two sub-trees).
Classification trees correspond to nested SWITCH statements that can be expanded into
nested IF-THEN-ELSE statements. Furthermore, classification trees can be represented
more compactly using a directed acyclic graph representation analogous to Binary De-
cision Diagrams in which subtrees that occur more than once in the original decision
tree are not duplicated but referred using an edge pointing to the first occurrence of the
subtree when re-occurring.
In the following, we design semantic operators to evolve efficiently, both in time and
space, optimal classification functions represented as standard classification trees as this
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is the most natural and used representation.
4.2 Construction of Semantic Operators for Classi-
fiers
As explained in Section 2.3.4 the problem of finding an algorithmic characterization of
geometric semantic crossover for a specific domain can be stated as follows: given a family
of functions H, find a recombination operator GXSD (unknown) acting on elements of H
that induces via the genotype-phenotype mapping P a geometric crossover GXD (known)
on output vectors.
For the case of classification functions output vectors are vectors of symbols and GXD
is the discrete recombination that uses a random mask to recombine vectors of symbols,
which is known to return offspring vectors on the Hamming segment between parent
vectors [57]. We want to find a geometric semantic recombination operator for classifica-
tion functions. I.e. we want to derive a recombination operator acting on classification
functions that corresponds to the discrete recombination on their output vectors.
Definition 9. Given two parent classifiers T1, T2 : IS1 × . . . × ISn → OS, the recom-
bination SGXP returns the offspring classifier T3 = IF CONDR THEN T1 ELSE T2 where
CONDR is a random Boolean condition on the input variables. Given a parent classifier T,
the mutation SGMP returns the offspring classifier T’ = IF CONDR THEN OUTR ELSE T
where CONDR is a random condition which is true only for a single input combination of
all input variables (complete condition), and OUTR is a random output symbol.
Theorem 6. SGXP and SGMP are, respectively, a geometric semantic crossover and a
semantic 1-geometric mutation for the space of classifiers with fitness function based on
Hamming distance, for any training set and any problem.
The proof of the previous theorem can be found in [59]. In the following, we give
an example to illustrate the theorem for the SGMP mutation. The input/output pairs
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describing the classifier are in the first three columns of Tab. 4.1. The classifier has
n = 2 input variables, with input sets IS1 = {1, 2, 3} and IS2 = {1, 2}, and output
set OS = {1, 2, 3, 4} (we are using sets of integer numbers as input and output symbol
alphabet). Let us consider a parent classifier T = IF (X1 == 1) THEN 2 ELSE 3. Its
fitness is f(P ) = 3, which is the Hamming distance between the output vector P (T )
(column 4 in Tab. 4.1) and the output vector O (column 3 in Tab. 4.1). The output
vector P (T ) is obtained by querying T for all input combinations of X1 and X2. Say we
apply to T the mutation SGMP with random condition parameter CONDR = (X1 == 2
AND X2 == 2) and random output parameter OUTR=4. The offspring T’ is obtained by
substituting CONDR, OUTR and T in the mutation scheme T’ = IF CONDR THEN OUTR ELSE
T obtaining T’ = IF (X1 == 2 AND X2 == 2) THEN 4 ELSE (IF (X1 == 1) THEN 2
ELSE 3). The output vector P (T ′) is in column 5 in Tab. 4.1. Note that the semantic
distance between parent and offspring is SD(T, T ′) = HD(P (T ), P (T ′)) = 1 as their
output vectors differ only at one position. This shows that in this particular case SGMP
is a semantic 1-geometric mutation. This holds generally for each choice of the parent T,
complete condition CONDR and output value OUTR.
Table 4.1: Training set for the classifier problem (first 3 columns). Output vectors of
parent classifier T and offspring T ′ after mutation with CONDR = (X1 == 2 and X2 ==
2) and OUTR = 4 (column 4 and 5)
X1 X2 O P (T ) P (T
′)
1 1 2 2 2
2 1 1 3 3
3 1 3 3 3
1 2 2 2 2
2 2 4 3 4
3 2 1 3 3
As the offspring classifier of SGMP is obtained by the application of a functional form
(i.e., mutation scheme) to its parent classifier, the semantics (i.e., underlying function) of
the offspring does not depend on the actual representation of its parent (i.e., its syntax)
but only on its semantics. This applies to SGXP as well, and it is in fact a characteristic
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of all geometric semantic operators [59]. Consequently, the search of semantic GP is not
affected by how functions are actually represented. However, the representation plays an
important role in terms of space efficiency of semantic GP, as we illustrate next. Contin-
uing the example above, Fig. 4.1(left) shows the parent T represented as a classification
tree. Fig. 4.1(centre) shows the offspring T’ represented as a classification tree after
expanding the condition CONDR, i.e., T’ = IF (X1 == 2 AND X2 == 2) THEN 4 ELSE T
which expanded becomes T’ = IF (X1 == 2) THEN (IF (X2 == 2) THEN 4 ELSE T)
ELSE T. Fig. 4.1(right) shows the completely expanded offspring. Using the classification
tree representation the size of the offspring T’ is more than double the size of its parent
T: the size of the offspring grows exponentially in the number of mutation applications,
which is a serious drawback of this representation. There are a number of remedies: (i)
use a representation with more complex conditions so that the expansion of the condition
is not required; (ii) use a direct acyclic graph representation; (iii) apply algebraic simplifi-
cation to obtain smaller classification trees with the same semantics. Options (i) and (ii)
have the drawback of not giving a classification tree as a solution, which is what we would
like to have in the end. When the optimum is found, we could always convert it into a
classifier, but of exponential size. Option (iii) may be computationally expensive, and
it does not guarantee to counteract the exponential growth. We pursue a further option
which consists in designing search operators that while operating on the classification tree
representation still guarantee a polynomial growth.
4.3 Runtime Analysis
In Chapter 3 we have analysed GSGP for the Boolean domain. As Boolean functions
can be regarded as a special type of classifiers, and the analysis does not depend on
the solution representation, it turns out that the result can be readily generalised to
classification problems with categorical inputs and outputs. We present the generalisation
in section 4.3.1. As we are interested in evolving classifiers represented as classification
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Parent
T = x1
1 ¬1
2 3
Offspring (condition
expanded)
x1
2 ¬2
x2
2 ¬2
T
4 T
Offspring (fully expanded)
x1
2 ¬2
x2
2 ¬2
x1
1 ¬1
4 x1
1 ¬1
2 3
2 3
Figure 4.1: T is the parent function. The offspring T’ is obtained applying the mutation
operator SGMP with CONDR = (X1 == 2 AND X2 == 2) and OUTR=4.
trees, in section 4.3.2 we present mutation operators that guarantee polynomial growth
of classification trees.
4.3.1 Generalisation of GSGP Runtime of Boolean Problems
The problem class we consider is general black-box classification, defined as follows. Let p :
IS1×IS2×· · ·×ISn → OS be an unknown classifier of n input variables (n is the size of the
problem). The domains ISi of the input variables xi and OS of the output are finite set of
symbols (of constant size in n). Let T = {(i11, · · · , i1n, o1), ..., (ik1, · · · , ikn, ok)} be a fixed set
of polynomially many input/output pairs of the function p where the inputs were sampled
uniformly at random in the input domain. The pair (p, T ) is an instance of the problem.
We will define as runtime the time to find a classifier h that best approximates p on the
training examples, in the black-box setting, thus without knowing directly the training set,
but only via consulting an oracle which returns the error of a candidate solutions on the
training set. We will not take into consideration how the classifier obtained generalizes
on unknown test cases.
The mutation SGMP, by construction, corresponds to a variant of point mutation on
the output vector space, that forces a randomly chosen entry of the output vector to a
randomly selected output symbol (forcing mutation). Thus SGMP is equivalent, on the
output vector to lazy-RLS (see Section 2.1.2).
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For any choice of problem p and training set T , the fitness landscape seen by GP with
geometric semantic operators is always a cone landscape, in which the fitness of a classifier
(to minimise) is the Hamming distance of the output vector of the classifier queried on the
training inputs to the vector of the training outputs. The size N of the output vector is
exponential in the problem size n (i.e., it is N =
∏n
i=1 |ISi| where |ISi| is the cardinality
of the i-th input alphabet). The fitness landscape can be understood as a generalisation
of the OneMax black-box class to finite alphabet elements on exponentially long strings
in which most vector entries are neutral, and the remaining entries (corresponding to
elements of the training set), whose locations in the output vector are unknown, give each
a unitary contribution to the fitness (“sparse” OneMax problem).
Theorem 7. A mutation only GSGP using as mutation operator SGMP finds a classifier
tree matching the training set in time O(|OS|N logN) where N is the length of the com-
plete classification table and |OS| is the cardinality of the output set OS. In particular,
the runtime is exponential in n.
Proof. We define the potential k as the number of unmatched training points. At each
iteration the potential decreases if an incorrect bit is flipped to the correct one. This
happens with probability pk =
k
N |OS| . Since the potential can decrease at most N times
and the expected time for the potential to decrease is 1/pk, the expected time to reach
k = 0 (an finding the solution to the problem is)
E(T ) =
N∑
k=1
1/pk =
N∑
k=1
N |OS|
k
= O(|OS|N logN)
In order to solve the sparse OneMax problem in polynomial time on the training set
size, hence in poly(n), we need to randomly change the value, in expectation, of at least
1/q(n) positions of the output vector associated with the training set at each generation,
where q(n) is any constant polynomial. Thus at each generation in expectation Θ( N
q(n)τ
)
values in the vector need to be changed at randomly chosen positions. Applying the
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point mutation operator (SGMP) many times is not feasible since it would require an
exponential number of operations at each generation. In Chapter 3, for the case of Boolean
functions, this problem is solved introducing a block mutation operator, which allows to
change exponentially many values in a single mutation operation. The idea is to use an
incomplete condition (i.e. a condition including just v < n input variables) as parameter
of the mutation.
Definition 10. Fixed Block Mutation (FBM) Let’s consider a fixed set of v < n
input variables (fixed in some arbitrary way at the initialisation of the algorithm). Given
a parent classifier T, the mutation FBM returns the offspring classifier T’ = IF CONDR
THEN OUTR ELSE T where CONDR is an incomplete random condition comprising all v fixed
variables, and OUTR is a random output symbol.
Fixing v of the n input variables induces a partition of the output vector into b =∏
i∈V |ISi| blocks each covering N/b entries of the output vector (which has a total of N
entries). Each incomplete condition CONDR made up of the fixed v variables corresponds
to a block partitioning the output vector. On the output vector, the effect of FBM is to
select one block uniformly at random and to force all the entries belonging to that block
to OUTR. Table 4.2 shows an example of application of FBM.
GSGP with FBM can only search the space of functions which have the same output
values for each entry of the output vector in the same block. That means that there are
classifier problem instances which cannot be solved optimally for some choice of the fixed
variables using FBM, as the optimal solution lies outside the search space. This happens
when at least two training examples with different outputs belong to the same block (e.g.,
in Table 4.2 the values of the entries in the first block of the target output vector Y are
4, 2 and 1. This solution is therefore not reachable as reachable output vectors have all
these entries set to the same value).
For the following analysis, we make the standard Machine Learning assumption that
the training set T is sampled uniformly at random without replacement from the set of
all input-output pairs of the Classification problem p at hand and we give a bound on the
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Table 4.2: Example of FBM. The first four columns represent the truth table of the
classifier to learn. The fifth and sixth columns are the output vector of the parent T and
of the offspring T ′ after applying FBM with CONDR = (X1 = 2 AND X2 = 1) and OUTR=3.
Horizontal lines separate blocks of the partition of the output vectors obtained by fixing
variables X1 and X2.
X1 X2 X3 Y P (T ) P (T
′)
1 1 1 4 4 4
1 1 2 2 2 2
1 1 3 1 2 2
1 2 1 4 4 4
1 2 2 2 4 4
1 2 3 2 3 3
2 1 1 2 1 3
2 1 2 3 4 3
2 1 3 3 2 3
2 2 1 2 2 2
2 2 2 1 3 3
2 2 3 3 3 3
probability of success (i.e., probability that the search algorithm can reach the optimum
with the training set T ). Furthermore, when GSGP with FBM can reach the optimum,
we are interested in an upper-bound w.r.t. all Classification problems (any p) and all
problem instances (any T of p) of the expected runtime to reach the optimum.
Theorem 8. For any Classification problem p, given a training set T of size τ sampled
uniformly at random on the set of all input-output pairs of p, GSGP with FBM with
an arbitrarily fixed set of v variables finds the optimal classification function satisfying
the training set T in time O(|OS|b log b), with probability pr ≈ e− τ22b for b  τ , where
b =
∏
i∈V |ISi| is the number of blocks partitioning the output vector and |OS| is the
cardinality of the output set.
Proof of Theorem 8. The proof of Theorem 8 is a simple generalisation of the proof of
Theorem 3 in Chapter 3. For the probability of success the only difference is that the
number of blocks b in which the search space is partitioned is equal to
∏
i∈V ISi (instead
of 2v). However, when b  τ the same reasoning applies: the asymptotic probability
to find an optimal solution is e−
τ2
2b . For the runtime, again as in Theorem 3 in Chapter
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3, searching for the optimum using GSGP with FBM is equivalent to solving a sparse
version of OneMax on a string of length b (in this case over an alphabet of size |OS|) with
τ active bits using only forcing mutation. Hence the expected time to reach the optimum
is O(|OS|b log b) (see Theorem 3 in Chapter 3 and Theorem 7 in this Chapter).
The number of blocks b partitioning the output vector is critical for the performance
of the search. On the one hand we need to keep b small to have a short runtime, on the
other hand having many blocks increase the probability of success. The number of blocks
b is an indirect parameter of the algorithm that can be chosen by fixing the number v of
variables in the initial fixed set, as b =
∏
i∈V |ISi|. The theorem below shows how to fix
v to have both a polynomial runtime on the number of variables n and high probability
of success.
Theorem 9. GSGP with FBM on a problem with n variables and on an uniformly sampled
training set of size τ bounded above by nc, can find the optimum with high probability in
polynomial time provided that the number v is fixed as v = d(2c + ε) logrm(n)e (for some
ε > 0 constant in n), where rm is the minimum size of the input alphabet across all
variables.
Proof. The number b of blocks in which the possible inputs are partitioned is at least
rvm, hence, since v > (2c + ε) logrm(n), we have b ≥ rvm > n2c+ε. Therefore Theorem 8
is applicable to obtain a success probability that is, asymptotically, at least e−
n2c
2n2c+ε =
e−
1
2
n−ε . As the argument of the exponent approaches 0 as n grows, we can use the
expansion ex = 1 + x obtaining p = 1− 1
2
n−ε, which tells us that the runtime holds with
high probability for any ε > 0.
Recall that the number of blocks b is bounded above by rvM , where rM is the maxi-
mum size of the input alphabet across all variables. Then b ≤ rvM ≤ r(2c+ε) logrm (n)+1M ≤
rMn
(2c+ε) logrm (rM ). Hence, by Theorem 8, the optimization time is O(|OS|b log b) =
O(|OS|rMn(2c+ε) logrm (rM ) log n), which, assuming the size of the input alphabet not de-
pending from n (i.e., the number of values that an input variable can assume does not
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depend on the number of inputs), is polynomial in n.
4.3.2 Space-Efficient Mutations for Classification Trees
GSGP with the FBM operator with an adequate parameter setting can find an optimal
classifier, given a polynomial size training set, in polynomial time with high probabil-
ity. Nevertheless, when classifiers are represented using classification trees, the classifier
evolved with FBM grows exponentially in the number of generations (see Fig. 4.1). In the
following, we introduce two mutation operators that have polynomial runtime and that
lead to a polynomial growth of the evolving classifier by exploiting the specific structure
of classification trees.
We know that given a complete classification table it is possible to build a classifier tree
having height equal to the number of input variables. This is achieved assigning to each
level of the tree an input variable to check. Nevertheless the number of nodes of the tree
is exponential on the height of the tree and is thus exponential on the problem size. But
since we want a classification tree representing a polynomial training set (and thus not the
whole classification table) we might obtain a classification tree with a polynomial number
of nodes. Particularly using random conditions containing just a fixed logarithmic-size
set of input variables as stated in Theorem 9 it must be possible to build a classification
tree of logarithmic height and thus polynomial number of nodes in the problem size n.
The following improved version of FBM forces the tree to assign each level to a particular
input variable, obtaining a polynomial size tree as explained above.
Definition 11. Improved Fixed Block Mutation (IFBM) Let be V = (X1, · · · , Xv)
a subset of the set of all the input variables containing v < n input variables that is
fixed and ordered in some arbitrary way at the initialisation of the algorithm. Given
a parent program P, the mutation IFBM (Improved Fixed Block Mutation) generates a
random incomplete condition CONDR comprising all fixed variables as a base for the forcing
mutation and OUTR, a random output symbol. Then it tries to explore the tree to match
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CONDR without using the else conditions. One of the following can happen:
1. It successfully matches CONDR ending up on a leaf node. Then it substitutes the node
with a leaf containing OUTR (Fig. 4.2, case 1)
2. It partially matches some conditions (X1 = i1, · · · , Xp = ip) but it ends up on a
internal node containing the input variable Xp+1 without the possibility to match
the condition Xp+1 = ip+1 because a subtree for that condition is missing. Then it
adds a child to that node, with an edge representing the condition Xp+1 = ip+1, and
containing the subtree ST = IF (Xp+2 = ip+2 AND · · · AND Xv = iv) THEN OUTR
ELSE OUT (Fig. 4.2, case 2).
Using this operator it is possible to obtain the same runtime of FBM but avoiding
redundancy in the tree and keeping its size minimal. The tree is forced to keep an input
variable for each level. Since FBM use a logarithmic number of variables (as suggested
by Theorem 9) the evolved classification tree has logarithmic height and thus polynomial
number of nodes in the problem size n.
The block mutation operators considered so far (i.e. FBM, IFBM) cannot find an
optimal solution for every problem instance. Nevertheless when they do, they find it in
polynomial time. Instead SGMP can always find the optimum as it can independently
force each entry to any value. However, it needs exponential time to find the optimum
on any problem and any choice of training set. In the following, we present a mutation
operator which can always find the optimum, it can do it in polynomial time in many
case, even though it takes exponential time in the worst case.
Definition 12. Multiple Size Block Mutation (MSBM) Let V = (x1, · · · , xn) be
randomly ordered list of all the input variables. Then at each iteration MSBM samples v
uniformly at random from 1 to n, it builds a random condition CONDR using the variables
(x1, · · · , xv) and it samples a random output symbol OUTR. Then it tries to explore the
tree to match CONDR without using the else conditions. One of the following can happen:
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1. It successfully matches CONDR ending up on a leaf node. Then it substitutes the node
with a leaf containing OUTR (Fig. 4.2, case 1)
2. It partially matches some conditions (X1 = i1, · · · , Xp = ip) but it ends up on a
internal node containing the input variable Xp+1 without the possibility to match
the condition Xp+1 = ip+1 because a subtree for that condition is missing. Then it
adds a child to that node, with an edge representing the condition Xp+1 = ip+1, and
containing the subtree ST = IF (Xp+2 = ip+2 AND · · · AND Xv = iv) THEN OUTR
ELSE OUT. (Fig. 4.2, case 2)
3. It successfully matches CONDR ending up on an internal node. Then it substitutes
the node with a leaf containing OUTR and deletes all the subtrees of the old node.
(Fig. 4.2, case 3)
4. It partially matches some conditions (X1 = i1, · · · , Xp = ip) but it ends up on a leaf
containing OUT without matching the renaming variables (Xp+1 = ip+1, · · ·Xv = iv).
Then it replaces the current leaf with the tree ST = IF (Xp+1 = ip+1 AND · · · AND
Xv = iv) THEN OUTR ELSE OUT. (Fig. 4.2, case 4)
Since the number of variables to produce the random condition CONDR can be between
1 and n the length of the blocks that are forced in the output vector is not fixed. As
for SGMP, this allows semantic GP with MSBM to always reach the optimum as each
single entry of the output vector can be acted upon independently by the mutation (when
the length of CONDR is 1). Moreover when the set of variables used by FBM is one of
the subsets used by MSBM, then MSBM can solve efficiently any problem that can be
solved efficiently with the block mutation FBM. In fact MSBM can simulate FBM on the
set of v variables in common in time which is in the worst case n times larger (since the
probability of selecting exactly v variables by MSBM is 1/n).
Even if the classification tree evolved with MSBM use all n variables, the number of
nodes is still kept polynomial, when the runtime is polynomial:
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Theorem 10. Consider a classification problem with n variables. An individual of GSGP
with MSBM mutation grows of O(n) nodes at each generation.
Proof. Consider the possible cases described in Fig. 4.2. The increase in the number of
nodes for each case is the following:
1. One node is replaced. The number of nodes remains the same;
2. At most n condition, each with two children, are added. Hence, the increase in the
number of nodes is bounded by O(n).
3. The number of nodes is reduced by at least 2;
4. By the same reasoning of case 2, the increase in the number of nodes is bounded by
O(n).
The four cases of Fig. 4.2 are exhaustive. That is, any tree transformation of MSBM is
one of those cases. Therefore, the statement of the theorem follows immediately.
The previous theorem lead to the following corollary.
Corollary 1. If the tree is evolved in a polynomial number of generations, then the tree
has polynomial size.
That means that a polynomial upper bound for the running time also guarantees a
polynomial space complexity.
4.4 Summary of the results and contributions
In this chapter, Geometric Semantic GP was applied to classification problems. GP with
the syntactic search operators obtained using this framework corresponds, in the semantic
space (i.e., on the output vectors), to a GA with standard search operators solving a
“sparse” version of OneMax (on a string with finite alphabet), in which only a limited
number of entries contribute to the fitness.
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The novel contribution of this chapter is to provide an analysis of the existing GSGP
operator for classification trees introduced in [59] and to be inspired by this analysis to
propose (and analyse) three new block mutation operators: FBM, IFBM and MSBM.
We have considered the situation in which the training set has polynomial size in the
number of input variables of the classifier to learn. In this setting, we have proposed and
analysed three efficient geometric semantic mutations. FBM can find the optimum in
expected polynomial time, but in some cases it cannot find it. However if the size of the
training set is polynomial and the size of the blocks is set properly according to the size
of the training set (see Theorem 9), FBM can solve a randomly selected boolean problem
with high probability. The issue of FBM is that it grows the size of the classification trees
exponentially at each generation.
From the analysis on the growing size of the individuals with FBM we got inspiration
to design IFBM which has the same expressivity of FBM (thus it can solve all the problems
that FBM can solve and it cannot solve all the problems that FBM cannot solve), but
grows the classification trees linearly at each generation. Finally we introduced MSBM
which can always find the optimum even if, for some combinations of training sets and
problem instances, it may require exponential time.
4.5 On the generalization ability of GSGP
In this and in the previous chapters we have analysed the expected time for GSGP to fit
the training set in the case of classification trees and Boolean domain respectively. As
explained in Section 3.1, if the training set does not encompass all the possible inputs,
this would lead to a generalization error εg(h).
In this section we will propose a framework to measure the generalization ability of
a general evolutionary algorithm (including GP), which is the ability of an EA to find
expressions leading to a small generalization error.
We will just propose the framework and we will leave the calculation of the general-
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ization ability for specific GSGP operators as future work. We will use for simplicity the
boolean domain as example. All the definitions presented in this section can be easily
generalized for classification functions at the cost of an heavier notation.
4.5.1 The learning problem
Recall from Section 3.1 that given a complete truth table C = {(x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN)}
describing h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} and training set T consisting in τ ≤ N (N = 2n) test cases
T ⊂ C = {(x1, y1), ..., (xτ , yτ )} sampled uniformly at random from the truth table C, the
aim of the black-box Boolean learning problem is to use just the training set T to learn
a Boolean function h : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} matching as well as possible the input-output
behaviour described by C, i.e., to minimise the generalisation error,
εg(h) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
I[h(xi) 6= yi]
The problem is black-box so the algorithm has no direct access to the training set
T , but just to an oracle that will return how well a candidate function X matches the
input-output behaviour described by the training set (i.e. the training error).
4.5.2 Fitness functions
In order to highlight the black-box constraint we will define two different fitness functions.
The fitness on the training set, fT (X) is the training error, which measures how well a
given Boolean expression X matches the training set T . It is defined as
fT (X) = εt(X) =
1
τ
τ∑
i=1
I[X(xi) 6= yi] , ∀(xi, yi) ∈ T
and it is equal to zero when an individual perfectly matches the training set T , while
it has its worst value of 1 when the training set is completely unmatched. This fitness
function represents the oracle described above and it is the fitness function used by the
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learning algorithm for selection.
The real fitness fC(X) is instead the generalisation error, measuring how well a given
Boolean expression X matches the complete truth table C. It is defined as follows
fC(X) = εg(X) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
I[X(xi) 6= yi] , ∀(xi, yi) ∈ C
Its value is equal to 0 when the individual perfectly matches the complete truth table C,
while it has its worst value of 1 when the truth table is completely unmatched. Notice
that the learning algorithm has no access to fC(X). It can use the fitness on the training
set, fT (X), to measure the fitness of the current individual X but it cannot get the value
of fC(X). This fitness function will be used in the following to define the generalisation
ability of an algorithm.
4.5.3 Learning performance measures
With fT being the fitness on the training set, and fC being the real fitness we define the
generalization ability of an evolutionary algorithm A as
G(A) = E[1− fC(X˜)]
where X˜ is the individual obtained after A has converged. The generalisation ability is
in the range [0, 1], and is the larger the better.
Notice that the definition of the generalisation ability depends just on fC while the
algorithm has just access to fT . This means that the best generalisation performance will
not necessarily be achieved by the algorithm which better optimise fT . This is common
knowledge in machine learning, where the effect of maximising fT regardless of fC would
be considered as overfitting.
The works in the previous and this Chapter have provided upper bounds for the
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expected runtime to fit the training set, which in this framework can be defined as:
R(A) = E[T (fT (X) = 0)]
which is the expected time for the algorithm to find an individual with zero error on the
training set since T (fT (X) = 0) is the number of generations until the first individual
with zero training error is produced.
Significance of the measures
It is important to understand the significance and the limits of the two measures.
The expected runtime gives guarantees on the convergence time of the algorithm. It
measures how fast a solution is found but it doesn’t give any indication on the quality of
solution for the learning problem. On the other hand the generalization ability measures
the goodness of the algorithm as a learning tool providing indication on the quality of
the solutions produced by it. It does not give any indication, though, on the time the
algorithm takes to get to that solution. The two measures are both important and ideally
they should both be taken into consideration when designing an algorithm. A good
algorithm for a specific problem is one that has an high generalization ability and low
(not more than polynomial) running time on that problem.
In this thesis we contributed towards the analysis of the expected runtime of GSGP. We
also used the insights coming from the analysis of the runtime to design operators which
are better from a runtime point of view. The problem of analysing the generalization
ability of these operators is left open for future contributions.
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CHAPTER 5
GEOMETRIC SEMANTIC GP FOR BASIS
FUNCTIONS REGRESSION
In the previous chapters (Chapter 3, 4) we gave two examples of theory-driven design
providing design and analysis of geometric semantic mutation operators for the domain of
Boolean Functions and Classification Trees respectively. In the case of Boolean functions,
theory helped in realizing that the first geometric semantic operators proposed would
take exponential time in solving instances of the black box Boolean learning problem,
even with a training set of polynomial size. We then built on that consideration new
blockwise mutation operators, we analysed them, and we found out the conditions under
which they perform well.
For the domain of Classification Trees we did the same. Moreover the theoretical
analysis gave insights to derive block operators with an improved space efficiency.
In this chapter we will leave the integer domain and start to consider the continuous
domain. We will in fact design and analyse Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming
operators for Basis Functions Regression.
This is a general form of regression in which the regression function obtained comes
from a class of functions expressible as a linear combination of the basis functions {gj}i∈N.
By using different families of basis functions, one obtains well-known specific regression
classes such as simple linear regression, polynomial regression, trigonometric regression
and more.
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This chapter is based on [60]. I have contributed on the design of the IGSM mutation
operator, on the statements and proofs of Theorem 12 and Lemma 1, on the experiments
in section 5.4 and partially on the analysis in Section 5.3.1.
5.1 Problem Definition
The problem class we consider is a general form of regression – basis functions regression
– defined as follows. Let gj : Rn → R be a family of m basis functions, and H be
the class of functions expressible as linear combination of the basis functions {gj}. Let
p : Rn → R be an unknown target function, and T = {(i1, o1), ..., (ik, ok)} be a fixed set of
input/output pairs of p. The aim is to find a function h ∈ H that best approximates p on
the training examples. I.e., h∗ = argminh∈H{ED(PI(h), O)}. By using different families
of basis functions, one obtains well-known specific regression classes. E.g., for polynomial
regression with a single input variable, one can choose gj = x
j.
The general problem class can be solved directly, without search, using the least squares
method. A function h ∈ H can be written as h(x1, . . . , xn) = c1 · g1(x1, . . . , xn) + . . . +
cm · gm(x1, . . . , xn) and it is identified in H, given {gj}, by the vector of coefficients
C = (c1, . . . , cm). The optimal vector of coefficients can be determined solving the system
of simultaneous linear equations obtained by using the training set T , i.e., oz = c1 ·g1(iz)+
. . . + cm · gm(iz) with z = 1, . . . , k. In matrix form is O′ = GC ′ with O being the vector
of training set outputs and G being the matrix {gj(iz)}j,z. The solution is C ′ = G+O′
where G+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of G that is a generalisation of inverse
matrix that returns a well-defined result when the system is underdetermined (m > k)
or overdetermined (m < k). The optimal approximating function so computed minimises
the Euclidean distance to the target output vector.
GSGP goes beyond the least square method as it can solve the basis function regression
problem in the black-box setting: it does not use the knowledge of the training set, but
only the errors of candidate solutions on the training set.
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Figure 5.1: T1 and T2 are parent functions and TR is a random value in [0, 1]. The
offspring T3 is obtained by substituting T1, T2 and TR in the crossover scheme and
simplifying algebraically.
5.2 Construction of Semantic Operators for Real Func-
tions
As explained in Section 2.3.4 in order to design geometric semantic crossover for a specific
domain we need to find GXSD acting on elements of the domain that induces a geometric
known crossover GXD on output vectors. For the case of Real functions with fitness mea-
sure based on Euclidean distance, output vectors are real vectors and GXD should be a
line crossover that returns offspring vectors on the (Euclidean) line segment between par-
ent vectors. We want to derive a recombination operator GXSD acting on Real functions
that corresponds to a line crossover on their output vectors.
5.2.1 Naive Operators
The following two Geometric Semantic operators have been firstly proposed in [59].
Definition 13. Given two parent functions T1, T2 : Rn → R, the recombinations SGXE
and SGXM return the real function T3 = (T1·TR)+((1−TR)·T2) where TR is a random
real constant in [0, 1] (SGXE) (see Fig. 5.1), or a random real function with codomain
[0, 1] (SGMX). Given a parent function T : Rn → R, the mutation SGMR with mutation
step ms returns the real function TM = T +ms · (TR1− TR2) where TR1 and TR2 are
random real functions.
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Theorem 11. SGXE and SGXM are geometric semantic crossovers for the space of real
functions with fitness function based on Euclidean and Manhattan distances, respectively,
for any training set and any real problem. SGMR is a semantic ε-geometric mutation
for real functions with fitness function based on Euclidean and Manhattan distances. The
mean of its probability distribution is the parent, and ε is proportional to the step ms.
The proof of the previous theorem can be found in [59]. In the following, we give an
example to illustrate the theorem for the SGXE crossover. Let us consider the simple
symbolic regression problem, in which, we want to find an expression whose values match
those on the quadratic polynomial x2 + x+ 1 in the range [−1,+1]. Let us say the target
function values for x ∈ {−1,−0.5, 0,+0.5,+1} are given as training set (see two leftmost
columns of Table 5.1, X inputs and Y outputs). The target output vector Y is the real vec-
tor (1, 0.75, 1, 1.75, 3) (column 2 of Table 5.1). For each tree representing a real function,
one can obtain its output vector by querying the tree on the inputs X. The output vectors
of the trees in Figure 5.1 are in the last 4 columns of Table 5.1. The fitness f(T ) of a tree T
(to minimise) is the Euclidean distance between its output vector P (T ) and the target out-
put vector Y (restricted to the outputs of the training set), e.g., the fitness of parent T1 is
f(T1) = ED(P (T1), Y ) = ED((0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), (1, 0.75, 1, 1.75, 3)) ' 1.436. The seman-
tic distance between two trees T1 and T2 is the Euclidean distance between their output
vectors P (T1) and P (T2), e.g., the semantic distance between parent trees T1 and T2
is SD(T1, T2) = ED(P (T1), P (T2)) = ED((0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), (0,−0.75,−1,−0.75, 0)) '
3.824. Let us now consider the relations between the output vectors of the trees in
Table 5.1. This crossover on output vectors is a geometric crossover w.r.t. Euclidean
distance, as P (T3) is in the Euclidean segment between P (T1) and P (T2) as P (T3) is
obtained as a convex combination of P (T1) and P (T2). We can also verify this on the
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Table 5.1: Training set for the polynomial regression problem (first 2 columns). Output
vectors of trees in Figure 5.1 (last 4 columns): of parents T1 and T2, of random value
TR, and of offspring T3.
X Y P (T1) P (T2) P (TR) P (T3)
-1 1 0 0 0.5 0
-0.5 0.75 0.5 -0.75 0.5 -0.125
0 1 1 -1 0.5 0
+0.5 1.75 1.5 -0.75 0.5 0.375
+1 3 2 0 0.5 1
example using the distance relation for the line segment:
ED((0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), (0,−0.125, 0, 0.125, 1))+
+ ED((0,−0.125, 0, 0.125, 1), (0,−0.75,−1,−0.75, 0)) =
= 1.912 + 1.912 = 3.824 =
= ED((0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2), (0,−0.75,−1,−0.75, 0)).
This shows that, in this example, the crossover on trees in Figure 5.1 is a geometric
semantic crossover w.r.t. Euclidean distance.
As the syntax of the offspring of semantic operators contains at least one parent,
the size of individuals grows quickly in the number of generations. To keep their size
manageable during evolution, we need to simplify algebraically offspring sufficiently and
efficiently without changing the computed function. The search of semantic crossover and
semantic mutation is unaffected by the simplification, which can then be done at any
moment and in any amount. In practice, we need to work with “well-behaved” families
of functions whose offspring can be easily simplified. In this chapter, we focus on linear
combinations of basis functions.
Furthermore, as the semantic operators generate offspring as a functional combination
of their parents, it does not matter how functions are actually represented (e.g., trees,
graphs, sequences) as the representation does not affect the search behaviour. We have
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represented functions as trees only to compare this framework with traditional GP.
5.2.2 Design of an efficient mutation operator
In [26], a runtime analysis of (1+1)-ES with adaptive isotropic Gaussian mutation on the
sphere function is reported showing that (1+1)-ES is efficient on the sphere. This analysis
applies unchanged to the Euclidean cone landscape.
In the previous section we claimed that (SGMR) is a semantic ε-mutation. That means
that the Euclidean distance between the output vector of the parent and the output vector
of the offspring is bounded by some fixed constant ε. That does not say anything on the
way the output vector of the offspring is mutated, and particular it does not guarantee
that the change in the output vector is isotropic Gaussian.
So, in this section we will designing a semantic mutation operator for real functions
that on the output vector space always corresponds to an isotropic Gaussian mutation. We
will then be able to reduce the runtime analysis of GSGP for any basis functions regression
problem, i.e., any choice of basis functions gj, any choice of function to approximate p,
and any choice of training set T , to the above settings, getting the same guarantees on the
runtime provided by the analysis of (1+1)-ES with adaptive isotropic Gaussian mutation.
The semantic mutation we consider is of the form o(x) = p(x) + ms · r(x) where
p(x) ∈ H is the parent function, ms ∈ R+ is the mutation step, r(x) is the perturbing
function which is sampled according to some probability distribution over the functions
search space H. As o(x) is a linear combination of elements of H it is also in H. For
a fixed number of basis functions m, we can represent functions in H by their (fixed-
length) vectors of coefficients in the linear combination. The semantic mutation on this
representation becomes co = cp + ms · cr where co, cp, cr ∈ Rm denote the vectors of
coefficients of o(x), p(x) and r(x). Simplification of the offspring in this representation
is implicitly achieved by algebraic operations on real vectors. The genotype-phenotype
mapping on this representation becomes a function P : Rm → Rk that maps vectors of
coefficients to output vectors.
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Lemma 1. The genotype-phenotype mapping P is a linear map. So, it holds that P (c1 +
c2) = P (c1) + P (c2) and P (λc) = λP (c) for all c1, c2, c ∈ Rm and λ ∈ R.
Proof. As explained in Section 5.1, given:
• Function: F (X) = c1g1(x) + . . .+ cmgm(x)
• Coefficient vector C = (c1, . . . cm)
• Output vector: O = (o1, . . . , ok) = (F (X1), · · · , F (Xk))
The mapping P from C to O can be expressed in matrix form as O′ = GC ′
(o1, . . . , ok) =

g1(X1) g2(X1) · · · gm(X1)
g1(X2) g2(X2)
...
...
. . .
...
g1(Xk) g2(Xk) · · · gm(Xk)


c1
c2
...
cm

From linear algebra, we know that this is a linear map.
Consequently, line segments and circles on the space of vectors of coefficients (geno-
types) are projected via P to, respectively, line segments and (possibly rotated and re-
scaled) ellipses on the output vectors space (phenotypes). To obtain a circle on phenotype
space, one needs an ellipse in the genotype space that compensates for the transformation
P . In terms of semantic operators, this means that a line crossover on genotypes induces
a line crossover on phenotypes. A carefully chosen non-isotropic Gaussian mutation on
the space of genotypes corresponds to an isotropic Gaussian mutation on the space of
phenotypes. We prove the last statement formally.
Theorem 12. The non-isotropic Gaussian mutation on genotypes co = cp + ms · cr
with cr ∼ N(0, G+IG′+) induces the isotropic Gaussian mutation on phenotypes P (co) =
P (cp) +ms · P (cr) with P (cr) ∼ N(0, I).
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Proof. co = cp + ms · cr; P (co) = P (cp + ms · cr); For linearity of P : P (co) = P (cp) +
ms · P (cr); P (cr)′ = Gc′r is a linear transformation of the multivariate Gaussian cr:
P (cr) ∼ N(0, G ·G+IG′+ ·G′) = N(0, I · I · I ′) = N(0, I)
The implementation of the semantic mutation requires to sample cr fromN(0, G
+IG′+).
This can be done by multiplying G+ by a vector formed by sampling k times the normal
distribution N(0, 1).
Using this we can design an operator that, acting on the vector of coefficients of the
parent function, produces an Isotropic Gaussian Mutation on its output vector. The
operator (IGSM) is presented in the following:
Definition 14. Given a function F : Rn → R in the class H of functions generated by the
functions base (g1(x), . . . , gm(x)), and C = (c1, . . . , cm) the vector of coefficients defining
F in H (thus F (X) = c1g1(x)+. . .+cmgm(x)). The Isotropic Gaussian Semantic Mutation
(IGSM) returns as offspring the function F ′ ∈ H defined by the vector of coefficients C ′
such that C ′ = C + Cr and Cr ∼ N(0, G+IG′+).
5.3 Runtime Analysis
The main problem in implementing the IGSM presented above is that, in order to sample
Cr ∼ N(0, G+IG′+), the algorithm needs to know the matrix G, which depends on the
training inputs (but not on the training outputs).
We will start analysing GSGP on a semi-black-box setting (Section 5.3.1), in which
the algorithm needs to know the training inputs to calculate the matrix G, but not the
output corresponding to each input (so given T = {(i1, o1), ..., (ik, ok)}, the algorithm has
just access to (i1, . . . , ik)). In Section 5.3.2 we propose a method to calculate the matrix
G without knowing the training inputs, thus in a real black-box scenario.
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5.3.1 Analysis with known training inputs
In [26], an asymptotic runtime analysis to obtain an approximated solution within ε from
the optimum 1 of the standard (1+1)-ES with the 1/5-rule (Algorithm 5) on the Euclidean
cone is reported. It was found that it takes Θ(n) generations (where n is the dimension
of the search space) to halve the distance |c| from the initial point c to the optimum.
Consequently, it takes Θ(n log2(
|c|
ε
)) generations to find an approximated solution within
ε from the optimum. When the search space is a hyper-box with length of the sides
constant in n and ε, the maximum distance of the initial point to the optimum is given by
the length of the longest diagonal of the hyper-box, which is Θ(
√
n). The runtime then
becomes Θ(n log2(
√
n
ε
)). The algorithm is very efficient both in n for any fixed ε, as the
runtime is Θ(n log n), and in 1
ε
for a fixed n, as the runtime is Θ(log(1
ε
)).
Algorithm 5 (1+1)-ES with 1/5-rule for adaptation
1: initialise curr ∈ Rn with a starting point
2: σ := f(curr)/n; gen := 0; succ := 0
3: while f(curr) > ε do
4: choose mutation vector mut ∈ Rn randomly ∼ N(0, I)
5: create offspring vector off := curr + σ ·mut
6: if f(off) ≤ f(curr) then curr := off ; succ := succ+ 1 endif
7: if gen%n = 0 then
8: if succ < n · 1/5 then σ := σ/2 else σ := σ · 2 endif
9: succ := 0
10: end if
11: gen := gen+ 1
12: end while
13: return curr
The GSGP algorithm that corresponds to Algorithm 5 on the space of output vectors
can be obtained from it with the following modifications. The search space is the space of
functions in H represented by vectors of coefficients, so curr,mut ∈ Rm, and n is m. The
fitness function f(x) returns the Euclidean distance of the output vector of the function
x to the target output vector. The mutation vector mut is sampled from N(0, G+IG′+).
The pseudo-inverse matrix G+ is needed to sample mut, which is pre-computed in the
1In continuous domains, there is zero probability of hitting exactly the optimum.
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initialisation of the algorithm. This algorithm is only partly black-box because it uses
knowledge of the inputs of the training set (but not of the outputs) in the computation
of G+. In the next Section, a complete black-box algorithm is presented.
When the unknown target function p belongs to the search space H or when the
number of basis functions m is larger or equal to the number of points in the training set
k, GSGP may in the limit find a function h∗ that passes through all points of the training
set, i.e., f(h∗) = 0. When p 6∈ H and m < k, the best approximating function h∗ ∈ H has
non-zero fitness on the training set. This fitness value is the smallest error εmin GSGP
searching H can achieve.
From a runtime viewpoint, the search done by GSGP with IGSM is equivalent to the
search of (1+1)-ES on the output vector space. The dimension of the space is the size k
of the training set, which is therefore a natural definition of problem size. The size of the
hyper-box delimiting the output vector space depends on the endpoints of the interval
co-domains of the basis functions {gj}, the endpoints of the ranges of the coefficients of
linear combinations, which we consider both constant w.r.t. k and ε, and on the number
of basis functions m, which we consider to be some function of k (e.g., m = k to find an
interpolating function). The length of the sides of the hyper-box is therefore Θ(m), and
the runtime to find a function h with f(h)− f(h∗) < ε is Θ(k log2(m
√
k
ε
)). In particular,
the runtime is constant in the number of input variables n of the functions searched.
5.3.2 Using surrogate training inputs
In Machine Learning, when one can choose the training examples, they are normally
selected to evenly cover the input domain X of the functions h ∈ H. In this case, the
training inputs are known, and the GSGP analysis in the previous section applies. When
one cannot choose the training examples, the standard assumption is that they were
sampled uniformly at random on the input domain X. In this case to generate the matrix
G we can use a surrogate grid of inputs, which is a set of points that cover evenly the input
domain X so that the distance between any pair close points is the same. For example
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if the input space is a unidimensional segment X = [0, 1] then the points in the grid are
A = { 1
k+1
, 2
k+1
, . . . , k
k+1
}. Or, for the 2-dimensional case X = [0, 3]× [0, 3] and k = 4 the
4 points are A = {(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}.
The idea behind using a surrogate grid is that as the number of input points sampled
uniformly at random grows, their spatial distribution tends to approximate better and
better a grid on X. Thus the runtime of GSGP with IGSM using the grid to calculate
the matrix G would converge, for growing number of training inputs, to the runtime of
GSGP with IGSM which knows the training inputs and which is calculated in the previous
section (Section 5.3.1). This statement is formally proved in [60].
5.4 Experiments
In the following, we compare experimentally GSGP and the standard (1+1)-ES with 1/5-
rule for adaptation on the vector of coefficients to search the space of functions (hereinafter
(1+1)-ES). These algorithms differ only on the mutation operator: (1+1)-ES uses an
isotropic Gaussian mutation on the vector of coefficients, while GSGP uses a non-isotropic
Gaussian mutation on the vector of coefficients which corresponds to a isotropic Gaussian
mutation on the output vector.
We also compare GSGP, that uses the knowledge of training inputs in the mutation
operator, with GSGPg that replaces it with a surrogate regular grid of inputs points
covering the input space. The asymptotical runtime of GSGP and GSGPg are the same,
but they may be different for finite training set size k.
The reason for the experimental investigation is that there are no theoretical bounds
for a (1+1)-ES searching on the vector of coefficients. In fact its analysis is hard since its
mutation operator is distorted by the genotype-phenotype mapping, and it corresponds
to a non-isotropic mutation on the space of output vectors.
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of GSGP and (1+1)-ES to reach an approximation ε = 0.05
(left). Comparison of GSGP and (1+1)-ES with m = k = 20 to reach different levels of
approximation (centre). Comparison of GSGP using grid and GSGP using the training
input for k = 18 and different values of m (right).
5.4.1 Experimental setting
We test the algorithms on randomly generated problem instances. A random problem p
is a polynomial of degree m with coefficients generated uniformly at random in [−1, 1].
A random instance of the problem p is a set T of k input/output pairs obtained by
querying p with inputs sampled uniformly at random in [−1, 1]. Each point in the graphs
in Figure 5.2 reports the average number of generations of 100 runs, each on a new random
instance of a new random problem.
Figure 5.2 (left) compares GSGP and (1+1)-ES in terms of the number of generations
(on the ordinates) to get a solution within tolerance ε = 0.05 from the optimum, for
increasing size of the training set k (data points for k = 8, 12, 16, 20 on the abscissa).
Figure 5.2 (centre) compares GSGP and (1+1)-ES in terms of the number of gen-
erations (on the ordinates) to get increasingly better approximations to the optimum,
measured as log
(
1
ε
)
on the abscissa (data points for ε = 1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.05). The size of the
training set k and the number of basis functions m are kept fixed as m = k = 20. GSGP
scales linearly in log
(
1
ε
)
, in line with the theory. (1+1)-ES reaches a certain approxi-
mation to the optimum quickly, after that it takes increasingly longer time to get better
approximations, i.e., its approximation performance does not scale well.
Figure 5.2 (right) shows the effect on the performance of GSGP and GSGPg of the
number of basis functions m (data points for m = 4, 6, 8, 10) for a fixed training set size
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k = 18, and a fixed approximation ε. GSGP and GSGPg have similar performances, as
they have asymptotically by the theory, when k is large w.r.t. m. Their performance
difference becomes marked as m gets closer to k. The reason for that is that we are using
polynomial basis functions (gi(x) = x
i) thus when the number of basis functions grows,
the transformation matrix G gets more sensible to small variations in x. Thus even if
for large k the training inputs tends to be close to the grid, when m grows even the
small difference between the training inputs and the grid creates a large difference in the
transformation matrix G and thus affects the runtime.
5.5 Summary of the results and contributions
We have considered GSGP for Basis Functions Regression, which is a large class of re-
gression problems. Problems in this class can be solved directly by the least squares
method. However, GSGP can solve them in a black-box setting. We have shown a tight
link between GSGP for real functions and (1+1)-ES.
The main novel contribution of this Chapter is the design of a semantic mutation
operator making the search of GSGP for any basis functions regression problem equivalent
to standard (1+1)-ES with isotropic mutation on the sphere function and to transfer the
known runtime results for the (1+1)-ES to GSGP with this semantic mutation. GSGP
is very efficient in terms of scalability in both the size of the training set k (Θ(k log k))
and the target approximation to the optimum ε (Θ(log(1
ε
))). This operator requires the
algorithm to know the training inputs (but not the outputs) thus breaking the black-box
constraint. We have then proposed to replace the training inputs with a surrogate grid
of points in the input space. Preliminary experiments have shown that GSGP with the
new semantic mutation performs much better than a (1+1)-ES evolving the vector of
coefficients and thus inducing a non-isotropic Gaussian mutation on the output vector.
The experiments have also shown that the surrogate grid method is a viable option when
the training inputs are not known and the number of basis functions m is small.
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CHAPTER 6
HOMOGENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS
ISLAND MODELS FOR SET COVER
In this and in the following chapter we will move from the domain of Genetic Programming
to the domain of Parallel Evolutionary algorithms. We will keep in mind the two main
aims of this thesis stated in the introduction: to advance the theoretical understanding of
evolutionary algorithms, filling the gaps existing particularly in the sub-fields of genetic
programming and parallel evolutionary algorithms, and to use this novel knowledge to
guide the design of new algorithms and operators.
Parallelisation is becoming a more and more important issue, due to the current de-
velopment in computer architecture and the steeply rising number of processors in mod-
ern devices. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) can be parallelised by using island models,
also called coarse-grained EAs or multi-deme models [47, 65]. Several subpopulations
are evolved on different processors. Subpopulations coordinate their search by a process
called migration, where selected individuals, or copies thereof, are sent to other islands.
As explained in Section 2.5 the theoretical foundation of Parallel EAs is still at its
beginning. Particularly there are no works analysing the runtime of parallel EAs on NP-
Hard problems. Moreover all the analyses proposed before deal with homogeneous island
models, in which each island is performing the same task, while it can be appropriate to
discuss whether an heterogeneous island model, in which each island is assigned a different
behaviour, could perform better than an homogeneous one for some particular tasks.
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In this chapter we propose and analyse homogeneous and heterogeneous island models
for the SetCover problem. Given a set S with m elements and a collection of n subsets
of S with associated costs, the SetCover problem asks for a selection of subsets of S
that cover the whole set and have minimum cost. This classic NP-hard problem is one of
the most fundamental problems in computer science. Friedrich et al. [20] studied a SEMO
algorithm on a biobjective formulation of the problem and showed that SEMO efficiently
computes an Hm-approximation, where Hm =
∑m
i=1
1
i
is the m-th Harmonic number.
In this chapter we study a parallel version of this algorithm where each island runs an
instance of SEMO. Each island use the same bi-objective fitness functions to be minimised:
one criterion counting the number of uncovered elements and the other representing the
cost of the selection. Each island stores a population of non-dominated solutions. At the
end of each generation migration occurs transmitting a copy of the whole population to
all neighbouring islands. We will call this homogeneous island model since each island is
running the same algorithm.
Our analysis will show that this leads to significant speedups, depending on the topol-
ogy and the migration probability, for probabilistic migration policies. However, the
analysis will also highlight that this island model has large communication cost as whole
populations are exchanged between islands. To this end, we propose a heterogeneous
island model that has a lower communication cost and in which islands run simpler algo-
rithms.
The heterogeneous island model consists of m+1 islands using different single-objective
fitness functions. Each island stores one individual and runs a (1+1) EA (or RLS that
just differs in using local instead of global mutation). The fitness functions are such that
on island i only selections covering i elements are feasible. Therefore, each island i keeps
the best individual covering i elements of S. The island model can be implemented on
fewer than m+ 1 processors by running multiple islands on each processor. We show that
the collection of islands is able to guarantee the same performance and approximation
quality as in the homogeneous model, but with lower communication costs and simpler
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operations. We also study different migration policies for the heterogeneous model and
show how the migration policy affects running time and communication costs.
This chapter is based on [52]. My contribution consisted in the design and analysis of
the novel heterogeneous island model, so in the model presented in Algorithm 7 and the
analysis in Section 6.3, including statements and proofs of Theorems 15, 16, 17, 18. I’ve
also contributed in implementing both the heterogeneous and homogeneous island models
to run simulations that helped in the design and the analysed showed in this chapter.
6.1 Preliminaries
Let S = {s1, · · · , sm} be a set containingm elements and C = {C1, · · · , Cn} be a collection
of non-empty sets such that Ci ⊂ S for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
⋃n
i=1Ci = S. Each set Ci has a cost
ci > 0. We call X = x1 · · ·xn a selection of C and we say that Ci is in the selection X iff
xi = 1. An optimal solution to the SetCover problem is an X such that
⋃
i:xi=1
Ci = S
and
∑
i:xi=1
ci is minimum.
We define the following measures:
• c(X) = |⋃i:xi=1 Ci| is the number of covered elements of the selection.
• |X|1 =
∑n
i=1 xi is the number of selected sets of a selection.
• cost(X) = ∑i:xi=1 ci is the cost of a selection.
• cmax = maxi ci is the maximum cost of a set.
• ce(Ci, X) =
∣∣∣Cir⋃j:xj=1 Cj∣∣∣1
ci
is the cost-effectiveness of a set w. r. t. X.
The homogeneous island model consists of an archipelago of µ islands each one run-
ning the SEMO algorithm, minimising the multi-objective fitness function f(X) = (m−
c(X), cost(X)). In multi-objective optimisation, if u = (u1, . . . , uk) and v = (v1, . . . , vk)
are two objective vectors, we say that u dominates v if ui ≤ vi for i = 1, . . . , k and the
strict inequality sign holds for at least one objective. SEMO always maintains a set of
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non-dominated search points, which is the set of points that are not dominated by any
other point in the population. New solutions are created by selecting uniformly a search
point from the current population and mutating it. The offspring is added to the current
population and then all dominated search points are removed. SEMO uses local muta-
tions: one bit is chosen uniformly at random and then flipped. A variant called global
SEMO uses standard bit mutations instead (called global mutations), flipping each bit
independently with probability 1/n. In the homogeneous island model based on SEMO
or global SEMO (see Algorithm 6), each island maintains such a population. For migra-
tion, a copy of this whole set is transmitted to all neighbouring islands. The union of
this set with the target island’s set is considered and then all dominated solutions are
removed. This way, the best solutions among source and target islands are maintained
and combined.
Algorithm 6 Homogeneous island model based on (global) SEMO
1: Initialise P (0) = {P (0)1 , . . . , P (0)µ }, where P (0)i = {0n} for 1 ≤ i ≤ µ. Let t := 0.
2: repeat forever
3: for each island i do in parallel
4: Simulate one generation of (global) SEMO, updating P
(t)
i .
5: Send a copy of the population P
(t)
i to all neighbouring islands.
6: Unify P
(t)
i with all populations received from other islands.
7: Remove all dominated search points from P
(t)
i .
8: end for
9: Let t := t+ 1.
10: end repeat forever
The heterogeneous island model consists of a fully connected archipelago of m + 1
islands indexed 0, . . . ,m. Each island stores just one individual and runs an (1+1) EA
(or RLS) using a single-objective function that is different on each island. For island i we
define the fitness function (to maximise) as:
fi(X) =
 ncmax − cost(X) if c(X) = i−|c(X)− i| if c(X) 6= i
The idea is that island i stores an individual that represents the so far best selection
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covering i elements (referred to as feasible). If the solution does not cover i elements, the
fitness is negative and hints are given towards covering i elements1. Each island is thus
assigned a different part of the search space to optimise. This is similar to what happens
in dynamic programming [16].
The heterogeneous island model is shown in Algorithm 7. Note that the heterogeneous
island model can be easily implemented on µ ≤ m processors by running up to dm+1
µ
e
islands on each processor.
Both island models are initialised with empty selections. This is a sensible strategy
for SetCover and theoretical results [20] as well as preliminary experiments have shown
that this only speeds up computation.
Algorithm 7 Heterogeneous island model based on (1+1) EA (or RLS)
1: Initialise the island individuals X
(0)
0 , . . . , X
(0)
m to 0n. Let t := 0.
2: repeat forever
3: for each island i do in parallel
4: Produce a global (or local) mutation X˜
(t)
i of the individual X
(t)
i .
5: Send a copy of X˜
(t)
i to each other island.
6: Choose X
(t+1)
i with maximal fi-value among X
(t)
i , X˜
(t)
i and all immigrants.
7: end for
8: Let t := t+ 1.
9: end repeat forever
The homogeneous and heterogeneous island models differ fundamentally in their search
behaviour. Following Skolicki [82], we distinguish intra-island evolution (the evolution
within each island) and inter-island evolution (evolution among and between islands). The
homogeneous model uses intra-island evolution to generate improvements by mutation,
and migration helps to propagate these improvements to other islands. The heterogeneous
island model strongly relies on inter-island evolution; in fact, beneficial mutations as in the
homogeneous model yield solutions that are only feasible on other islands. The two island
models also differ in the population size. In the heterogeneous model the population of
each island consists of just one individual, while in the homogeneous model the population
size of each island is upper bounded by m. This generally means that the time and
1Our analysis holds for any negative function for the second case of fi.
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space required to compute a generation in the homogeneous model is larger than in the
heterogeneous one.
We define the parallel running time as the number of generations of an island model
until it has found a satisfactory solution, in our case an Hm-approximation. We also refer
to the sequential running time as the product between the parallel running time and the
number of islands. This represents the computational effort to simulate the model on a
single processor. The speedup of an island model with µ islands is defined as the rate
between the expected parallel running time of the island model and the expected running
time of the same EA using only a single island. This kind of speedup is called weak
orthodox speedup in Alba’s taxonomy [1]. If the speedup is of order Θ(µ), we speak of
a linear speedup. Furthermore, we also consider the effort for performing migration. We
define the communication effort as the total number of individuals sent between islands,
throughout a run of an island model. The (expected) communication effort is given by the
(expected) parallel time, multiplied by the number of islands and the (expected) number
of emigrants sent by one island.
We will analyse both the models for the following migration policies:
• Complete Migration: each island sends migrants to all other islands.
• Uniform Probabilistic: each island sends migrants to every other island indepen-
dently with a migration probability p.
In Section 6.3.3 we will introduce and analyse two additional migration policies espe-
cially tailored for the heterogeneous island model.
6.2 Analysis of the Homogeneous Island Model
We first consider the homogeneous model with uniform probabilistic migration as complete
migration is a particular case of probabilistic migration with migration probability equal
to one. In their analysis of SEMO, Friedrich et al. [20] consider the time until SEMO
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finds an empty selection, and how long it takes to get a Hm-approximate solution from
there. Hm is the m-th harmonic number, defined as
∑m
k=1
1
k
. Their results are as follows.
Theorem 13 (Friedrich et al. [20]). For any initialisation and every SetCover instance,
SEMO and global SEMO find an Hm-approximate solution in O(m
2n + mn log(ncmax))
expected generations. When starting with a population containing only an empty selection,
the time bound is O(m2n) generations.
The following lemma is at the heart of their–and our–analysis. It goes back to Chvatal’s
analysis of the greedy algorithm [15]. Starting with an empty set, the greedy algorithm
subsequently adds the most cost-effective set to the current solution. When k elements
are covered, for some 0 ≤ k ≤ m, the cost of this partial solution is at most cost(X) ≤
(Hm −Hm−k) OPT, where OPT denotes the cost of an optimal solution. For k = m this
gives an Hm-approximation.
Lemma 2. Let OPT be the cost of an optimal set cover and X be such that c(X) = k
(with k < m) and cost(X) ≤ (Hm−Hm−k) OPT. Adding the most cost-effective set to X
creates X ′ with c(X ′) = k′ and cost(X ′) ≤ (Hm −Hm−k′) OPT.
Proof. The selection X leaves m − k elements of S uncovered. These elements can be
covered at cost OPT since the optimal cover covers the whole set. Then there is a set
with cost-effectiveness at least m−k
OPT
. Let i be the number of newly covered elements by
adding this set, then after adding the set we get a solution covering k′ = k + i elements
at cost no more than
(
Hm −Hm−k + i
m− k
)
·OPT ≤ (Hm −Hm−k′) ·OPT .
This behaviour can be mimicked by SEMO [20] and the homogeneous island model.
Friedrich et al. [20] define the potential of the population of the archipelago as the largest k
such that there is an individual in the population that covers k elements and costs at
most (Hm−Hm−k) ·OPT. The potential can never decrease as SEMO always keeps some
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solution with k covered elements in the population. Starting with empty selections, the
initial potential is at least 0.
The probability of increasing the potential is at least 1/((m+ 1)en) for the following
reasons. It is sufficient to select the solution defining the potential and to add a set
with maximum cost-effectiveness (Lemma 2). The population contains at most m + 1
individuals, so the probability of selecting the right parent is at least 1/(m + 1). The
probability of a specific 1-bit mutation is at least 1/n · (1 − 1/n)n−1 ≥ 1/(en) for both
local and global SEMO.
This analysis can be transferred to our homogeneous island model using the general
method by La¨ssig and Sudholt [39] based on fitness levels. Assume the search space can be
partitioned into fitness-level sets ordered w. r. t. fitness such that an EA never decreases its
current level. If we have lower bounds on the probability that the EA will leave a current
level towards a better fitness-level set, we get an upper bound on the expected hitting
time of the final level. For island models we get upper bounds on the expected parallel
running time that depend on the topology at hand and the probability that migration
successfully transmits information about the current best fitness level. A rapid spread of
information enables more islands to search on the current best fitness level, which gives
better performance guarantees than a slow spread of information.
In [39] upper bounds are stated for common topologies: ring graphs, torus or grid
graphs, and the complete topology. In our case instead of using fitness levels, we argue
with the potential of islands. As seen above, the potential can never decrease. We have
m + 1 potential values, and the probability of increasing the potential on any island is
at least 1/((m + 1)en). Plugging this into the results from [39, 43], we get the following
bounds on the expected parallel time. The expected communication effort is by a factor
of pd(m + 1)µ larger than the expected parallel time, where d is the degree of any node
in the topology.
Theorem 14. For the homogeneous island model based on (global) SEMO on µ islands
and migration probability p > 0 the expected parallel time until an Hm-approximation for
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SetCover is found is bounded by
• O
(
n1/2m3/2
p1/2
+ nm
2
µ
)
for any ring topology,
• O
(
n1/3m4/3
p2/3
+ nm
2
µ
)
for any undirected
√
µ×√µ grid or torus graph
• O
(
m
p
+ nm
2
µ
)
for the complete topology Kµ.
The expected communication effort is O
(
p1/2µn1/2m5/2 + pnm3
)
for rings,
O
(
p1/3µn1/3m7/3 + pnm3
)
for grids and O(µ2m2 + pµnm3) for Kµ.
The upper bounds are asymptotically minimised for choosing the number of islands
as µ =
√
pnm, µ = (pnm)2/3, and µ = pnm, respectively. A larger number of islands will
not improve the upper bounds. That’s why we call these bounds best bounds1 and we
will refer to the values of µ smaller than these as values of mu leading to linear speedup.
With these choices we get expected parallel times of O(n1/2m3/2/p1/2), O(n1/3m4/3/p2/3),
and O(m/p), respectively (see Table 6.1 in Section 6.4). The expected communication
effort is O(pnm3), O(pnm3), and O(p2n2m4), respectively. Multiplying all parallel times
by µ, we see that the expected sequential time is bounded by O(nm2) in all three cases.
This asymptotically matches the upper bound from Theorem 13 for initialisation with
empty selections. This means that, apart from constant factors hidden in the asymptotic
notation, in these cases parallelization does not increase the (upper bounds on the) total
running time, but the (upper bounds on the) parallel time can decrease significantly. In
fact, all numbers of islands up to the values mentioned above yield linear speedups—for
cases where the O(nm2)-bound for a single (global) SEMO is asymptotically tight.
As remarked in [40], the bound for the complete topology with p = 1 also applies to
an offspring population-version of SEMO where λ offspring are created and added to the
population, before removing dominated solutions.
1Notice that these best bounds are not guaranteed to be the optimal values for µ.
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6.3 Analysis of the Heterogeneous Island Model
For the heterogeneous model based on (1+1) EA or RLS we first present an analysis for
the complete migration policy.
6.3.1 Complete Migration
Theorem 15. The heterogeneous island model with complete migration finds an Hm-
approximate solution for SetCover in an expected parallel time of O(n ·min(m,n)).
The expected communication effort is O(nm2 ·min(m,n)).
Proof. As in Theorem 14 we calculate the expected time to produce a solution that is
at least as good as the greedy solution, starting from 0n and always adding the most
cost-effective set. We define again the potential of the population of the archipelago as
the largest k such that there is an individual in the population that covers k elements
and costs at most (Hm − Hm−k) · OPT. At the end of each generation (after migration
and selection) the potential can’t decrease. In fact the individual Xk on island k can
only be replaced by an individual with the same number of covered elements but a lower
cost (and that would not affect the potential). Instead the potential can be increased to
k′ mutating Xk such that the most cost-effective set is added. That would produce an
individual X˜k such that c(X˜k) = k′ > k and cost(X˜k) ≤ (Hk−Hm−k′) ·OPT (Lemma 2).
After migration and selection this individual will replace the individual on the island k′
(which had higher cost and therefore lower fitness). This specific 1-bit mutation happens
with probability at least 1/n · (1− 1/n)n−1 ≥ 1/(en) for both local and global mutation.
At most n sets can be included in a selection but, if n > m, at most m of them will be
selected since each most cost-effective set covers at least one new element (otherwise its
cost-effectiveness would be 0). So after O(n ·min(m,n)) expected generations k = m and
then on island m we get an Hm −Hm−m = Hm-approximate solution.
Comparing this time with [20] and assuming n = O(m), we get that the upper bound
for the parallel time is by a factor of Θ(m) lower, while we get the same upper bound for
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the sequential running time.
6.3.2 Uniform Probabilistic Migration
For uniform probabilistic migration with migration probability p < 1, the island model
only increases the potential if migration happens on the edge that links the two islands
involved (k and k′). The probability estimate for this event decreases by a factor of p,
and the waiting time thus increases by 1/p, leading to the following result:
Theorem 16. The heterogeneous island model with uniform probabilistic migration and
migration probability p finds an Hm-approximate solution for SetCover in an expected
parallel time of O(n·min(m,n)/p). The expected communication effort is O(nm2·min(m,n)).
We see that our estimate of the communication effort has not improved. This is
not surprising as we only rely on inter-island evolution for making progress. A uniform
migration probability delays the inter-island evolution and the reduced communication
effort in a single generation is nullified by a larger parallel running time.
6.3.3 Other migration policies
In the heterogeneous island model each island is designed to prefer a different section of
the original search space. It might thus be a good idea to design the migration policies to
send individuals to islands which are likely to like them. In the following we present two
migration policies following this idea: : Non-Uniform Probabilistic and Smart Migration.
Non-Uniform Probabilistic
With non-uniform probabilistic migration, each island i sends migrants to every other
island (i+ k) mod (m+ 1) independently with probability 1/k.
In this case the chance of making the right migration is generally higher than for
uniform migration probabilities. Typically only few new elements are covered, when
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adding a most cost-effective set. A large number of new elements implies that we make
large progress. This balances out a small migration probability: if adding the most
cost-effective set covers j new elements, the probability of making this move is at least
1/j · 1/(en). In expectation, the potential increases by at least j · 1/j · 1/(en) = 1/(en),
regardless of j. A straightforward drift analysis gives the following.
Theorem 17. The heterogeneous island model with non-uniform probabilistic migration
finds an Hm-approximate solution for SetCover in an expected parallel time of enm.
The expected communication effort is at most enm2Hm.
Proof. In contrast to the previous proof, we consider the expected increase of the potential.
Let Pi be the island whose solution defines the current potential. We already know that
there is a 1-bit mutation that increases the potential to i + k by adding a set covering k
new elements, for some k. Note that this k might change over time as the solution on Pi
might be replaced by another one where k is different.
For every k as above, the probability of increasing the potential from i to i + k is at
least 1/(en) · 1/k as 1/(en) is a lower bound for making the right mutation and 1/k is
the probability that the mutant is migrated to island Pi+k. The expected increase of the
potential in a single generation is therefore at least
k · 1
en
· 1
k
=
1
en
.
This bound holds regardless of the specific value of k. Thus the expected number of
generations for increasing the potential from 0 to m is at most enm.
Smart migration
With smart migration each island i sends migrants to island c(X˜i), where X˜i is the
offspring generated on island i. Smart migration sends emigrants only to the unique
island where they are considered feasible. The proof of Theorem 15 only relies on such
migrations. Hence the upper bound also holds for smart migration.
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Theorem 18. The heterogeneous island model with smart migration finds an Hm-approximate
solution for SetCover in an expected parallel time of O(n ·min(m,n)). The expected
communication effort is O(nm ·min(m,n)).
In our setting, smart migration outperforms all other migration policies as it leads to
the best upper bound for the communication effort.
6.4 Summary of the results and contributions
The main contribution of this chapter is to propose and analyse two parallel EAs for the
SetCover problem that provably find good approximations. Table 6.1 gives an overview
of our results, regarding parallel and sequential expected running times as well as the
communication effort. In order to fairly compare heterogeneous and homogeneous models
we consider them running on µ processors. For the heterogeneous model this means (for
µ ≤ m) running up to dm+1
µ
e islands on the same processor and thus increasing the parallel
running time by a factor of Θ(m
µ
).
For the homogeneous model based on (global) SEMO, the topology determines how
many islands still give a linear speedup. For dense topologies more islands can be used.
The migration probability gives a smooth trade-off between this maximum number of
islands and the communication effort. For large migration probabilities the heterogeneous
island model based on the (1+1) EA (or RLS) has lower communication costs, when
comparing complete topologies or using the right migration policies. It is also easier to
implement as unlike for the SEMO-based model it is not necessary for each island to handle
large populations and to remove many dominated solutions. Thus the heterogeneous
model is also faster when considering the time and space required to compute a generation.
The discussion on migration policies has revealed how adding more knowledge about
the problem can decrease the communication effort. The complete migration and uniform
migration policies do not require any knowledge about the problem at hand, while non-
uniform migration only needs a sensible ordering of islands to work. This ordering should
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Algorithm parallel time bounds seq. time comm. effort
general b.  best bound
Non-parallel SEMO O(nm2)  O(nm2) O(nm2) 0
Homogeneous island model based on (global) SEMO and topology. . .
– ring (µ ≤ √pnm) O
(
nm2
µ
)
 O
(
n1/2m3/2
p1/2
)
O(nm2) O(pnm3)
– grid (µ ≤ (pnm)2/3) O
(
nm2
µ
)
 O
(
n1/3m4/3
p2/3
)
O(nm2) O(pnm3)
– complete (µ ≤ pnm) O
(
nm2
µ
)
 O
(
m
p
)
O(nm2) O(p2n2m4)
Heterogeneous island model with µ ≤ m based on (1+1) EA (or RLS) and policy. . .
– complete O
(
nm2
µ
)
 O(nm) O(nm2) O(nm3)
– uniform prob. O
(
nm2
µp
)
 O
(
nm
p
)
O
(
nm2
p
)
O(nm3)
– non-uniform prob. O
(
nm2
µ
)
 O(nm) O(nm2) O(nm2 logm)
– smart migration O
(
nm2
µ
)
 O(nm) O(nm2) O(nm2)
Table 6.1: Upper bounds on expected parallel times (general bounds and bounds for
best µ), expected sequential times and expected communication effort for homogeneous
island models with various migration topologies and for heterogeneous island models with
various migration policies, until an Hm-approximation is found for any SetCover in-
stance with m elements and n sets. p denotes the migration probability. We simplified
min(n,m) ≤ m and we constrained µ to yield linear speedups.
be consistent with the similarity between different islands. We believe that this approach
can be fruitful for other heterogeneous island models. Smart migration requires knowledge
about the problem at hand since it needs to inspect the genotype to determine the island
to send it to. But it leads to the best performance guarantees among all considered
policies.
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CHAPTER 7
SCHEMES FOR ADAPTING MIGRATION
INTERVALS IN ISLAND MODELS
As discussed in Section 2.4.1 designing an effective parallel evolutionary algorithm can
be challenging as the method and amount of communication needs to be tuned carefully.
Too frequent communication leads to high communication costs, and it can compromise
exploration. Too little communication means that the populations become too isolated
and unable to coordinate their searches effectively. There is agreement that even the effect
of the most fundamental parameters on performance is not well understood [47, 2], which
makes the tuning of parallel EAs really hard.
In this chapter we make a contribution towards finding good values for the migra-
tion interval, the parameter describing the frequency of migration. We propose adaptive
schemes that adjust the migration interval, depending on whether islands have managed
to find improvements during the last migration interval or not. The goal is to reduce com-
munication, while not compromising the exploitation of good solutions. The main idea is:
if an island has improved its current best fitness, migration is intensified to spread this
solution to other islands. Otherwise, islands decrease the frequency of migration in order
to avoid large communication costs.
Two different adaptive schemes are proposed. In both of them islands have individual
migration intervals which are adapted throughout the run. In Scheme A if an island
has not improved its current best fitness during the last migration interval, its migration
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interval is doubled. Once an improvement is found, the migration interval is set to 1 to
communicate this new solution quickly. In Scheme B an island also doubles the migration
interval when no improvement was found, while when an improvement is found, it halves
τ at the end of the current migration interval.
We show that doubling the migration interval guarantees for elitist EAs that the
number of migrations from an island is logarithmic in the time this island spends on a
certain fitness level, i. e. for any value of the current best fitness.
We contribute a rigorous analytical framework that yields upper bounds on the ex-
pected optimisation time and the expected communication effort, defined as the total num-
ber of migrants sent. This is done for fixed migration intervals in Section 7.2, Scheme A
in Section 7.3, and Scheme B in Section 7.4. Our adaptive schemes are then compared in
Section 7.5 against the best fixed values of the migration interval for classical test prob-
lems. The results reveal that our adaptive schemes are able to match or even outperform
the best fixed migration intervals with regard to the upper bounds of the expected parallel
time and the upper bounds of the expected communication effort.
This chapter is based on [51]. My contribution consisted in inventing the design of the
two adaptive schemes and in the results on common test functions presented in Section
7.5 and summarized in Table 7.1. I have also contributed in the statement and proofs of
Theorems 20, 21, 22 for the case of complete topologies.
7.1 Preliminaries
We define the parallel EAs considered in this chapter, which contain our adaptive schemes.
Our analytical framework is applicable to all kinds of elitist EAs: EAs that do not lose
their current best solution. We define our schemes for maximisation problems.
Scheme A (Algorithm 8) maintains a migration interval τi for each island. As soon
as the current best fitness on an island has improved through evolution, the island com-
municates this solution to its neighbouring islands. In this case, or when the best fitness
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increases after immigration, the migration interval for that island drops to 1. This im-
plies that copies of a high-fitness immigrant are propagated to all neighbouring islands
in the next generation. If no improvement of the current best fitness is found after τi
generations, the migration interval τi doubles.
Algorithm 8 Elitist parallel EA with adaptive Scheme A
1: Initialize λ islands P 11 , . . . , P
λ
1 uniformly at random and let τi := 1 and ui := 1 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ λ.
2: Let f ∗i be the best fitness value for each island P
1
1 , . . . , P
λ
1 .
3: for t := 1 to ∞ do
4: for all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ in parallel do
5: Simulate one generation of the EA and create a new population P it+1.
6: Update P it+1 by selecting a new population from the union of P
i
t and P
i
t+1, keeping
a best individual. Let f ∗i
′ be the best fitness value in P it+1.
7: if ui ≥ τi or f ∗i ′ > f ∗i then
8: Send a copy of a fittest offspring in P it+1 to all neighbouring islands.
9: end if
10: Update P it+1 by selecting a new population from the union of P
i
t+1 and all immi-
grants, keeping a best individual. Let f ∗i
′ be the best fitness value in P it+1.
11: if ui ≥ τi or f ∗i ′ > f ∗i then
12: if f ∗i
′ > f ∗i then
13: Let τi := 1 and f
∗
i := f
∗
i
′
14: else
15: Let τi := τi · 2
16: end if
17: Let ui := 0
18: end if
19: ui = ui + 1
20: end for
21: end for
For the purpose of a theoretical analysis, we assume that all islands run in synchronic-
ity: the t-th generation is executed on all islands at the same time. However, this is
not a restriction of our adaptive scheme as it can be applied in asynchronous parallel
architectures using message passing for implementing migration.
Inspired by [40], we also consider a Scheme B (see Algorithm 9) where the migration
interval is being halved (instead of being set to 1) once an improvement has been detected.
In contrast to Scheme A, this change is not implemented immediately, but only after the
current migration period has ended. A flag “successi” is used to indicate whether a success
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Algorithm 9 Elitist parallel EA with adaptive Scheme B
1: Initialize λ islands P 11 , . . . , P
λ
1 uniformly at random and let τi := 1, ui := 1, and
successi := false for all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ.
2: Let f ∗i be the best fitness value for each island P
1
1 , . . . , P
λ
1 .
3: for t := 1 to ∞ do
4: for all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ in parallel do
5: Simulate one generation of the EA and create a new population P it+1.
6: Update P it+1 by selecting a new population from the union of P
i
t and P
i
t+1, keeping
a best individual.
7: if ui ≥ τi then
8: Send a copy of a fittest offspring in P it+1 to all neighbouring islands.
9: end if
10: Update P it+1 by selecting a new population from the union of P
i
t+1 and all immi-
grants, keeping a best individual. Let f ∗i
′ be the best fitness value in P it+1.
11: if f ∗i
′ > f ∗i then
12: Let f ∗i := f
∗
i
′ and successi := true
13: end if
14: if ui ≥ τi then
15: if successi then
16: Let τi := dτi/2e
17: else
18: Let τi := τi · 2
19: end if
20: Let ui := 0 and successi := false
21: end if
22: ui = ui + 1
23: end for
24: end for
on island i has occurred in the current migration period. The advantage of Scheme B
is that it uses less communication than Scheme A, and if there is a good region in the
parameter space of τ , our hope is that it will maintain a good parameter value in that
region over time.
We provide general methods for analysing the expected parallel time and the expected
communication effort for arbitrary elitist EAs that migrate copies of selected individuals
(the original individuals remain on their island). As in Section 6.1, the parallel time
is defined as the number of generations until a global optimum is found and denoted
T par, while the communication effort T com is defined as the total number of individuals
migrated until a global optimum is found. For simplicity and ease of presentation, we
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assume that each migration only transfers one individual; if ν > 1 individuals migrate,
the communication effort has to be multiplied by ν.
In order to demonstrate and illustrate this approach, we consider one simple algorithm
in more detail: following [40], the parallel (1+1) EA is a special case where each island
runs a (1+1) EA.
In terms of communication topologies, for Scheme A we consider general graphs on
λ vertices and the following common graphs. A unidirectional ring is a ring with edges
going in one direction. A grid graph contains undirected edges with vertices arranged on a
2-dimensional grid. A torus can be regarded a grid where edges wrap around horizontally
and vertically. A hypercube graph of dimension d contains 2d vertices. Each vertex has
a d-bit label, and vertices are neighboured if and only if their labels differ in exactly one
bit. The complete graph contains all possible edges. For Scheme B we only consider
complete topologies as on sparse topologies migration intervals may adapt too slowly (see
Section 7.4). Then all islands use the same migration interval.
The diameter diam(G) of a graph G with λ vertices is defined as the largest number of
edges on any shortest path between two vertices. The unidirectional ring has the largest
diameter of λ. The diameter of any grid or torus graph with side lengths
√
λ × √λ is
at most 2
√
λ. The diameter of a (log λ)-dimensional hypercube is log λ, and that of a
complete topology is 1.
7.2 Fixed Migration Intervals
In order to compare our adaptive schemes against fixed migration intervals, we first need
to investigate the latter. La¨ssig and Sudholt [39, 42] presented general upper bounds for
the parallel optimisation time of island models with different topologies. Their method is
based on the so-called fitness-level method, also known as fitness-based partitions [90].
We use a special case of this method: without loss of generality consider a problem
with fitness values 1, . . . ,m. Consider fitness-level sets A1, . . . , Am such that Ai contains
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all points with fitness i. In particular, Am contains all global optima. We further assume
that, if the current best individual of a population is in Ai, there is a lower bound si for
the probability of finding a higher fitness level Ai+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Am in one generation. It is
easy to show that then
∑m−1
i=1 1/si is an upper bound for the expected running time of an
elitist EA.
La¨ssig and Sudholt [39, 41] showed how upper bounds on the parallel optimisation time
can be derived through general functions on these success probabilities s1, . . . , sm−1. They
considered migration in every generation (τ = 1) [41] as well as probabilistic migration,
where every island independently decides for each neighbouring island whether migration
occurs, and the probability for a migration is a fixed parameter p [42].
The following theorem provides results for periodic migration with migration inter-
val τ . The proof is not included here since it is an adaptation of the one for probabilistic
migration in [42]. The results for the expected communication effort on a topology with
edge set E follow from multiplying the expected parallel time by |E|/τ , as this term re-
flects the average number of migrated individuals across the topology in one generation.
The upper bounds on the expected parallel time can be derived as in [42].
Theorem 19. Consider an island model with λ islands where each island runs an elitist
EA. Every τ iterations each island sends a copy of its best individual to all neighbouring
islands. Each island incorporates the best out of its own individuals and its immigrants.
For fitness-level sets A1, . . . , Am, Ai containing all points of the i-th fitness value, let si
be a lower bound for the probability that in one generation an island in Ai finds a search
point in Ai+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Am. Then the expected parallel optimization time E (T par) and the
expected communication effort E (T com) are at most
E (T par) ≤ 2τ 1/2
m−1∑
i=1
1
s
1/2
i
+
1
λ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
E (T com) ≤ 2λτ−1/2
m−1∑
i=1
1
s
1/2
i
+
1
τ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
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for every unidirectional ring,
E (T par) ≤ 3τ 2/3
m−1∑
i=1
1
s
1/3
i
+
1
λ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
E (T com) ≤ 12λτ−1/3
m−1∑
i=1
1
s
1/3
i
+
4
τ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
for an undirected grid or torus with side lengths
√
λ×√λ,
E (T par) ≤ τm+ τ
m−1∑
i=1
log
(
1
τsi
)
+
1
λ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
E (T com) ≤ λ(log λ)m+ λ(log λ)
m−1∑
i=1
log
(
1
τsi
)
+
log λ
τ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
for the (log λ)-dimensional hypercube, and
E (T par) ≤ mτ +m+ 1
λ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
E (T com) ≤ λ(λ− 1)m+ λ(λ− 1)m
τ
+
λ− 1
τ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
for the complete topology Kλ.
These bounds match the ones from [43] for the case of probabilistic migration, if we
compare τ against a migration probability of p = 1/τ ; the constant factors here are even
better. The constants for probabilistic migration are higher to account for the variation
in the spread of information. Periodic migration is more reliable in this respect since
information is guaranteed to be spread every τ generations.
7.3 Adaptive Scheme A
In this section we analyse Scheme A on different topologies, including those from Theo-
rem 19. Note that whenever an island improves its current best solution, a copy of this
solution is being spread to all neighbouring islands immediately. Thus, good fitness levels
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spread in the same way as a migrating in every generation would do, i. e., using a global
parameter τ = 1. This means that the upper bounds from Theorem 19 apply for τ = 1.
Theorem 20. For Scheme A on topologies from Theorem 19, the expected parallel opti-
misation time is bounded from above as in Theorem 19 with τ = 1.
Note that the bounds on the expected parallel time from Theorem 19 are minimised
for τ = 1. This implies that we get upper bounds on the expected parallel time equal
to the best upper bounds for any fixed choice of the migration interval. In case these
bounds are asymptotically tight, this means that our adaptive Scheme A never increases
the expected parallel running time asymptotically.
The intended benefit of Scheme A comes from a reduced communication effort as
all islands decrease communication while no improvement is encountered through either
variation or immigration. The expected communication effort is bounded from above in
the following theorem. The main observation is that for each fitness level, the number
of migrations from an island is logarithmic in the time it remains on that fitness level.
For an upper bound we consider the expected worst-case time spent on a fitness level Ai,
where the worst case is taken over all populations with its best individual in Ai.
Theorem 21. Consider Scheme A on an arbitrary communication topology G = (V,E)
with diameter diam(G). Let E (T pari ) be (an upper bound on) the worst-case expected
number of generations during which the current best search point in the island model is
on fitness level i. Then the expected communication effort is at most
E (T com) ≤ |E|
m−1∑
i=1
log (E (T pari ) + diam(G)) .
Proof. Initially, and after improving its current best fitness, an island will double its
migration interval until its current best fitness improves again. If the current best fitness
does not improve for t generations, the island will perform at most log t migrations.
Consider an island v after reaching fitness level i for the first time, either through
variation or immigration. If no other island has found a better fitness level, the random
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parallel time for some island finding such an improvement is given (or bounded) by T pari .
Then this solution (or another solution of fitness better than i) will be propagated through
the topology, advancing to neighbouring islands in every generation. Hence, some solution
on a better fitness level than i will eventually reach v within the following diam(G)
generations. The latter also holds if some island has already found a better fitness level
than i at the time v reaches fitness level i. In any case, the total time v will spend on
fitness level i is at most T pari + diam(G).
An island v in the topology with outdegree deg+(v) will send deg+(v) individuals
during each migration. Hence, the total number of migrated solutions in t generations on
fitness level i is at most ∑
v∈V
deg+(v) · log t = |E| log t.
The expected communication effort, therefore, is at most
E (T com) ≤ |E| · E[log(T pari + diam(G))]
≤ |E| · log (E[T pari + diam(G)])
= |E| log (E[T pari ] + diam(G)) ,
where the inequality follows from Jensen’s inequality and the fact that log is a concave
function.
The communication effort is proportional to the logarithm of the expected time spend
on each fitness level. For functions that can be optimised by the island model in expected
polynomial time, and for polynomial λ (note diam(G) ≤ λ), this logarithm is always at
most O(log n). Then Theorem 21 gives the following upper bound.
Corollary 2. Consider a fitness function f with m fitness values, such that f is being
optimised by the island model in an expected polynomial number of generations, for every
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initial population. If also λ = nO(1), we have
E (T com) ≤ O(|E|m · log n).
The expected parallel time on a fitness level can be smaller than a polynomial: if
sufficiently many islands are being used, and the topology spreads information quickly
enough, it can be logarithmic or even constant. For specific topologies we get the following
results by combining Theorem 21 with bounds on the parallel time from Theorem 19.
Theorem 22. Given success probabilities s1, . . . , sm−1 as in Theorem 19, the expected
communication effort for Scheme A is bounded from above for certain topologies with λ
islands as follows:
1. λ
∑m−1
i=1 log
(
1
s
1/2
i
+ 1
λsi
+ λ
)
for a unidirectional ring,
2. 4λ
∑m−1
i=1 log
(
1
s
1/3
i
+ 1
λsi
+ 2
√
λ
)
for every undirected grid or torus with side lengths
√
λ×√λ,
3. λ(log λ)
∑m−1
i=1 log
(
log
(
1
si
)
+ 1
λsi
+ log λ
)
for the (log λ)-dimensional hypercube,
4. λ(λ− 1)∑m−1i=1 log (2 + 1λsi) for the complete graph.
We demonstrate the application of this theorem in Section 7.5.
7.4 Adaptive Scheme B
Scheme A resets the migration interval of an island to 1 every time an improvement is
found. We propose Scheme B which halves this value instead. This may be advantageous
if there is a “Goldilocks region” of good values for the migration interval. In contrast to
Scheme A, Scheme B should be able to maintain a value in that region over several fitness
levels.
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When improvements are being found with probability p, good parameter values are
close to τ ≈ 1/(λp), as then we find one improvement in expectation. If the current
migration interval is much smaller, chances of finding an improvement are small, and τ
is likely to increase. Likewise, if τ is large, the island will find an improvement with high
probability and halve τ . Thus, the migration interval will reach an equilibrium state close
to 1/(λp).
Scheme B might have a smaller communication effort as it does not reset the migra-
tion interval to 1, where communication is most frequent. This, however, only holds if
Scheme B does not lead to an increase in the parallel time. In fact, for sparse topologies G
such as the unidirectional ring there is a risk that improvements may take a very long
time to be communicated. If, say, all islands had the same migration interval τ , and
one island found a new best solution, it may take up to diam(G) · τ generations for this
information to arrive at the last island.
Scheme B therefore makes more sense for dense topologies such as the complete graph,
where diam(G) = 1 and decreases of τ quickly propagate to all islands.
We follow the analysis of Scheme B for adapting the number of islands in [40]. In
both approaches over some time span a resource is being doubled and halved, depending
on whether an improvement of the best fitness has been found. In [40] this resource is
the number of islands, and hence the number of function evaluations executed in one
generation. Here it is the number of generations within one migration period. The time
span in [40] is just one generation, leading to the parallel time in [40] as performance
measure. In our case the time span is the current migration interval, leading to the
communication effort as performance measure.
For λ = 1 the parallel time in our work equals the sequential time in [40], and the
communication effort equals the parallel time in [40]. However, a difference emerges for
λ > 1 as in our scenario an island has λτ trials to find an improvement, so the resources
for finding improvements are by a factor of λ higher, compared to [40].
We adapt the analysis from [40] to accommodate this difference. The following lemma
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is a straightforward adaptation of parts of [40, Lemma 1], hence a proof is omitted. It
estimates the expected communication effort for finding a single improvement, based on
a given initial migration interval τ0. We abbreviate max{x, 0} by (x)+.
Lemma 3. Assume an island model with a complete topology starts with a migration
interval of τ0 and that in each generation each island finds an improvement over the
current best individual with probability at least p. Let T com be the random number of
individuals migrated between islands. Let τ ∗ be the migration interval at this time (before
it is halved). Then for every α ∈ N0
1. Pr
(
log(τ ∗)− log(τ0) > (log(1/(λp))− log(τ0))+ + α
) ≤ exp(−2α),
2. E (T com) ≤ λ(λ− 1) · ((log(1/(λp))− log(τ0))+ + 2).
The expected number of migrations is expressed as the difference between logarithms
of the ideal value 1/(λp) and the initial value τ0. If the initial migration interval is larger,
τ0 ≥ 1/(λp), the expected number of migrations is just 2.
This fact is reflected in the following Theorem. The upper bound on the communi-
cation effort only contains values log(1/(λsj)) when the migration interval needs to be
increased, i. e. sj < sj−1. For the special case where fitness levels get progressively harder,
s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sm−1, the bound simplifies significantly.
Theorem 23. Given success probabilities s1, . . . , sm−1 as in Theorem 19, for Scheme B
we have
E (T parB ) ≤ 3m+
3
2λ
m−1∑
i=1
1
si
and
E (T comB ) ≤ λ(λ− 1) ·
(
3m+ log
(
1
λs1
)
+
m−1∑
j=2
(
log
(
1
λsj
)
− log
(
1
λsj−1
))+)
.
For s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sm−1 the latter simplifies to
E (T comB ) ≤ λ(λ− 1) ·
(
3m+ log
(
1
λsm−1
))
.
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The upper bound for the expected parallel time is only by a factor of 3/2 larger than
the upper bound for Scheme A. Hence, both upper bounds are asymptotically equal. In
other words, the reduced communication in Scheme B does not worsen the running time,
for problems where the upper bounds for Schemes A and B are asymptotically tight.
We give an informal argument to convey the intuition for this result. Assume that
Scheme B has raised the migration interval from 1 to some large value τ ∗ = 2i before an
improvement is found. Then Scheme B has spent 1+2+4+ · · ·+2i = 2i+1−1 generations
leading up to this value. In the worst case, the new migration interval τ ∗/2 = 2i−1 is too
large: improvements are found easily, and then the algorithm has to idle for nearly τ ∗/2
generations before being able to communicate the current best fitness. The total time
spent is around 3/2 · (2i+1 − 1), whereas Scheme A in the same situation would spend
2i+1− 1 generations. So, in this setting Scheme B needs at most 3/2 as many generations
as Scheme A.
A formal argument was given in [40] to derive an upper bound for the parallel time of
Scheme B, which is 3/2 that for Scheme A. The bound on the expected communication
effort follows from similar arguments and applying our refined Lemma 3. We refrain from
giving a formal proof here as it can be obtained with straightforward modifications from
the proof of Theorem 3 in [40].
7.5 Performance on Common Example Functions
The analytical frameworks for analysing fixed migration intervals and our two adaptive
schemes can be applied by simply using lower bounds on success probabilities for im-
proving the current fitness. We demonstrate this approach, and how to use the results
from the previous sections to analyse the parallel time and the communication effort on
common test problems.
We provide an analysis for the maximisation of the same pseudo-Boolean test func-
tions investigated in [43]. For a search point x ∈ {0, 1}n, x = x1 . . . xn, we define
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OneMax(x) :=
∑n
i=1 xi as the number of ones in x, and LO(x) :=
∑n
i=1
∏i
j=1 xi as the
number of leading ones in x. We also consider the class of unimodal functions taking d
fitness values f1, . . . , fd. A function is called unimodal if every non-optimal search point
has an Hamming neighbour with strictly larger fitness. Finally for 1 ≤ k ≤ n we consider
Jumpk :=

k +
∑n
i=1 xi, if
∑n
i=1 xi ≤ n− k or x = 1n ,∑n
i=1(1− xi) otherwise .
Where a “jump”, a mutation flipping k specific bits at the same time, has to be made.
The parameter k tunes the difficulty of this function.
7.5.1 Fitness partition and success probabilites
In order to apply Theorems 19, 22, 23, it is just necessary to define probability si to move
from the fitness level Ai to a better one. Recall that si is a lower bound on the probability
of one island finding a search point of strictly higher fitness, given that the population
has current best fitness i.
For the simple (1+1) EA, these values are easy to derive:
• For OneMax, a search point with i ones has n−i zeros. The probability of a mutation
flipping only one of these zeros is si ≥ (n− i)/n · (1− 1/n)n−1 ≥ (n− i)/(en).
• For LO, it is sufficient to flip the first 0-bit, which has probability si ≥ 1/n · (1 −
1/n)n−1 ≥ 1/(en).
• For unimodal functions the success probability on each fitness level is at least si ≥
1/n · (1 − 1/n)n−1 ≥ 1/(en) as for any non-optimal point there is always a better
Hamming neighbour.
• For Jumpk with k ≥ 2, it is possible to find an improvement to an individual having
up to n− k 1-bits just increasing the number of ones, thus the si with i < n− k are
equal to the ones for OneMax. A similar argument applies to levels n− k < i < n.
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From an individual with n − k 1-bits an improvement is found by generating as
offspring a specific bitstring having Hamming distance k from the parent, which has
probability sn−k ≥
(
1
n
)k · (1− 1
n
)n−k ≥ ( 1
n
)k · (1− 1
n
)n−1 ≥ 1
enk
.
7.5.2 Fixed scheme
Given Theorem 19 it is possible to bound the parallel time and the communication effort
for fixed migration intervals similarly to [43]. For example, for OneMax and the complete
topology we get an expected parallel time of E (T par) = O
(
nτ + n logn
λ
)
and an expected
communication effort of E (T com) = O
(
λ2n+ λn logn
τ
)
.
For fixed λ, the value of τ yields a trade-off between upper bounds for the parallel
time and that of the communication effort. In our example, for say λ = O(1), we get
E (T par) = O (nτ + n log n) and E (T com) = O
(
n+ n logn
τ
)
. We can notice how a large τ
always minimises the bound for the communication effort, while a small one (i. e. τ = 1)
minimises the bound for the parallel time.
Given a fixed number of islands λ, we define the best τ as the largest τ that does not
asymptotically increase the bound for the parallel time (compared to τ = 1). This assures
good scalability while minimising the communication effort. For the example proposed the
best τ is τ = Θ( logn
λ
). This leads to E (T par) = O(n logn
λ
) and E (T com) = O( |E|
τ
·E (T par)) =
O(λ
2
τ
·E (T par)) = O(λ2n). The results for other topologies and problems are summarised
in Table 7.1. Notice that fixing τ to its best value is possible, provided that the number
of island is small enough. Particularly for the example proposed the number of islands
must be λ = O(log n) for the best τ to be defined (τ ≥ 1).
7.5.3 Adaptive scheme
In order to calculate the parallel time for the adaptive Scheme A we can refer to the
results for the fixed scheme when τ = 1, as shown in Theorem 20. For example, our
Scheme A running on a complete topology solves OneMax in time O(n logn
λ
+ n). Scheme
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B has asymptotically the same parallel time of Scheme A, as shown in Theorem 23.
We only consider values of λ that lead to a linear speedup as defined in [42]: the ex-
pected parallel time for λ islands is by a factor of λ smaller than the expected optimisation
time of a single island, in an asymptotic sense. In this setting an island model thus makes
the same expected number of function evaluations, compared to a single island. In the
example proposed linear speedup is achieved for a number of islands up to λ = O(log n),
in fact for a larger number of islands the upper bound on the parallel time would be
O(n) regardless of λ. The bounds on λ limit the best upper bound on the parallel time
achievable with our analytical framework. Table 7.1 shows the bound on λ for different
problems and topologies and the best achievable parallel time bound.
In order to calculate the communication effort we use Theorem 22 and 23 for Schemes A
and B, respectively. We first get a general bound for every λ included in the linear
speedup bound, and then we calculate it for the maximum value of λ, thus providing
the communication effort for the value of λ leading to the best achievable parallel time.
Table 7.1 shows all results derived in this manner. In the following we provide an example
of this calculation.
Example: Communication effort of Scheme A for LO
We provide details on how to calculate the expected communication effort for Scheme A
using Theorem 22, choosing LO as an example. Calculations for other test functions are
similar. The purpose is to illustrate how we derived the results in Table 7.1.
In the following, λ is restricted to the cases leading to linear speedup as stated below
and in Table 7.1. The calculations often use that log(a+ b+ c) ≤ log(3 max(a, b, c)).
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• For the complete topology (λ = O(n))
E(T comA ) ≤ λ(λ− 1)
n−1∑
j=0
log(2 +
en
λ
)
≤ λ(λ− 1)
n−1∑
j=0
(
log
(
2en
λ
))
= O
(
λ2n log
(n
λ
))
.
If we set λ = Θ(n),
E(T comA ) ≤ O
(
n2
n−1∑
j=0
log
(
2 +
en
n
))
= O(n3).
• For ring (λ = O(n1/2))
E(T comA ) = λ
n−1∑
i=0
log
(
1
s
1/2
i
+
1
λsi
+ λ
)
≤ λ
n−1∑
i=0
log
(
(en)1/2 +
en
λ
+ λ
)
≤ λ
n−1∑
i=0
log
(
3en
λ
)
= O
(
λn log
n
λ
)
.
If we set λ = Θ(n1/2) we obtain
E(T comA ) = O
(
n1/2
n−1∑
i=1
log((en)1/2 + en1/2 + n1/2)
)
= O(n3/2 log n).
• For the grid (λ = O(n2/3)) we get
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E(T comA ) = 4λ
n−1∑
i=1
log
(
1
s
1/3
i
+
1
λsi
+ 2
√
λ
)
= O
(
λn log
(n
λ
))
.
If we set λ = Θ(n2/3)
E(T comA ) = O
(
n2/3
n−1∑
i=1
log
(
(en)1/3 + en1/3 + 2n2/6
))
= O(n5/3 log n).
• For the hypercube
(
λ = O
(
n
logn
))
E(T comA ) = λ(log λ)
n−1∑
i=1
log
(
log
(
1
si
)
+
1
λsi
+ log λ
)
≤ λ(log λ)
m−1∑
i=1
log
(
log (en) +
en
λ
+ log λ
)
= O
(
λ(log λ)n log
(n
λ
))
.
If we set λ = Θ
(
n
logn
)
we get
E(T comA ) = O
( n
log n
log
(
n
log n
)m−1∑
i=1
(
log(log(en) + e log n+ log
(
n
log n
)))
= O
(
n
log n
log
(
n
log n
)
n log log n
)
= O(n2 log log n).
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Table 7.1: Overview of expected parallel optimisation times and expected communication efforts for
island models with λ islands running a simple (1+1) EA on common example functions, derived using
Theorems 19, 20, 21, and 23. As explained in Sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3, the table shows restrictions on λ
to yield linear speedups and fixed values for τ leading to the best upper bounds for the communication
effort, while not increasing the parallel running time. For both parallel time and communication effort we
show bounds for general λ in the realm of linear speedups, and the best parallel time E (T parbest) achieved
by using the largest such λ, along with the corresponding communication effort E (T parbest) for the same λ.
For Jumpk we assume 3 ≤ k = O(n/(log n)).
Problem Topology and Scheme λ E (Tpar) E
(
Tparbest
)
E (T com) E
(
T combest
)
OneMax Complete, Scheme A O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O(λ2n) O(n log2(n))
Complete, Scheme B O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O(λ2n) O(n log2(n))
Complete, τ = Θ
(
logn
λ
)
O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O(λ2n) O(n log2(n))
Ring, Scheme A O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O(nλ log λ) O(n log(n) log log(n))
Ring, τ = Θ
((
logn
λ
)2)
O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O
(
λ2n
logn
)
 O(n log(n))
Grid, Scheme A O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O(nλ log λ) O(n log(n) log log(n))
Grid, τ = Θ
((
logn
λ
)3/2)
O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O
(
λ3/2n
log1/2(n)
)
 O(n log(n))
Hypercube, Scheme A O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O(nλ log(λ) log log(λ))
 O(n log(n) log log(n) log log log(n))
Hypercube, τ = Θ
(
logn
λ
)
O(logn) O
(
n
λ
logn
)
 O(n) O(nλ log λ) O(n log(n) log log(n))
LO Complete, Scheme A O(n) O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n) O
(
λ2n log
(
n
λ
))
 O(n3)
Complete, Scheme B O(n) O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n) O
(
λ2n
)
 O(n3)
Complete, τ = Θ
(
n
λ
)
O(n) O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n) O
(
λ2n
)
 O(n3)
Ring, Scheme A O(n1/2) O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n3/2) O(λn log
(
n
λ
)
) O(n3/2 logn)
Ring, τ = Θ
(
n
λ2
)
O(n1/2) O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n3/2) O(λ2n) O(n2)
Grid, Scheme A O(n2/3) O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n4/3) O(λn log
(
n
λ
)
) O(n5/3 logn)
Grid, τ = Θ
(
n
λ3/2
)
O(n2/3) O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n4/3) O(nλ3/2) O(n2)
Hypercube, Scheme A O
(
n
logn
)
O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n logn) O
(
λ log(λ)n log
(
n
λ
))
 O(n2 log logn)
Hypercube, τ = Θ
(
n
λ logn
)
O
(
n
logn
)
O
(
n2
λ
)
 O(n logn) O(λ log(λ)n log(n)) O(n2 logn)
unimodal f Complete, Scheme A O(n) O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(d) O(λ2d log
(
n
λ
)
) O(n2d)
with d f -values Complete, Scheme B O(n) O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(d) O(λ2d) O(n2d)
Complete, τ = Θ
(
n
λ
)
O(n) O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(d) O(λ2d) O(n2d)
Ring, Scheme A O(n1/2) O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(dn1/2) O
(
λd log
(
n
λ
))
 O(dn1/2 logn)
Ring, τ = Θ
(
n
λ2
)
O(n1/2) O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(dn1/2) O(λ2d) O(dn)
Grid, Scheme A O(n2/3)) O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(dn1/3) O
(
λd log
(
n
λ
))
 O(dn2/3 logn)
Grid, τ = Θ
(
n
λ3/2
)
O(n2/3)) O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(dn1/3) O(λ3/2d) O(dn)
Hypercube, Scheme A O
(
n
logn
)
O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(d logn) O
(
λ log(λ)d log
(
n
λ
))
 O(dn log logn)
Hypercube, τ = Θ
(
n
λ logn
)
O
(
n
logn
)
O
(
dn
λ
)
 O(d logn) O(λ log(λ)d log(n)) O(dn logn)
Jumpk Complete, Scheme A O(n
k−1) O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(n) O(λ2n) O(n2k−1)
Complete, Scheme B O(nk−1) O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(n) O(λ2n) O(n2k−1)
Complete, τ = Θ
(
nk−1
λ
)
O(nk−1) O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(n) O(λ2n) O(n2k−1)
Ring, Scheme A O(nk/2) O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(nk/2) O(nλ log λ) O(knk/2+1 logn)
Ring, τ = Θ
(
nk
λ2
)
O(nk/2) O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(nk/2) O(λ2) O(nk)
Grid, Scheme A O
(
n2k/3
)
O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(nk/3) O(nλ log λ) O(kn2k/3+1 logn)
Grid, τ = Θ
(
nk
λ3/2
)
)
O
(
n2k/3
)
O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(nk/3) O(λ3/2) O(nk)
Hypercube, Scheme A O(nk−1) O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(n) O(nλ log(λ) log log(λ))
 O(knk log(n) log log(nk−1))
Hypercube, τ = Θ
(
nk−1
λ
)
O(nk−1) O
(
nk
λ
)
 O(n) O(nλ log λ) O(knk logn)
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7.5.4 Evaluation of results
Recall that Table 7.1 only shows results for linear speedups, hence all parallel times are
equal, but the range of λ values varies between topologies.
Table 7.2 compares upper bounds from Table 7.1 on the communication efforts for the
best fixed value of τ against our adaptive schemes. For OneMax on all topologies the com-
munication effort is by a small O(log log n) term larger for the adaptive schemes, compared
to the best fixed τ . The latter varies according to the topology: it is τ = ((log n)/λ)2
for the ring, τ = ((log n)/λ)3/2 for the grid, and τ = (log n)/λ for the hypercube and
the complete graph. So, the additional O(log log n) factor is a small price to pay for the
convenience of adapting τ automatically.
For LO and the general bounds for unimodal functions, Scheme A on the ring has a
communication effort ofO(n3/2 log n) compared toO(n2), and for the grid it isO(n5/3 log n)
versus O(n2). These significant improvements show that decreasing the migration inter-
val is an effective strategy in lowering the communication costs, without harming the
parallel running time. For the hypercube the communication effort is lower by a factor
of O(log(n)/ log log n), whereas for the complete graph no differences are visible in the
upper bounds.
For Jump there are no differences for the complete graph, while on the hypercube
Scheme A is by a O(log log(nk−1)) factor worse than the best fixed value. For rings and
grids the adaptive scheme is better; the performance gap even grows with k and hence
the difficulty of the function.
Comparing Schemes A and B, both achieve similar results. For LO we see an ad-
vantage of Scheme B over Scheme A: the general bound for the communication effort of
Scheme A is O(λ2n log(n/λ)), whereas that for Scheme B is O(λ2n). This makes sense as
the probability for finding an improvement in one generation is of order Θ(λ/n) for the
considered λ, and the ideal value for the migration interval is in the region of Θ(n/λ).
Scheme A needs to increase the migration interval around log(n/λ) times to get into this
range, which is precisely the performance difference visible in our upper bounds. The
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OneMax LeadingOnes Unimodal Jumpk
Complete 1 1 1 1
Ring 1
log logn
n1/2
logn
n1/2
logn
nk/2−1
k logn
Grid/Torus 1
log logn
n1/3
logn
n1/3
logn
nk/3−1
k logn
Hypercube 1
log log logn
logn
log logn
logn
log logn
1
log log(nk−1)
Table 7.2: Comparison of communication efforts: the table shows the ratio of upper
bounds on the communication effort from the rightmost column of Table 7.1 for the best
fixed choice of τ and the best adaptive Scheme based on bounds from Table 7.1. A value
less than 1 indicates that the best fixed τ leads to better bounds, and a value larger
than 1 indicates a decrease of the communication effort by the stated factor. In all cases
λ was chosen as the largest possible value that guarentees a linear speedup according to
the above-mentioned upper bounds.
difference disappears for λ = Θ(n).
The same argument also applies to the more general function class of unimodal func-
tions.
7.6 Summary of the results and contributions
The main contribution of this chapter is to propose and analyse two schemes for adapting
the migration interval in island models. The analysis provides upper bounds on the
expected parallel time and the expected communication effort, based on probabilities
of fitness improvements in single islands running elitist EAs. The results show that
our schemes are able to decrease the upper bound on the communication effort without
significantly compromising exploitation. For arbitrary topologies, we got upper bounds
on the expected parallel time no larger than those for maximum exploitation, that is,
migration in every generation.
Example applications to common example functions revealed that, in the realm of
linear speedups and comparing against the best fixed choice of the migration interval,
the expected communication effort was larger by a tiny O(log log n) term for OneMax
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and similarly for the hypercube on Jump, but significantly smaller on LO, for a general
analysis of unimodal functions, and for rings and grids on Jump. Both schemes are able
to match, in terms of upper bounds, the performance of the best fixed migration interval
up to doubly logarithmic factors, or they can perform significantly better by polynomial
factors.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The double aim of the thesis was to advance the theoretical understanding of Parallel
Evolutionary Algorithms and Genetic Programming and to produce new theory grounded
efficient designs in these two fields. In this chapter we will recap how we have accomplished
these two objectives.
8.1 Genetic Programming
Concerning genetic programming we have started analysing the original mutation opera-
tors for Geometric Semantic Genetic Programming proposed in [59].
For the Boolean domain we have found out that SGMB takes exponential time to find
an expression minimizing the training error in the black box Boolean learning problem
even when the size of the training set is small (Section 3.3.2). Inspired by this analysis we
have designed 4 block mutation operators (FBM, VBM, FABM, MSBM), two of which
(FBM and FABM) can, with high probability, find an expression fitting the training
set of a random Boolean problem in polynomial time when the size of the training set
is polynomial in the size of the input variables and when the size of the blocks is set
accordingly (Section 3.3.4). This claim is proved and the good setting for the size of the
blocks is provided.
Experimental results comparing the average-case runtime of the 4 block mutations have
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shown that MSBM seems, on the average case, much superior to the others. Experiments
comparing GSGP with Cartesian GP give indications of the superiority of GSGP to CGP
when the training set encompass all the possible input-output pairs. In this situation of
very large training set forcing point mutation (SGMB) is superior to MSBM.
For classification trees, after realising as for the Boolean domain that the original
operator proposed in [59] would take exponential time to learn a classification tree, we
have proposed a new block mutation operator (FBM) that can find the optimum of a
random problem in polynomial time with high probability. Consideration on the fact
that the size of the classification trees evolved with FBM grows exponentially with the
number of generations, inspired the design of IFBM which has the same runtime and
ability of finding solution of FBM, but produces classification trees growing linearly in
size with the number of generations (Section 4.3). We have also proposed MSBM: while
IFBM can find the optimum in expected polynomial time, but in some cases it cannot find
it, MSBM is always able to find the optimum even if, for some combinations of training
sets and problem instances, it may require exponential time.
For the basis function regression domain we have realised that the operator in [59]
induces on the output vector a non-isotropic Gaussian mutation which has never been
analysed before (Section 5.2.2). We have then redesigned the mutation operator to induce
a known isotropic Gaussian mutation on the output vector and used the theoretical results
on (1+1)-ES on Sphere function to analyse the convergence time of the new operator
(Section 5.3). This new operator requires to know the input values of the training points,
which breaks the black-box constraints. We have then provided a real black-box method
which uses a surrogate grid instead of the training input. Experiments have confirmed
that the surrogate grid method works and that the new operator, inducing on the output
vector an isotropic Gaussian mutation, outperforms the original operator proposed in [59]
(Section 5.4).
So, for all three domains we have analysed the existing operators, providing rigor-
ously proved runtime results which were not available before. We were then inspired by
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the analysis to improve the existing operators proposing novel ones and providing both
theoretical and experimental analysis for them.
8.1.1 Future work
The size of individuals is an important issue in GSGP. In designing mutation operators
we have always tried to keep the growth in size of the individuals at most asymptotically
linear in the number of generations. If this is, on one hand, a remarkable accomplishment
since it gives guarantees on the size of individuals (compared to traditional designs for
which the bloat is not predictable), on the other hand it might be not good enough
in practice. Moreover our analysis has not taken into consideration crossover, mainly
due to the fact that the geometric semantic crossover operators available at the moment
makes the size of the individuals to grow exponentially in the number of generations [59].
Approximated geometric semantic crossover operators, keeping the size of individuals low,
have been proposed [72]. However since these operators don’t behave as exact geometric
operators their rigorous analyses is still an open problem.
Another important future work on GSGP is the study of the generalization ability.
In Section 4.5 we have proposed a framework to measure the generalization ability of an
EA. This can be used, in future research, to calculate the generalization ability of the
operators proposed in this thesis and to guide the design towards operators guaranteeing
a good generalization ability while keeping the runtime low.
8.2 Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms
Concerning Parallel Evolutionary algorithms we have started realizing that there is no
rigorous analysis on how island models perform on NP-hard problems, or how they deal
with multi-objective fitness functions. We have then produced an analysis of an homo-
geneous island model finding, on each island, a good approximation of a multi-objective
formulation of the NP-hard problem SetCover (Section 6.2)
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The analysis highlighted that this model needs a large number of individuals to be
exchanged throughout the run. It then inspired the design of an heterogeneous island
model in which each island optimises a different fitness function, thus taking care of a
different portion of the search space. This model can guarantee the same upper bounds
on the runtime while needing less communication effort (Section 6.3).
Another open problem of Parallel Evolutionary Algorithms is how to set the migration
interval. We have then proposed and analysed two new adaptive schemes for the migration
interval and we have rigorously analysed them on common test functions and for different
topologies (Chapter 7). In the realm of linear speedups these schemes can guarantee
the same upper bound on the runtime of the optimal choice of the migration interval
just needing a communication effort larger by a tiny O(log log n) term for OneMax and
similarly for the hypercube on Jump, but significantly smaller on LO, for a general analysis
of unimodal functions, and for rings and grids on Jump. The optimal fixed migration
interval is difficult to calculate for general problems, so it is an important result to have
an adaptive scheme (thus needing no tuning) which can perform equally good, double-
logarithmically worse or even polynomially better than the best fixed choice, for the
problem considered in this study and in case the upper bounds are tight.
8.2.1 Future work
The heterogeneous island model proposed for SetCover could be applied to other prob-
lems having a multi-objective representation. Particularly it could be easily applied to
any 2-objectives problem in which one objective is any real function f1 : S → R, where
S is the search space, while the second objective is a function taking a limited number of
values from an alphabet f2 : S → Σ, with |Σ| ∈ N. Other combinatorial problems admit
this representation (for example in VertexCover f1 would be the cost of the cover,
while f2 would be the number of covered vertices) and future work can analyse how this
heterogeneous island model can perform on them.
In both Chapter 6 and 7 our analyses have provided upper bounds for the expected
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running time and the expected communication effort. If this is, on one hand, an im-
portant step towards the understanding of parallel EAs and it gives guarantees on the
expected time to find a good solution (optimal or with a given approximation ratio), on
the other hand it does not allow to make a solid comparison between different approaches.
Understanding whether these bounds are tight, by providing corresponding lower bounds,
is thus a important open problem which future research should tackle. A promising di-
rection is using black-box complexity [18, 44], which describes universal lower bounds on
the expected (worst-case) running time of every black-box algorithm on a given class of
functions. Recent advances towards a black-box complexity for parallel and distributed
black-box algorithms have been made [5, 6], which include island models using mutation
for variation.
Finally, real implementations of parallel algorithms have to take into consideration
issues that are not considered in the theoretical models, like synchronization and limited
bandwidth and cache. Understanding how the models proposed perform when deployed
on real parallel architecture and how to implement them efficiently is thus another open
direction for future research.
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